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SUBJECT DEPLANES FOR 
LAND BATTLE 

SUBJECT ATTACKED BY 
FELLOW SQUADRON PILOTS 
IN 4-PLAYER MODE 

SUBJECT JOLTED BY 
RUMBLE PAK™ 
IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR 

STARFOX® 64 INCLUDES THE 
RUMBLE PAK IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR 

ONLY FOR THE NINTENDO 64 SYSTEM 
ATTACH IT TO YOUR CONTROLLER 

FEEL THE WHOLE PICTURE 
CONTENT RATEO BY 
ESRB 

logo are traclemarks of Nintendo of America Ine. National Archives Still Picture Branch. www.nintendo.cpm 1 997 Nintendo of America Ine. 
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Editor in Chief & 

Creative Director 

Dave Halverson 

I Executive Editor 

Greg Rau 

I Managing Editor 

Ryan Lockhart 

* Art Director 

Bruce Stockert 

“You’re going 

to have the 

time of your 

life with 

Final 

Fantasy VIF 

UMlimiuiiMHit 

Hopefully... it’s around September 
I st and therefore the event is about 
to take place. An event so monu- 
mental that it could change the way 
we look at games from this point on 
and at the same time mark either 
an even greater resurgence, or 
more mediocrity (in terms of quan- 
tity not quality) for the RPG mar- 
ket in America. 

I’m talking of course about the 
September 7th launch of Square’s 
epic Final Fantasy VII. Hundreds of 
people, nine months and 30 million 
dollars worth of epic RPG are at 
hand. If this doesn’t awaken the 
sleeping giant that is the amazing world of Role 
Playing Games on console, than nothing will. 

My only concern is that Final Fantasy VII is so 
good that if it does open the door it may at the 
same time, in a manner of speaking, slam it shut. 

Does there exist a company other than Square 
that could invent such a masterful game in under 
a year’s time, or for that matter, in any amount of 

Graphic Design/Layout time? lf theY could, Final Fantasy VIII would be at 
hand by the time it arrived (it is but a mere 18 or 
so months away). Before that Suikoden 2, Square’s 
Saga Frontier and Final Fantasy Tactics, and ASCH’s 
A/loon are all slated for early *98 releases. While 
all of these are all potential blockbusters, none are 
in the same class as FF VII. However, there is 
another epic RPG waiting in the wings.... 

When you think of Square, one other name 
comes to mind... Enix. They waged war in the 16- 
bit days under the Nintendo label and it would 
appear those battle lines are being drawn once 
again. Dragon Quest VII is well under way (for the 
Playstation) and will be released in Japan in early 
’98. If Sony were to strike a deal similar with 
Enix to the one they did with Square, they would 
be mimicking Nintendo’s footsteps almost exact- 
ly. The result would be a reign of supremacy in 
Japan very similar to the one Nintendo enjoyed 
for over a decade. I guess History really does 
often repeat itself. 

nMMMiim 

similar results in the US and UK. Of 
course that’s more of a David 
Letterman dream sequence than an 
actual possibility, but then again, so 
was Square leaving Nintendo. 

So, the fat lady is laboring onto the 
stage, but it’s not over yet. She could 
trip and roll right back down the 
steps. 
“Aunt Bunny feil down the steps”. 
Whoa, flashback! 
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With Zelda 64 and Quest, Nintendo 
have the action RPG category well at 
hand, but that genre holds nary as 
much weight in Japan where the bat¬ 

tle is being waged. Nintendo’s sole major RPG is 
Mother 3 and they will need a miracle to close the 
gap in Japan where they are being pummeled by 
Sony while running a close race for second with 
Sega who current- 
ly has the upper 
hand. Sega (who 
seem almost 
asleep at the wheel 
over here) need to 
make whatever 
announcement 
they’ve been hold¬ 
ing back because 
3rd party support 
in America for the 
Saturn is all but 
gone. A healthy 64- 
bit game plan on a 
developer-friendly 
console needs to 
happen soon. We all 
know it’s out there, 
but how long will 
Sega wait? Seems like 
one big chess game 
doesn’t it? I guess that’s 
the beauty of the video 
game industry. 
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But wait just one second, l’ve more space to fill! 
If my memory serves me, FF VII was originally 
announced as a Nintendo 64 title, so let’s explore 
a somewhat far-fetched, but possible alternative 
scenario. Sony is way out in the lead at present, 
and the door is swinging shut, but it’s not closed 
yet. What if Sega persuaded Enix to camp with 
them and their new 64-bit console? Or what if 
Enix were to reaffirm their alliance with 
Nintendo, who are about to launch their first car- 
tridge alternative; the 64-Disc Drive? Either 
could trigger a resurgence (for Sega or Nintendo) 
as quickly as the Square deal put Sony on top in 
Japan. Supremacy in Japan almost always marks 

w\ 
& 

No matter how it all 
finally works out, two 
things are for certain. 
One, you are going to 
have the time of your 
life with Final Fantasy 
VII, and two, there is 
definitely more f 
where that came SL 
from. Pretty cool, * 
huh? Enjoy the 
September 
GameFan! 
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Journey to thé far future to save the distant past 
Battïe hand-tb-hand. Solve intriguing puzzles. 
Wield powerful magie. Explore a huge 3D world 
Your missiob: retrieve the legendary sword r 
Excalibur. \ [ 

Featuring over200 locations, 60 different /X 
characters, tuil speech, and incredible reatistic 
light-sourcing, Excalibur 2555 is an absolute epic 

“ ...could well do foV 3D action adventures what 
Tomb Raider did for.3D platformers” \ 
- Edge \ { \ 

Excalibur 2555 is oné of the most uniquje 1 
3D games ever... a re&lly, really cool game 
— Diehard Gamelan \ l 

Tel.: (315) 393-6633 Fax: i 

To order, visit your retailer or call 

com 
Playstation 

irtainment Ine. PlayStation/3hd the Playstation logos are trademafks of Sony Computi 
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ROIURBRU 
Ten players in 

spiked battle armor. 

One rule: stay alive. 

Rollerball. Coming soon. 
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Cover 
Story: 
Nintendo's 

Mischief 

Makers: 
Treasure's 
magie 
comes to 
theN-64! 

ALBERT ODYSSEY 
BREATH OF FIRE III 
CASTLEVANIA X 
CHEESY 
COLONYWARS 
COURIER CRISIS 
CRASH 2 
CROC 
DISCWORLD 2 
DUKE NUKEM 
F I POLE POSITION 
FINAL FANTASYVII 
G-POLICE 
GHOST IN THE SHELL 
GOLDENEYE 
GOWKAISER 
GRANDIA 
GUNDAM BATTLE MASTER 
GUYBRAVE 
HARDWOOD HEROES 
HERCULES 
MACE 
MACROSS 
MADDEN 
MAXIMUM FORCE 

FINAL FANTASY VII 

EXTREME G 

MISCHIEF MAKERS 76 

EDITORIAL ZONE 

GHOST IN THE SHELL pg. 34 MOST WANTED/TOP TEN 

HOCUS POCUS 

STREET FIGHTEI VIEWPOINTS 

MISCHIEF MAKERS 

MK MYTHOLOGIES 

MOON 
NFL GAMEDAY 
NHL ’98 
NHL BREAKAWAY 
NUCLEAR STRIKE 
ODDWORLD: ABE’S ODDYSEE 
PANZER BANDIT 
RAYSTORM 
REBOOT 
RED ASPHALT 
SAGA FRONTIER 
SAMURAI 64 
SAN FRANCISCO RUSH 
SILHOUETTE MIRAGE 
SLAYERS ROYAL 
STREET FIGHTER EX 
TETRISPHERE 
THUNDER FORCE V 
TIME CRISIS 
TOMB RAIDER 2 
VS. 
WAKU WAKU 7 

PLAYSTATION NATION 

GOLDENEYE 
COVER STORY 

NINTENDO 64 THEATER 

SATURN SECTOR 

GAMEFAN SPORTS 

JAPAN NOW 
GRANDIA 

QUARTER CRUNCHERS 

OTHER STUFF 

ANIME FAN 
COVER ILLUSTRATION BYTREASURE/NINTENDO 

Mischief Makers name, character likeness(s) and stylized 

logo are ™ and property ofTreasure/Nintendo © 1997. POSTMEISTER 



Clip this coupon and 
take it to any Sears 
Funtronics Dept. for 
one T-shirt and $10 off 
the regular price of 
Final Fantasy VIL 
Valid 9/2/97 through 
10/15/97. 

R5770430S1DG0 

Good for one FFVII t-shirt and $10 off single Sears Funtronics Dept. regular purchase price. Valid 
9/2/97 - 10/15/97 only. Offer not good on layaway balances, gift certificates or credit card payments. Not 

redeemable for cash. Not valid with any other coupons or offers. Limit one coupon per transaction, one per cus- 

tomer. Void where prohibited by law. Cash value 1/200. © 1997 Sears, I 

your money back. 

Sears, Roebuck and Co. Satisfaction guaranteed or 

Sony Computer Entertainment logo is a trademark of Sony Corporation. Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment 

Ine. ©1997 Square Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Final Fantasy and Squaresoft are registered trademarks of Square Co., Ltd. 



The Sony Computer Entertainment lögo is. a trademark of Sony Corporation. Playstation and the Playstation logos are tracfe- 
marks of Sony Computer Entertainmenl lnc^NFL and GameDay are registered frademarks of the National Footbali League. 
Officiaily iicens'ed product of the NFL Players and NFL Propertjes. NFL team names, logos, heimet designs and uniform designs 
are registered trademarks of the team indicated. Players Ine is an official trademark of the NFL Players. ©1997 Players Ine 
Developed by Sony Interactive Studios America. ©1997 Sony Computer Entertainment America. Ine www.playstation.com 



T MUST BE IMPORTANT WHEN 

22 MEN WILL GO TO WAR OVER A PIECE 

OF LAND NO WIDER THAN THIS AD. 

Playstation 

To a rare few, winning the war means 

totally dominating the 

Miami Dolphins'72 

Chicago Bears '85 

NFL GameDay '98 



FOR THE WEEK ENDINC 7/30/97 

READERS’ TOP TEN 

1. Mario Kart 64 - N64 6. Blast Corps - I\I64 
2. Resident Evil - PS 7. StarFox 64 - N64 
3. Tomb Raider - PS 8. Street Fighter Alpha - PS 
4. Tekken 2 - PS 9. Turok - N64 
5. Super Mario 64 - N64 10. Wild Arms - PS 

READERS’ MOSTWANTED 

1. Zeida 64 - N64 6. Cyberbots - Saturn 
2. Resident Evil 2 - PS ♦ 7. Time Crisis - PS 
3. Final Fantasy VII - PS v * 8. Yoshi’s Island - N64 
4. Tomb Raider 2 - PS v. ] 9. Crash Bandicoot 2 - 
5. Ouake - N64 / h 10. Duke Mem - NB4 

RS’ TOP TEN 

GAMEFAN EDITOR’S TOP TEN 

1. Final Fantasy VII (U.S.) - PS 
2. Mischief Makers - N64 
3. Silhouette Mi rage - Saturn 
4. Castlevania SOTN - PS 
5. Goemon 64 - N64 

6. GoldenEye - N64 
7. Ghost in the Shell - PS 
8. Street Fighter EX Plus a - 

9. ThunderForce V - Saturn 
10. F1-Pole Position- PS 

1. Grand ia (demo) - Saturn 
2. Final Fantasy Vil (U.S.)- PS 
3. Silhouette Mi rage - Saturn 
4. Mischief Makers - N64 
5. Thunderforce V- Saturn 

6. ONE- PS 
7. Dezaemon 2 - Saturn 
8. Klonoa - PS 
9. Beastorizer - PS 
10. Tobal 2 - PS 

1. Final Fantasy Tactics - PS 
2. Final Fantasy Vil - PS 
3. Langrisser IV- Saturn 
4. Castlevania X - PS 
5. Policenauts - Saturn 

6. Devil Summoner- Saturn 
7. Kowloon’s Gate - PS 
8. Alundra - PS 
9. Samurai Spirits RPG - Neo«CD 
10. Snatcher- SegaCD 

1. Final Fantasy Vil (U.S.) - PS 
2. Street Fighter lil - Arcade 
3. Grand ia (demo) - Saturn 
4. Final Fantasy Tactics - PS 
5. Vampire Savior- Arcade 

6. Street Fighter EX Plus a - PS 
7. Samurai Spirits RPG - Neo*CD 
8. Bi o-Hazard- Saturn 
9. Rockman X4 - PS 
10. Breath of Fire lil - PS 

1. Final Fantasy Vil (U.S.) - PS 
2. Abe’s Oddysee - PS 
3. Grandia Demo - Saturn 
4. Tomb Raider 2 -PS 
5. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS 

6. Silhouette Mi rage - Saturn 
7. Mischief Makers - N64 
8. Street Fighter EX Plus a - 

9. Time Crisis - PS 
10. Quake - Saturn 

1. Street Fighter EX Plus a - PS 6. Grandia (demo) - Saturn 
2. Oddworld:Abe’s Oddysee - PS 7. Coiony Wars - PS 
3. Crash 2- PS 8. Thunder Force V- Saturn 
4. Silhouette Mi rage - Saturn 9. Rockman X4 - Saturn 
5. Mischief Makers - N64 10. Ghost in the Shell - PS 

This Month's Guest: 
Jeremy Airey 
Producer, "Clayfighter 63-V3' 

1. Final Fantasy VII - PS Import 

2. Street Fighter EXplusCC - PS Import 

3. Tobal2- PS Import 

4. Mario Kart 64 - N64 

5. StarFox - N64 

6. Street Fighter 3 - Arcade 

7. Dynasty Warriors - PS 

8. Fiereules - PS 

9. Top Skater - Arcade 

10. Mortal Kombat 4 - Arcade/Tour Version 

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 
10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren!t out 
yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN 
TOPTEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
/ JW'f'.wnwapw» n . 

The best magazine in the universe! 

uongraiuiaiions to last month’s winners: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 
Matt Smith, Ruben Avery, Matthew Levitan, 

Palmdale, CA St. Louis, MO New York, NY 

Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per 
month. Drawings will be held on the 21 st of each 
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by 
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list 
of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 
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A COLLECTION OF GAMES 
THAT LAUGHS IN THE FACE OF/ 

TECHNOLOGY.^ 
AlAS, VIDEO GAMING TECHNOLOGY 

IT KEEPS GETTING UPDATED AND 

OUTDATED FASTER AND FASTER 

WHO'LL STOP THIS MADNESS? NaMCO 

Volume 4 and the Museum Collection 

Five state-of-the art (well, maybe ten years 

AGO) GAMES BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT FUN NEVER GOES OUT 

OF STYLE. PAC-LAND - A WILD AND CRAZY PAC-MAN ADVENTURE. ASSAULT 

THE TANK WARFARE CLASSIC. ORDYNE - AN INTENSE, RAPID FIRE 

SHOOTER FROM THE ARCADES. PLUS, THE RETURN OF 

ISHTAR, AND ÏHE GENUI AND THE HEIKE CLANS. EACH i 

ONE AN ABSOLUTE BLAST. GO AHEAD AND PLAY IT FOR 

YOURSELF. JUST DON'T BE SURPRISED IF YOU'RE SOON 

LAUGHING IN THE FACE OF TECHNOLOGY, TOO 

{GREAT GAMES HAVE NEVER HAD TO BE HIGH-TECH TO BE HIGH-FUN.} 

www.namco.com 

NAMCO MUSEUM®* VOLUME 4© 1396 Kmo Üd, Ais RigWs ReseTved Playstation and the.PiayStalion logos are : 
ttadem,m of Sol Ccrmputer Entertainment Ine. The ratings icon is a üademark oi the Interactive Digital Software Association. 

■■■'■ ■■ 
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fig. 3a 
THE SALUTE 

fig. 3b 
THE MAGIC SALUTE 

wt-A^ y/Q\> 2ti 

Magie brings divergent 
groups together in the 
spirit of compet-ition. 
Group hug everybody! 

YOUR ARSENAL 

To play Magie, you 
donTt need fancy 

gadgetry. 6r for that 
matter, fossil fuels, 

[ONctei' 

Translated in nine languages, Magie affords you 
the opportunity to destroy someone in six continents 

World of Magie: the ^atbering 



1CEREBRUM IE MAGIC HOMOSAPIEN 

RE TAKING ORDERS 
Like a good 

football coach; 
a formidable 
Magie player 
always has a 

game plan. 

TELLECTUAL SUBÖRDINATIS! 

ORE BONEHEADS 
IN mm IBIATTALIONl 

lGIC: THE 6 at kering, you are the 
AR GENERAL OF TOUR OfK AllMYi 

ƒ Each Magie card 
\ features snappy artwork 
* that teleports you to a 
strange,suburb-free world 

ENléR HÊf?£ 
great warriors through the AGes 

DEATH HEAD^SCOTS GARDE ,MAGIC PLAYER 1 SOUDIOR 

WHAT YOU 

NEED 

TO P1AY: 
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ENTER THE GAMEFAN 
HOCUS POCUS GIVEAWAY! 
-- JlDlIHIll IMHIMPM———— 

GRAND PRIZE: 
A GXTV 

FIRST PRIZE: 
A SEGA NOMAD 

SECOND PRIZE: 
VIEWOINT 

GAME OF YOUR 
CHOICE 

THIRD PRIZE: 
1-YEAR 

SUBSCRIPTION 
TO GAMEFAN 

: 

'Xt\ MMMKHimh 

HOCUS POCUS DESIGN BY REUBUS, WITH AWESOME ART BY THE WEB DUDES 

•w- 'v.-. .- v v v ür > / y >* 

ffGm, 

.«— . r:. * f .i\\ s.s . >. ••••'v 
N. W •*' 4 f *t j i i V V L 

GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with 
hyper-amplified sound and graphics. 
Enhance the thrill of gaming with 
adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15 watt sub woofer. Plus, the 
intense screen graphics will make you feel 
like your head’s right inside the game. 
GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13* stereo TV 
with two A/V Inputs, stereo headphone jack, 
backlit remote control and tilt/swivel 
stand. So whatcha waitin' for? Send in 
those codes and maybe you can win one of 
these GXTVs for yourselfl 

0OO©O©©pOQ«OOOOÓÓO©OOOOOeQO0OOOOOOOO O O O CO O O O O O O O O P c o o o o 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH'S WINNERS! 

# .y' 

The mighty Monitaur seeks the 
finest cheats, secrets and tips 

known to humanity, and we need 
them from YOUII We'11 look over 

- all the codes you send and 
award a magnificent Grand 

Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap codes 
from previously pub- 
lished US magazines! 
Winners will be drawn 
each month and dis- 
played in the only place 
where cheaters prosper. 
(Current subscribers who 

win a subscription will 
receive a one-year extension.) 

SEND YOUR CARDS 
AND LETTERS TO: 
Hocus Pocus 

5137 Clareton Drive 
Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: 

DPERRY 
E-MAIL 

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: 

STEVEN COLE 
LOS ANGELES, CA 

SECOND PRIZE WINNER: 

MIKE M. 
E-MAIL 

THIRD PRIZE WINNER: 

CHRISTEL LEUNÖ 
BRILLTREE, KY 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 



When Gameplay Alone Was King, 
Three Titles Ruled TheAfbades. 
Now, ‘ïhey'll Rule &tu$n. ; 

3 Hot Games on a Single CD! 

SEGA SATURN FMÈÈ Twitch Games"' 
Mothing E!se! 

'SEGA AGES" is a trademark of SEGA Enterprises, LTD. Distributed by Working Designs. Original 
1 "Spaz" is a trademark of Working Designs, Ine. All rights reserved. AMtastic! For a dealer near 

E S> IRg P | ‘Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price. 

SEGA AND SEGA SATURN ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. “J 
Game © SEGA 1997. "Working Designs" is a registered trademark of Working Designs, Ine. All rights reserved. 
you, call (916) 243-3417. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 
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ABG'5 ODDYSee 
Knightmaite's Mini Strategy (Tuide: Save all 99 Mudokons! Unlock Dark Powers! Be a man 

Rupture Farms 1 Rupture Farms 2 Rupture Farms 3 Rupture Farms 4 Rupture Farms 5 Rupture Farms 6 

There is a secret area con- There is another secret Yet another secret area Yank the overhead pulley Pull the lever then run and Kill the Slig by dropping 

taining 3 hidden Mudokons area containing 2 hidden containing 2 hidden to open the trap door, then fall through the trap door bomb on him from the 

directly below the very first Mudokons below this Mudokons located below quickly run and fall down into the secret area below. screen above, then drop 

screen in the game! Simply screen. Once again the this screen. Once again the hole into a secret area There are three hidden down onto this ledge. 

walk to the barrel as shown passage is hidden behind a press down at the barrel to below, containing a hidden Mudokons to be saved! There is a secret area to 

and tap down on the D-pad. barrel. You need a bomb to make Abe climb down. Mudokon. Isn’t this game cool? the right leadingto 3 hid 
lf Abe is positioned right, clear the mines first. Sneaky, eh? den Mudokons. 
he will climb down. 

Stockyard 5 

1 

Did you know that Abe actually gains new dark 

powers if he kills enough Mudokons? Start a 
new game and kill as many as you can... 

Paramite Temple Scrab Temple 

In the screen with the giant As soon as you enter the 

rolling cylinder (see above) temple, crouch down and 

there is a secret passage- roll left. Did you know you 

way through the right wall. can kill Scrabs? Chant as 
Once the cylinder has they approach a jump and, 

gone, crouch down and roll if you time it right, they 
right. You will find 3 can’t jump and fall down 

Mudokons. the hole! Very handy. 

Scrab Temple 2 Scrab Temple 3 

On this screen, after you There is a secret passage- 

have lured the Scrab that way to the left of this 

was on the lift away, take screen. Climb onto the 

the lift down to reach a platform underneath the 
portal leading to a secret torch and roll left. A single 

area with 3 hidden Mudokon is waiting to be 
Mudokons. saved. 

Rupture Farms 2 Your Prize... 

When you return to Rupture Rescue less than 50 

Farms be sure to check all Mudokons and you get the 

of the same secret areas for bad ending. Rescue 50+ 

Mudokons. However, there Mudokons and you get the 
is one new secret area good ending. Rescue all 99 

located beneath the trap- Mudokons and you get this 

door on this screen. screen followed by... ah, 

but that would be telling! 

Rupture Farms 8 

Another Mudokon is hidden 

in these shadows. Talkto 
him then lead him to safe- 

ty. You should have saved 

all 28 Mudokons (14 nor- 

mal, 14 hidden) by the time 

you leave Rupture Farms. 

Stockyard 2 

There is a secret door hid¬ 

den in the darkness 

beneath the ledge on the 

right hand side of the 

screen. Walk to it and press 

UP to reach the walkway in 

the background leading to 2 

hidden Mudokons. 

Stockyard 3 

Chant here to open up the 

secret bird portal con- 

cealed by the dark mound. 

Jump through to reach a 

secret area with 2 hidden 

Mudokons. 

Stockyard 4 

Drop down off the ledge at 

the bottom/left of this 

screen to reach a secret 

area that leads to a cham- 

ber with 4 hidden 

Mudokons. From this 

entrance it is possible to 
rescue all 4 of them. 

Stockyard 6 

Pretty obvious one really. 
Just walk right here to 

reach a secret area with a 

portal leadingto a hidden 

Mudokon. Take some rocks 

with you to clear the mines. 

Stockyard 7 

There is a secret passage- 

way to the left of the bon- 

fire. Crouch and roll left to 

reach a secret area leading 

to a hidden Mudokon. 

Avoid the Slogs! 

Stockyard 8 

The final hidden Mudokon 
can be found by climbing 

down from this ledge and 

jumping through the portal 

found below. You should 

have saved all 12 

Mudokons before you leave 
the Stockyard. 

Rupture Farms 7 

There is a Mudokon hidden 

in the shadows here. 

Incidentally, there are 99 

Mudokons in the game: 28 

in Rupture Farms, 12 in the 

Stockyard, 6 in Scrabania, 
3 in Paramania and 50 in 
Rupture Farms 2. 

this unfortunately 

Mudokon by 

as soon as you 
on the screen. Take 

long and he will be 

by the Scrab! 

Climb down from this ledge 

to reach a portal leadingto 

the same secret area as 

Stockyard 4. You can only 

save 2 of the 4 Mudokons 

from this entrance, but it is 

easier to get rid of the 
Sligs. 
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HGRCULGS 
4£ ^►Herculaid Passwords 

DARK RIFT 
Boss and Endings code 

Dart Rift features two hidden bosses, both of whom 
are playable if you input a secret code. The codes are 
entered at the title screen. 

Here’s all the level 
Passwords for Hercules! 
These should come in handy 
when you want to show-off 
some of the spectacular 
bosses to your friends, or if 
you’ve missed out on a few 
levels... enjoy! 

Sonork - L, R, Top C, Bottom C, Left C, Right C 

Demitron & Sonoi k - A, B, R, L, Bottom C, Top C 

LIGHT NESU MEDU HYDR ARCH PEGA If you find Rift too challeng- 

ing, or you want to see an end- 

ing for a character you don’t 

like to play, the following 

codes will aid you. However, 

you should use these codes as 

a last resort. All codes are 

entered at the Title Screen. 

HAT THIN HEAD MINO GLAD 

GLAD, MINO, GLAD, MEDU - TRAINING 
HYDR, MEDU, THIN, MEDU - GAUNTLET 
NESU, HEAD, MINO, ARCH - FOREST 
NESU, THIN, HYDR, HEAD - NESSUS 
GLAD, HYDR, ARCH, GLAD - THEBES 
THIN, HAT, THIN, GLAD - HYDRA 
ARCH, PEGA, ARCH, NESU - MEDUSA 
HAT, PEGA, HEAD, ARCH - CYCLOPS 
GLAD, THIN, THIN, LIGHT - TITANS 

Aai o n - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Left C 

Demonica - Up Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Top C 

Demilron - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Bottom C 
Eve - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Right C 

Gore - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Down C 

Morphix - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, B 

Nikki - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, A 

Scarlet - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Left C 
Sonork - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L,Top C 

Zonmuron - Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Right C 

Note: Just to make sure there’s no confusion, “Right” means on the 

control pad, “R” means shoulder button. 

CARNAGGHGART 
<2 Real-time OKE Control 

DRAGON FORCG 
Debug Codel 

This one’s been floating around for while, but here 
it is for all those who missed it: 

That’s right, now you can have complete con¬ 
trol over your OKE mechs in the heat of battle! 

During battle, push Select to bring up the 
options, then press Select 11 more times. 
Now simply change Automatic to Manual and 
the OKE is at your command! 

Before you boot up the game, at the CD player 
screen, hold X, Z, L, R, and Start at the same time. 

Keep holding the buttons ’til you reach the title 
screen (the one with “Press Start”) and enter the 
following: 

CONTROLS: Down, Down, Up, Down, Down, Left, Left, Left, Up, 
Down, Right, Right, Right, then release Start, and 
press it again. You should now see the “Debug” 
icon appear below New Game and Options. Start a 
game as you would normally do. 

Up/Down=Forwards/Back 

Right/Left=turn 

Square=grapple 
At the map, check the options menu for the Debug 

mode. Now you can trigger instant battles and 
domestic duties, change the battle music and back- 
grounds, even select the map speed and experience 
value of fights! Be sure to finish this excellent strat- 
egy game on your own first, though. It’d be a shame 
to ruin it. 

Triangle=jump 

Circle=Duck 

X=Fire main weapon 

Li+right or left=Strafing 

Ri+Square/Triangle/Circle/X=change mech 

Sure, this code defeats the purpose of the game (to build 
and program mechs), but it’s cool! display 

P. S. Steve asked me to print this code “...j'ust so people 
can use it.” Respect! 
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TIME ATTACKI AND Non-stop FMV in Sonic worldlll 

First find the Sonic Movie House in Sonic World. Before enter¬ 
ing, press and hold X, Y, and Z, then enter using the A or C but¬ 
tons. Now choose an FMV dip and every single video should 
play one after the other! 

N 4 

rS0tIIC7HE HEDGEHOGCDj 
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rsomc *THÉ * HêOGEHOG i 
rSOUIC THE AHIHATTOIIj 
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So you thought you beat everything Sonic World has to offer? 
No way! Try this: 

Highlight Sonic World at the title screen and press and hold A 
and Start. You should be dropped into Sonic World in an all-new 
Time Attack mode. You’ll need to grab EVERY ring, that’s 100 of 
’em, in exactly 60 seconds before collecting your reward (which 
shall remain a secret). Beware: Getting all the rings is extremely 
difficult, but if you learn the layout of Sonic World it is possible. 

CHUIENGE INI SECRET KMI 

S°*"cr 
I easfê 
tonic wo pin 

GAME SHARK CODES! 

BROKEN HELIX for the PlayStationtm 
8005C918 0064 

First Aid 8oo6fe2e 0101 
Alien Weapon 8oo6fe68 011e 
Grenades 8oo6fe76 0125 

PSYCHIC FORCE for the PlayStationtm 
Infinite Health Pi 80101054 03e8 
Infinite Health P2 8oioif98 03e8 
Infinite Psychic Power Pi 8oioies6 0190 
Infinite Psychic Power P2 8oioif9a 0190 

THUNDER TRUCK RALLY for the PlayStationtm 
Pi 8oobboco 0367 

POWERSLAVE for the PlayStationtm 
8oo8Zfbba ooc8 

8oo84be2 003c 
8oo84be6 003c 

80084C02 ffff 
80084C06 ffff 
80084C00 ffff 

SATURN GAMES HARK: 

DARK SAVIOR for the Saturntm 
Master Code f6000924 ffff 
Infinite Points iQ2fbo2e ffff 
Infinite HP Garian ïóodefbo o^ej 
Infinite HP Garian i6odefb2 
Infinite B-HP Garian i6odefb6 Q3e7 

MEGA MAN 8 for the Saturntm 
Master Code f6000914 C305 
Master Code b6oo28oo 0000 
Have Mega Ball i6036iea 0100 
Infinite Mega Balls i6o36ie6 2800 
Have Flash Bomb 16036168 0100 
Infinite Flash Bombs i6o36iea 2800 
Have Thunder Claw i6o36iec 0100 
Infinite Thunder Claws i6o36iee 2800 
Have Astro Crush 16036204 0100 
Infinite Astro Crush 16036206 2800 
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Wow! Amazing Playstation 2D! I didn’t 
think l’d ever see a side-scroller this 

impressive on the PS. So, the Saturn’s 
memory and architecture is better for 2D, r ? 
huh? Okay, Eurocom kinda beat the • :t' 
memory factor by streaming in new level \ 
data and animation at every checkpoint,-^- 

hut it doesn’t make it any less amazing. The effects are 
gorgeous, the depth of the 2D playfield is just staggering, 
and the character animation is, well, Disney quality. 
Although I play side-scrollers religiously, I couldn’t get 
past Hercules' unresponsive Controls. 

Playstation 
Virgin 

Action/Platform 

rve little lett to say about Final 
Fantasy VII. Really, what can I write| 
here that will have any effect on you? 
You’re golng to buy it. Everybody’s 
going to buy it. It’s the best video 
game ever made, enhanced further 
with U.S.-only features like threeL-1-- 
new bosses, increased difficulty, and a new 
Materia management system. Uh... still more 
space to fill... uh... Urn, it’s got really nice graph- 
ics... You’ll like them... uh... I like Tifa... It’s got 
a good story... Urn, the music’s pretty good... uh... 
Barret speaks in Ebonics... urn... Yes! The end! 

lök |CU iPln IÏÏU lÖL 

IVIy Lord! Square went back and made 
the American version of FFVII better 
than the Japanese original? Can they 
do that? Can American gamers be so > 1 

lucky? Hah, of course not! This talk of 
all-new CG, added Weapons (boss-like 
characters), storyline updates, a harder % 
quest and other enhancements are- 
simply nothing more than a conspiracy Sony’s cooked 
up to control the youth of America! Don’t fall for it! 
Err... anyway, the impossible has happened, and us 
Westerners actually have the ultimate version of FFVII 
(which will surely be re-released in Japan). This real¬ 
ly is the greatest RPG ever made, and now it’s here for 
youto experience... Urn, go buy it! 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

Wow, this is almost as good as Horned 

Owl\\ Heh, heh... only joking. Time 

Crisis crunches all other gun games 

underfoot with a supremely accurate 

GunCom, spectacular on-rails enter¬ 

tainment and a whole new version of 

the game with multiple routes to takel Much more 

than the arcade, and intense armament-waving fun 

without the pain of picking buckshot out of your back- 

side. Despite the limited genre (you shoot polygon 

people and little else), this delivers the same vein- 

popping rush as the V Cop series. Buy it! 

An Epic journey and possible life 
altering experience for all who 
take it. FFVII is the pinnacle 
not just role playing but console 
gaming as we know it. All 
systems and formats must bow 
down and kiss ihe iüüs of smaii 
feet involved at Square. They quite simply 
care about us so much that I want to have them 
over for the Holidays. I love this game, its 
characters and its soundtrack more than I can 
describe. It’s beyond perfection. 

Once again Namco have delivered 

incredible arcade conversion, with 

accurate graphics, perfect gameplay 

and the amazing Special Mode - an all 

new adventure that’s twice the size 

the arcade! It’s like getting Time 

Crisis 2 thrown in for free! The 

Guncon is as accurate as Namco claim (perhaps a lit¬ 

tle too accurate) making for precision gameplay, 

while the ‘duck’ feature adds a new dimension to the 
genre. The best gun game on PS by a mile! Now 

where’s Point Blanlrt\ 

Hercules is truly a gorgeous game. The 

integration of 2D sprites and 3D 

grounds is almost seamless, while 

quality of the animation is (as you would 

expect trom anything associated with 

Disney) second to none. However, 

Hercules suffers from three major prob- 

lems. 1) The game’s too short, 2) It doesn’t really offer 

anything that new and 3) the animation takes prece- 

dence over the control. Still, there aren’t many 2D 

action/platform titles on PS and if you’re willing to over¬ 

look these flaws, you may get your money’s worth. 

Movie quality CG, inspired art direction, 

insane 2D animation, tight control, 

fiendish level design, a wealth of v 

ative gameplay touches - Abe’s Oddyseel 

has it all! But what really impresses is 

the way that all of these pieces fit| i 

together to torm a bizarre, yet convinc- 

ing universe that exists beyond the boundaries of the 

game. Abe’s Oddysee breathes new life into an old 

genre and I defy anyone not to be impressed with what 

Oddworld Inhabitants have accomplished. A must for 

all 2D action/adventure fans. 

Maybe its because l’m a Brit, but I 
absolutely adore Terry Pratchett. 
He genuinely is one of the funniest 
fantasy/comedy writers alive: 
today. So for me, the chance to 
step step back inside the ‘ “ 
Discworld universe is worth the asking price 
alone. However, if you’re not a Pratchett fan, 
then a lot of the jokes and puzzles are going to 
pass you by. A so-so point and click adventure 
with a great license. _ 

This is the undoubtedly the most beautiful N~"v 
flip screen platform puzzler in the history of ? - 
the world. Imagine a game that plays like 7# 
Out of This World or Flashback, only it ' V 
looks like nothing you’ve ever seen before. 
The art direction in Abe’s Oddysee is truly 
cinema quality; EVERYTHING in the gamel—--—*- 
looks as if it’s been laboriously and lovingly toiled over till 
it looked just right. The animation is astonishing, the sound 
design, perfect. But best of all, the story, setting, and puz- 
zle conception are truly inspired-the playing experience 
actually equals the graphic splendor. You must play this 
game. You will be in awe. 

Quite possibly the most innovative 

game l’ve played all year, Abe's is an 

absolute PS gem. Skimthesurfaceand ojoj 

you’ll find some of the most impressive A ~ 

rendered graphics and startling anima- ‘ ;> cr 

tion ever seen in a video game. Play it| \ _ 

just once and soon minutes melt away 

into hours of total immersion. The level design, puz- 

zle implementation, and character interaction is just 

fabulous; literally the best Out of this World action 1‘ve 

ever played. ‘Tis the story, though, told through stun- 

ning FMV sequences, that keeps the memory alive. 

Whether any of you out there played the v-*. 

first Discworld or not (or even know who ? * 

Terry Pratchett is, for that matter), l’m vj* m 

sure there are those that would find ^ 

Discworld II: Mortality Bytes endlessly 

entertaining. If you laugh out loud at 

fare such as Monty Python or The Young 

Ones, chances are you’ll find the humor in this game 

right up your alley. On the other hand, if that style of 
funny is not for you, then neither is this game. There’s 

simply so much dialogue and exposition that if you’re 

not amused by it, you’ll probably lose interest. 

ün En @1 CH 
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Lets suppose you missed the first 
Discworld installment, like me. You 
missed the Monty Python humour, the 

great Eric Idle voice acting, and the 3% 
bizarre, expansive quest across the psy- * * *»V 
chedelic Discworld landscape. So with ■ 
no prior experience I entered DW 2, and-1- 
now I know what l’ve been missing. It’s funny. Literally 
everybody talks to you and it can go on for several min¬ 
utes at a time. The graphics are good, though with 
increased memory the animation would’ve been some- 
thing special, and the voices are top of the line. Not my 
cup of tea, but I give full respect to the concept. 

Well, there’s no doubt in my mind - 1 
Time Crisis is hands down the best * 1 
‘light gun’ shooting game currently 
available on any home system. v* ' 
While normally these types of game T' 
do little to nothing for me, Time * ,i 
Crisis’ unique blend of strategy (the'——I 
duck feature) and accuracy give it the neccessary 
depth to make the usually repetative ‘shoot the 
enemy’ gameplay enjoyable. All of the exclusive 
home features are just the icing on the cake. If you 
like ‘iight gun1 games, or think you might, then I 
highly reccomend you give Time Crisis a shot. 

IGL EU |Pl [Ml fÖ 

Whilst still on the silver screen, 
Hercules the game actually showed 
up! Not only is it fresh, but quite 
awesome as well. Mixing 
like 2D with excellent 3D this is eas- 
ily Virgin’s best game since 
glory days of the SNES and Genesis. The game’s a 
tad easy at first (and Danny Devito’s a little grat 
ing) but as things progress, the bosses get down 
right colossal and the later levels are amazing. 
The control’s a little floaty, but not so much I could¬ 
n’t ad just. Great stuff! _ _ _ 
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Every little detail that’s in all great shoot- 

ers is in RayStorm. The best 2-D/3-D 

graphics, perfect gameplay, and 

Zuntata’s famous Taito music. Taito even 
decided to include two different sound¬ 
tracks, one arcade and one that’s 
arranged. The only thing that I needed 

more of was stages; six is nice but not enough. That’s 

something that will probably be in the sequel. You also 
don’t get anything extra for beating the new PS mode of 

RayStorm. Besides those minor quibbles, RayStorm is 

the best shooter so far for the PS, and that’s a tact... 

ffiiEKRlklön 
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Treasure has never, ever made a bad 

game! It just doesn't make any sense to 

me! Wait, I just played Mischief] 
Makers. Mmn... perfect control. 

Incredible, never-before-seen 2D play-1 

mechanics. Stunning level design. 

Effects the N64 has never attempted before. Characters 

that are just too damn cool. Length, 100% replayabili- 

ty, perfect difficulty. One of the best soundtracks this 

year... heh, on the N64 of all systems! So what was I 

saying? Oh yeah, Treasure rocks. Mischief Makers is 

incredible. Let it be in your collection today. Amen. 

Gk Ck Pk Mk O 94 
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If it’s hard core F1 racing you’re 
looking for, then waste no time. 
Rush right out and piek this one up! 
F1 PP is as deep a simulation as 
you’ll ever get and, it’s tast... really 
tast. With six available cameras 
and every car tweak you can think o 
posal, you can really dial in the game 
specific style. From there, it’s on t( 
pure racing realism right down to thi 
has a learning curve, but it’s one woi 

§ëj 

w 
f at your dis- 

! to meet your 
) 120 laps of 
e weather. It 
rth learning. 
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32-bit shooters are an endangered 

species these days (in this country atj 

least) so three cheers to Working 

Designs for having the kahoonas to 

bring Raystorm to the States. I said if| 

before, and l’ll say it again; this game 

rocks with skill! Action-packed (but limited) game¬ 

play, Zuntata tunes, increased difficulty (thanks to 

WD) and the most psychotic 3D graphics EVER con- 

signed to a home shooter! If you’re even remotely 

interested in the genre, rush out and buy a copy 

immediately. 

Gk Ck Ek Mk O 

Mischief Makers is vintage 
Treasure, and don’t let anyone teil 
you otherwise. Although the 
gameplay may be more Dynamite\ 
Headdy than Gunstar Heroes, 
there’s still plenty of platforming 
action to be had... it’s just mixed up with equal 
parts puzzle. The ‘grab item’ mechanic works 
well, and the trademark Treasure bosses are as 
impressive and as innovative as ever. One 
thing’s for sure: Mischief Makers is in a class 
of its own on the N64. 

Gk Ck P 
8 9 
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Goldeneye is the first N64 game that 

just says “this is true 64bit!” Never in 

the history of games (except for VF3) 
have I been so shocked at the quality of 

the graphics. Control, music and 

gameplay is basically perfect. The two 

& tour player mode is much better than 

the Mario Kart 64 four player mode, and the tact that 

Rare has even added codes, and that you can use the 

Rumble Pack... what else could you want? If only Rare 

could hire more people, maybe Goldeneye wouldn’t 

have taken two years to make. Respect! 

Rare have done Nintendo proud yet again, | 
with an action-packed, yet highly intelligent 
espionage-based Doom-style game. Huge| 
sprawling levels with a joyful absence of fog, I 
loads of nasty enemies of take pieces out of P 
in a variety of fashions, and a load of levels | 
combine. The result is an atmospheric ride*- 
through a Bond adventure with only a couple of minor flaws. 
Firstly, there’s not enough bloody chunks, the foes are a little 
angular, it’s eight months too late and the multi-player mode 
(despite having Jaws and Oddjob hidden in there) doesn’t 
reallycutit(Youcanseeeveryone!! You can’t hideü What’s 
the point?). Excellent polished fun, nevetheless! 

Gk Ck Pk M 
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I have a confession to make: F1 rac- 

ing games really aren’t my cup of 
tea. When it comes to racers l’m 

more of a Ridge Racer/Daytona/Sega\ 
Rally kind of guy. Having said that, 
there’s no denying the quality of F1\ 
Pole Position. The graphics (redraw 

not withstanding) are excellent, the control is tight 

and the tracks are authentic. Make no mistake; this 
the best F1 game money can buy... if you’re info 
F1. Otherwise you may find F1 Pole Position a tad 

un-exciting. Still, one of a kind for the N64. 

Êk |Ck iPklMkIOn 
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Made harder by the absence of a com- FV 
plete game on easy, normal, or even 

\ # hard, Raystorm is ready for America. 
WD’s picked a winner to launch Spaz. y 
Easily on par with my favorite PS 
shooter, Philosoma, RayStorm is a 

.£? 
testament to the Pb s polygonal ablu¬ 
ties, Zuntata’s musical prowess, and Taito’s shooter 
skills. If you’re even mildly into shooting by all 
means piek it up. 1 warn you though beating it is 
extremely hard. You’ll not find another this worthy 
until Square’s Einhander rears its head in Japan this 
Fall. RayStorm's a must for PS pilots! 

mammom 1 
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Beyond the golden opportunity to 
make dead Boris “I am invincible!” 
Goldeneye marks the advent of two 
key elements on my N64, the fan 
that would blow away the fog and 
the tact that it’s an intelligent corri¬ 
dor game (i.e. one that I want to 
play very much). Graphically Bond shines beyond 
all corridor games before it and the gameplay... 
intelligent and intriguing. The soundtrack is well 
orchestrated, and the amount of death animation, 
respectful. You gotta’ have it. 

Gk Ck Pk M 
9 10 

F1 Pole Position marks the second 
N64 racing title l’ve seen fit to play 
all the way through. It has the 
depth, graphics, control and espe- 
cially lasting power that a 64-bit 
title should. There are those who 
would balk at Po/e’s re-draw but after talking to 
the developer and realizing less would mean a 
speed drop I care not. You’ll never notice it 
anyway. This is pure F1 skills-based racing. 

Apply accordingly. 

Gk ik, EL Ik Sn 
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RayStorm 

Playstation 

Taito/WD 

Shooting 

My favorite developer in the whole 
wide world, Treasure, has once 
again bestowed on me a gift which I 
will always treasure, and Nintendo, 
well, all I can say is... way to go!! 
Nintendo, Enix, and Treasure are to 
be commended for a great game and 
a quick localization. As you’ll read in my review, I 
just think the world of this game. From the deep 
gameplay to the best N-64 tunes yet, Mischief 
Makers is an exercise in game design. Apart from 
that it features three of the most amazing boss 
encounters ever assembled. Old-school gameplay 
and 64-bit visuals finally meet. 

> 

Mischief Makers 

Nintendo 64 

Treasure/Nintendo 

Action/AU 

GoldenEye 

Nintendo 64 

Nintendo 

Shooting/Adventure 

F1 Pole Position 
Nintendo 64 

UBI Soft 
F1 Racing 

From the crusty remains of the Jaguar ver¬ 
sion, developers H20 have recrafted their 
puzzle game for Nintendo's soft scarce N64. 
Now with the popular Tetris monicker 
affixed, this unique puzzler should get all 
the attention it deserves, even if the game 
really doesn't resemble its namesake much 
(save for the shapes of some blocks). Thankfully, it does 
remain true to its origins in fun and addictiveness. The 
music is absolutely first-rate and the graphics deliver plenty 
of eye-popping thrills. With cool alternate modes of play and 
a multiplayer option, Tetrisphere should please puzzle mani- 
acs from all walks of life. 

iGk |Ck [Pk Mk 1% 
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Nintendo has done it again. This ver¬ 

sion of Tetris is by far the most innova¬ 

tive in such a long time. The gameplay 

is tough to get used to but the amazing 

control, playablity, and graphics make 

it the die-hard Tetris man’s dream come 

true. One thing is for sure, and that is 
you must play the training mode. The reason? There 

is so much on-screen going on that you’ll need the 

extra time to adjust. The most amazing thing is that 

Tetrisphere has the best music of any N64 game ever, 

and the quality is really close to CD. 

Gk [Ck |Pk [Mk |0m 
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This game is just... weird. If a different] 
puzzle game is what you're looking for, 
you need look no farther. My concern is] 
that Tetrisphere isn’t a simple, easy to 
play game like Tetris or Puyo Puyo, nor isl 
it a mind-bender such as Intelligent] 
Qube-, instead, it’s exists in some strange 
in-between world. Because of this, l’m not sure if it will 
still be as addicting months from now. Still, it’s a qual¬ 
ity puzzle game (which is good considering it's the first 
for Nintendo’s 64-bitter), with challenging and engross- 
ing gameplay and music that is some of the best yet pro- 

duced on the N64. 

Gk |Ck Ek Mn ,wn 
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Tetrisphere 
Nintendo 64 

Nintendo 
Puzzle 

Ah-ha, what do we have here? A man’s 
shooter perhaps? Yes indeed. Whereas 
some shooters are a quick, albeit beau- 
tiful blast, Thunderforce l/is a one-play- 
er shooter quest. You don’t mess around 
with TFV, learn it quick or die even 
faster, ‘cause this one’s epic. The 
graphics are astounding. Detailed light-sourcing plays 
over the surface of giant polygonal bosses, backgrounds 
line-scroll impeccably, and enemies scale and rotate 
non-stop. It's just a festival of hard-core shooting, from 
the masters of the craft. It’s also the best 32-bit shoot¬ 
er available, period. 

Gk Ck Ek Mk O 
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The Saturn installment of“ 

Technosoft’s definitive Sega shooter 

series has finally arrived, and it’s a 

corker! Huge polygonal enemies, 

familiar and original weapons, 

impressive 3D backdrops, pulse _ 

pounding synth rock and action so 

intense your thumbs will bleed\ Compared to TFV, 
TFIII and /l/were a walk in the park! The graphics 

are occasionally less than impressive, but other 

than that, this is everything you could hope for in a 

32-bit Thunderforce. TFV... pour homme. 

Gk |Ck Ek [Mk [Oh 
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The shooter l’ve been waiting four years for 
has finally arrived. TechnoSoft, after the dis- 
astrous Hot Blooded Father & Son has again 
found themselves with NeoRude on the PS 
and now the amazing SS shooter they need¬ 
ed in ’95, Thunder Force V. TFV’s interface 
mimics TFIVs (tied with Axelay as 16-bit 
shooter supreme) so you can arrange the first three levels to 
your liking. From there it’s on to yet another metal blast with 
all of the intensity 2D can muster. The SS Polygon machine 
heats up and takes it like a man with mega bosses and pure 
adrenaline gameplay. Grab the Hunter and enter the zone. All 
SS users must own TFV\ (P.S. SOA's asleep at the wheel... 
they passed. Can you f*&A%$ believe it!!??) 

Gk [Ck Ek [Mk |Ö etJn imn iïcji 
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Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

Thunder Force V 
Saturn 

TechnoSoft 
Shooting 
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TCE STORM THUNDER dRROW 
LEADER 

DEVELOPER - ARTDINK 

PUBLISHER - ATLUS 

# OF PLAYERS 1 

DIFFICULTY - INTERMEDIATE 

AVAILABLE NOW 

SUBSTANCE D 
What was old is 
new again. 

M ore than ever, the adage “what was old is new 
again” could tairly well describe a large number 
of games being released these days. Whether 

an older game gets all gussied up like my fair lady or an 
older game is presented in its pure, unaltered, original 
form, successful ideas are seldom laid to rest (nor 
should they be tor that matter). Now, Quest’s SNES bat- 
tle RPG, Ogre Battle, has found a new lease on life and 
a new home on Sony’s ‘do everything’ PS. Apparently, 
Ogre Battle is quite rare on cartridge, so this should 
make a few mad people out there very happy. 

The developers of this update, ArtDink, haven’t com- 
pletely redone the game. In tact, all they’ve really 
done is tweak it a bit here and there. For instance the 
battle screen, though the effect is subtle, is now polyg- 
onal and it scales. Look at the books in the back¬ 
ground of the screen shots and you should be able to 
teil. Also, the spell effects cast by either your charac- 
ters or the tarot cards are now resplendent with trans- 
parencies and some simple light sourcing. You gotta 
have light sourcing these days, you know. Everything 
else, like the character sprites and map screen remain 
identical to the 16bit original. And aside from the 
addition of a very useful mid battle save feature, the 
gameplay is untouched. 

I never played the original Ogre Battle, so this was an all 
new experience for me. Taken for what it is, there’s real¬ 
ly nothing wrong with it. Keeping in mind its intention and 
heritage, the game looks and sounds alright (Liberation!), 

there is a quite a lot to keep track of and do to 
be successful in battle. There are certainly more 

elaborate, more recent examples of the 
genre to be sure, but those who were never 

able to track down the original OB (isn’t 
that a feminine product?) should be 
excited by this slightly prettier update. 

S9H 
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©1997 Jersey Devil is a trademark of Megafoon Studios. 

Playstation and Playstation logos are trademarks of 

Sony Computer Entertainment, inc. 
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100SE 
looks to be one ‘damnecT fine game, 
and should prove one of the ‘hotter’ 

titles we’ll see this fall season" 
— P.S.X., August '97 

“The game uses large 3D levels in a 
variety of unique styles (...) filled with 
ps and ennemies that pose a serious 

challenge to the player” 
— Next Generation Online, May '97 

...lavish cartoon-style graphics 
offer gamers a fun-filled action 

platform experience.” 
— PS Extreme, July '97 
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Mortal Kombat ® Mythologies: The Adventures of Sub-Zero™ 
© 1997 Midway Games Ine. Alt rights reserved. MIDWAY, 
MORTAL KOMBAT, the DRAGON DESIGN, SUB-ZERO and 
character names are trademarks of Midway Games Ine. 
Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Ine. under license. 
Nintendo, Nintendo 64 and the 3-D “N" logo are trademarks of 
Nintendo of America Ine.© 1996 Nintendo of America Ine. 
Licensed by Nintendo. Playstation and the Playstation logos 
are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 
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As if Bruce Willis wasn’t enough, 
Activision recently inked a deal 
iwith recording artist Poe to co-star in 

their forthcoming 3D action/shooter: 
Apocalypse. Poe was brought on ‘«fc ''X 
board to both contribute music to / Jm 
the game’s soundtrack AIMD play / 
the part of Trey Kincaid’s ex-girl- 
friend Mary Magdalen, a beauti- 
ful pop div/a who transforms into 
one of the four horsemen of the || 
apocalypse. 

In order for Poe to appear in 
the game, she had to go through 
the same process as Willis, being both 
cyber scanned and motion captured at The 
House of Moves. In between takes, GameFan got a chance to speak 
with Poe about her role in Apocalypse. This is what she had to say. 

MoMon C 

Tliose handsome GF Editors strike a 
pose witli Poe! From the Ieft: 

Substance D, Glitch. and Knightmare 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 33 
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(SCORE 0003W00 BLAST AWAY AIR AND GROUND TARGETS AT WILL. ITS YOUR FIRST MISSION 
TIME TO GET YOUR FEET WET! 

("SCORE ÖOÖ2MOO ("Score 0039900 fSCORE 0039900 ^ 7.' ÏAI 
(SCORE 0039300 

■ m tM SLIDE THROUGH TUNNELS PICKING OFF SOLDIERS. SWITCH TO NIGHT VISION 
FOR ADDED COMFORT AND KILL BABY, KILL! 

(SCORE 0059300 

ASSAIL THE TARGETS IN THE ALLOTTED TIME OR SAY GOODBYE TO WHAT 
ORGANICS YOU HAVE LEFT. 

Ghost in the Shell is the most notable anime release 
ever in the US, topping rental charts and selling record 
numbers on VHS and LD. If you watch anime, 
you’ve seen Mamoru Oshii’s production of 
Masamune Shirow’s cyber-fiction manga master- 
piece, and chances are, even if you don’t, you’ve at 
least heard of it. Well, you know what? It makes 
no difference because the game (by Exact, * k 
makers of Jumping Flash!) has nothing to do ƒ 
with the film. Rather, it focuses on the pop- 
ular Manga, an 8 part series in which Major 
Kusanagi’s ghost indeed appears in a ^ ^ 
Shell... well, more like a living tank with legs ? ' 
really. That’s right, housed within that red Ê 
pod is the world’s finest cyber babe. Part M j 
^ organic, part machine, and all bad JA # if 

America by T»HQ, Ghost in the Shell can only be 
described as a mission-based 

corridor/platform/adventure/shooter, and it’s a 
fe damn fine one at that. 

Following the extravagant, conventionally ani 
mated intro (CG and traditional animation mix 

with stunning results) and an interface to 
i match (color cycling logo and glowing wire- 

frames that animate finely), you’ll see the 
Ik 1 st scene of the game-specific anime 
mL which accompanies the action. This too 

Wk is high quality, easily on par with the 
BI best of Japanese TV fare. From there 

, it’s on to the mission objective screen, 
| an impressive green and black array that 
I pinpoints each stronghold. To say this 
I game is polished is an understatement. Published & distributed in 

CYBER STORM 
It’s moments like 
these that make it 
all worthwhile. 
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HOW DELIGHTFUL 

and-destroy assignment, you suddenly realize that one thing in par- ~ 
ticular is going to make Ghost in the Shell a memorable experi- 
ence... you stick to everything! Or at least Fuchi-Koma does. Just 
about every structure in the game can be adhered to, giving you 
freedom of movement like never before, camera views you’ve never 
imagined and the shot selection of a roving sniper. See a helicopter 
above? Scale the bunker wall, perch on the roof and take it down! Or 
better yet, face upward stuck to the side of a building and strike its 
belly. This is easily one of the coolest play mechanics ever. Fuchi- 
Koma can also thrust forward (by holding L&R while moving forward), 
strafe, jump, and fire weaponry (Standard machine gun fire is unlimited 
and up to three bombs can be stored). 

Of course the vehicle itself cannot be expected to carry the action, 

'scwir oni??nn 

SCORE 

it’s the execution that will ultimately teil the tale. Knowing 
this, Exact places Kusanagi and Fuchi-Koma in different cir- 
cumstances throughout the game. Deep underground, 

t amidst flowing drainage canals, you must use the walls to 
your advantage and proceed with caution, while in high 

! ’ speed pursuit among twisting freeways strafing becomes a 
l key element. Afloat a huge raft at sea, speed and place- 

ment become key, and in free roaming cities they all come 
into play. The gameplay is simply brilliant and, although 
somewhat easy, never grows tiring. As dazzling, if not more 

From giant mechs that appear in H so, are Ghost’s bosses 
huge arenas to cloaking humanoids, they range in difficulty 
to kill, but always impress visually. 

Leaving the soundtrack, level summation, ^ 
effects, length and a few other morsels for the p 
review (scheduled to appear in the October y 
issue), I can teil you right now, Ghost fans, you 

' will not be disappointed with the game. With 
the added anime and art (both dedicated 
solely to the game) worth the price alone, ApHI 
Ghost in the Shell is a no-brainer purchase. 
And for the corridor fan who’s looking to W jHlf 
expand his horizons (and heil, even jump a W jH||t 

11 little), your tank awaits. E ■ 
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After Crash defeated Dr. Neo Cortex in the climax of the 
original Crash Bandicoot, Cortex feil from his airship to 
what everyone believed was his doom. However, 

instead of becoming pavement pizza, Cortex falls through a 
hole in the ground and into a hidden cave filled with rare crys- 
tals. With this new resource, Cortex sets about re-biiilding 
his evil empire, and with the help of partners N.Jin and N.Brio 
he soon launches a new base into orbit with the intention of 
subjecting the entire world to the effects of his deadliest 
weapon; the Cortex Vortex. And guess who’s job it is to stop 
him? 

For the most part, Crash 2 remains true to the spirit of the 
original. Gameplay is still a mixture of 3D ‘into the screen’ 
sections and 2D ‘side scrolling’ sections, though this time 
there’s much more variation. Single levels branch into multi¬ 
ple routes more often and at certain points the 3D sections 
turn into 2D sections on the fly with a Pandemonium style 
camera change. Crash Ts bonus rounds also make a marked 
return, though this time they are integrated INTO the level as 
opposed to being a separate entity - a very nice touch. 
Another new addition to Crash 2 is the ‘Warp Room’. Rather 

“ öMs ANp óm ' 
Ihan SM 5^NC*C4»T! " A 

just progress from level to level in a linear fashion 
(like the original Crash), Crash 2 gives you the 
ability to tackle a set number of levels in any order 
you like, before moving on to the next set. There’s 
been no word on the final level count yet, be we’ve 
heard talk of as many as 30+ hazard-filled stages, ftT 
each larger and more complex than anything 
seen in Crash. 

No matter what you thought of the original 
Crash Bandicoot, you have to agree that it was 
a stunning-looking game. The asynchronous load- 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.eom 
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SUPERIOR ENENY INTELLIGENCE 

TN TME R^ST tRASM RPPE A 

SlNoRTrN^- \NftP £©AR- &VT TN 

tRASM l ME MAN^-S 2> on A JET 7©W- 

EREP SVRF £©ARP, FVïES VTA R*>t<ET 
7AGC ANP NAoVNTS A pelAR. £g/\R. 

FoR. A V^tO ToSS TN TME T^NPRA 

(MNP TMoSE ARE JYST THE onES VNEVE 

SEEINÜ. RRE ^7 TMoSE ANA\,©/S- 7APS! 

• The most realistic dogfights ever created 
for the PlayStatioiTgame console. 

• Total 3-D polygon environment - fly 
freely and unload your arsenal with 
reckless abandon. 

• Advanced artificial intelligence - 
cunning and calculating enemy pilots. 

• 30 formidable missions - nearly 
doublé the missions of Air Combat. 

Awesome mission debriefings - 
dynamic diagrams and moving maps 
for surgical strikes. 

ing allowed for some of the cleanest, most vivid textures 
ever displayed in a console game. Well, believe it or not, 
Naughty Dog have somehow found a way of improving the 
graphics engine for Crash 2 and the game looks better than 
ever! Expect more polygons, more animation, better tex¬ 
tures and larger environments than the original Crash. But 
hey, why don’t I shut up and let the screen shots do the talk- 
ing?! Crash 2 is slated for a November release, so you can 
expect to see some hardcore coverage in a forthcoming 
issue. K 

KNIGHTMARE 
Plumbers and hedge- 
hogs beware!!! 

nsvV \\©vesü 
tR.ASM MAS LEAR.NT A F?VV 

NEVV TRJt<S STNtE MTS 
VAST t©NFR.eNTATT©N VN7TM 
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pe\\N TNTo TME ^-R.©VNP. 
tMEtvi TME "PAVTP-V.EE-R.o-TM" 
AS VYetV.! 

• Secret planes and hidden missions - 
the better you fly, the more you'll 
reveal. 
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ever have the words'highly antic- 

ipated’ been more appropriate 

of Tomb Raider ■ ^1 than in the case 

2. Even before the original TR was \ 

released, rumors were flying round about ^ ^ 

asequel,and now,only 8 months -rjL HL 

down the line, those rumors JMF'. SB 
have become a reality. Work is y 
progressing at an alarming l| 

rate on TR2 (Core began six 

months before the original TR 
was even released!), and 

already the first playable 
demo has found its way out *ggg|pS 

of Core and into our grubby 
little paws. 

At first glance things seem very similar to the original TR. 
Control of Lara is identical (hey, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it) and the 

graphics engine/camera system seems much the same. Core is 

deliberately keeping gameplay in the same mold as TR, but the 

number of innovations they have planned (see box-outs) 

should guarantee that gamers don’t feel too much deja vu. 
The build we tested only included one playable level 

(Venice) with running demos of other levels, including 

Tibet and the infamous Titanic  -——. ,,:     mi   

stage. Our collective breath was 

taken away as Lara, exploring HpïJlS 

inside the semi-flooded huil of Il’j)'S'* | 

long window with a flare and I f 

swimming around in the dark 

ocean outside. Stunning stuff. , 
Count on us dropping more 

Realizing that Miss Croft is one of the major selling points of 
TR2, Core has wisely decided to expend a few more polygons 
on her model this time around. This is immediately notice- 
able on her flowing pony tail, but on closer inspection, can also 
been observed on several other parts of her (ahem) anatomy. 
Let’s just say she’s not going to be poking anyone’s eye out in 
TR2. Lara also has a number of new costumes for different 

environments, including a wet-suit and mountain gear. 

One of the biggest improvements to the graphics in TR2 is 
the addition of real time light sourcing. This feature is put 
to good use for both aesthetic impact (light streaming in 
through Windows) and for gameplay innovations. One of 
the new items that Lara can find are boxes of flares, and 
once lit, these can either be carried or thrown to light up 
dark areas. Core also mentioned the possibility of having 

outdoor levels change from day to night in real-time. 

KNIGHTMARE 
Get ready for an 

older, tougher, 

rounder Lara! 
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FVE GOT MOVES YOU’VE NEVER SEEN! As anyone who’s played 77=? will teil you, Lara is 
one athletic chick. She can run. jump. grapple. dangle, swim and slide with almost 
Olympic prowess. Well, in TR2 Lara also has the ability to rock climb! Certain textures 
indicate the presence of jutting rocks, and on these surfaces Lara can climb out and 
maneuver either vertically or horizontally to reach new areas. The animation for this action is on 
a par with her ‘rock pushing’ animation! We've also heard rumors that Lara will be able to 
‘swing’ at certain points in the game, though we haven’t seen any evidence of this yet. 

A WHOLE NEW WORLD For TR2, Core has promised us a brace of larger, more ‘exotic’ levels 
than TR, spread over a myriad of globe-trotting locations (Venice, Tibet, Great Wall of China). Also, 
you’re no longer confined to just internal exploring—many of these levels will feature outdoor areas. 
The level in this demo (Venice) exhibits realistic textures, authentic looking architecture, and best of 
all: new enemies. Rats, muscle men, and black-suited mobsters (there will be more human enemies 

this time) are all out to stop Lara from 

W 1 \ * , | ry/ m I$ finding the Daggerof Xian. Luckily,she 
% | I j I ij h jj h has a whole new set of weapons to 
1 I 1 ^ j < I.M/r' ' combat them with, including a harpoon 

ï \ | i i gun for tackling underwater enemies. 
j 



his is one of those few games 
I t/iat you either love or haven’t 
I ptayed yet. It’s as simpte as 

tiiat. Every instaltment of the 
series, from NES to SNES, has 
been an unmitigated ZD classic, 
and, as l'm sure you've gathered 
by now, Symphony of the Night is 

no exception. If this was a review, 
l’d already be saying things like ‘this 
game is a work of art' or ‘an instant clas- 

so I won’t. 

OJUU0\ / iJLLUÜl 
Symphony of the Night Vsic’. But iiey, it’s a preview 

CV: SOTN starts off with the ctimactic battte between Richter Betmont 
and Count Dracuta, as seen at the end of Dracula X. After Dracuta is 
defeated, the intro tells of how one night, four years later. Richter myste- 
riously disappears, and Maria Renard (the child Richter saved in Dracuta 

X) goes looking for him. At that point, Castlevania (the castte of Dracula) which 
is supposed to appear only once every century, rnaterializes 95 years ahead of 
Schedule, and Maria enters in search of Richter. Meanwhile, Alucard, the son of 

Dracula, who once teamed up with Ralph C. Belmont to destroy his father, is awak- 
ened from his eternal stumber by the overwhelrning presence of evit in his home¬ 
land. Fearing the return of his father, he ventures forth... 

CV: SOTN marks a departure from the traditional linear ‘levet by levet’ struc- 
ture as seen in previous installments of Castlevania 

aV. u < j, vr 1 (with the exception of CV2). 
of the levels By linking all 

Artwork © Konami 1997 
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_—-- X toaether to torm one giant Super 
Metroid style ‘world map*, CV: SOTN 

adds a wetcome element of adventure to traditional ptatforming action. 
ÏLike Super Metroid, certain items or special abilities are sometimes 
required to reach new areas, but tor the most part you’re te ft tree to 
explore ii\e castle at your leisure. 

As youJwould expect frorn a game bearing the Castlevania name, the 
main chaiacter (Alucard) Controls like a dream, witiï instant response time 
and a w*atth of special moves and tecimiques to master. As the game pro- 
gresses you acquire new weapons, armor and items which improve 

KNIGHTMARE 
Deep down Alucard 

had always wanted 

to be in Lost Boys. 

tosfimity!* Kcwaroi have tin# power** 
Alucard's physical attributes, atong with the ability to transform into onr 
of three different forms. Tiiere are puzztes to solve, bosses to fight, and 
just when you think it's atl over, Konami springs one of the coolest sur¬ 
prises in the history of gaming—the opposite of what you expect. I don't 
want to give too mucii away, but let’s just say that you can’t reatly appre- 
ciate the genius of the level design until you discover tiiis awesome secret. 

Being that this onty a preview and atl, I can’t really enthuse too much 
about the lush animation, awesome character design, strikingly beautiful 
backgrounds and stunning soundtrack, but rest assured that come view- 
point time next month, I witl. K 

MIGHTY MORPHIN’, ER, VAMPIRES! 
Throughout the course of the game, Alucard can cotlect certain power-ups 
that give him the ability to transform into one of three different forms, 
eacii witii its own unique abilities. The wolf can run and jump tong dis- 
tances, the bat can fly, and the mist can pass through certain obstacles. 
and enemies momentarity. 
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KNIGHTMARE 
1 admit it. Namco 

has some skills. 

Playstation 

DEVELOPER • NAMCO 

DIFFICDLTY - HARD 

FORMAT - CD AVAILARLE - SEPTEMDER 

# OF PLAYERS -1 

You know, considering that Time Crisis is only Namco's second stab at porting a 

System 22 coin-op to PS (after Ridge Racer) it's pretty astonishing how good a con¬ 

version this is. Although the graphics aren't quite as detailed as the arcade, the 

frame rate is identical, and the slight polygon drop is only really noticeable in the real 

time cut-scenes. Get into the action and for all intents and purposes, this IS the coin-op. 

The sound and music are perfect, and as you would expect from Namco, the gameplay is 

100% proof. Bottom line: fans of the arcade aren't going to be disappointed. 

But Time Crisis isn't just a great conversion. It's a great game in its own right. Unlike 

Virtua Cop 1 & 2, which were pretty much non-stop blast-athons, Time Crisis is an exer- 

cise in accuracy and timing. The 'duck' feature 

serves to add a much-needed element of strategy 

to the proceedings, while Namco's own light 

gun—the Guncon (packaged with the game)— 

allows for unprecedented accuracy in a home 

videogame. Ultimately you are not just 

looking to stay alive (as you are in most 

gun games), but to find ways of improv- 

ing your time for each area. 

Ironically, Time Crisis' biggest selling /( 
point (the Guncon) turns out to also be 

the game's biggest flaw. No, it's 

not that the Guncon isn't as 

accurate as Namco claims. Quite the opposite. The 

Guncon is too accurate! When you shoot the screen 

your bullet leaves a hit spot, as with all gun games. 

However, in Time Crisis only the absolute center of the 

hit spot (an area only a few pixels wide) actually counts 

as a hit. Many a time you will smother an enemy with 

hits spots and he won't go down. You have to physical- 

ly aim EVERY shot with marksman-like skill 

to guarantee a kill. Fine if you like to 

spend the whole game squinting down 

your gun's sites, but personally I would 

have preferred a little more flexibility. 

Despite this criticism (which l'm sure 

some perfectionists will view as an asset) 

Time Crisis is still an excellent game. The 

environments are detailed, the enemies 

are both well modeled and cunningly 

placed, and with the Special Mode it's like 

getting Time Crisis 2 thrown in for good 

measure. Just don't expect to blast 

through this one like V.Cop. K 

- http://www.gamefan.com 

We all know that Namco likes to add new features to their home conversions but 
with Time Crisis they've outdone themselves. Sirnply put: Special Mode is a whole 
new game! This time you must track down Wild Dog's arms supplier, the gender- 
less Kantaris, in her (his?) hotel/arms factory. Depending on your performance the 
game can take one of multiple routes leading to multiple endings. Too Cool! 



While it's hard to convey through still images, the forthcoming Colony 
Wars from Psygnosis is an absolutely beautiful game. It's also ope of the 
few 'free-flying' 3D shooters available on the all-genres-covered PS, and as 

such, is a welcome change of pace. Though only three missions were available for us 
to play around with in this preview version (Psygnosis promises 70 missions in the 
final), I was amazed at the level of polish and graphic prowess already present. 
Psygnosis has put a lot of effort into Colony Wars and it shows, 

This being the short preview that it is, Til save the story details for the full review 
and get to the most compelling aspect of this title so far—the graphics. Tve never been 

In such a cool looking deep space environment. The way the stars streak as you move 

about, the insane light sourcing and lens flares, the solidity of the models, and the 
vibrant partiele explosions just assault your rodsand cones with cool ness. And Wlth the 
huge sounding^xchestral score playing behind the actionjfiÊolony Wars has this epic, 
spacey feeling that is so incredibly my cup of tèa. ControJ isvtight and precise (depend- 
ing on what craft you are piloting) and the enemies are vicious, leading to some pret- 
ty intense dog fïght£v It's refreshing to find a title that plays as good as it looks. 

The three sorties available on this dertio are all p/efty much search and destroy, 
and Tm curious to. see how Psygnosis is going to come up with things for you to do 

over 70 missions. With the emphasis obviously placed on shooting, wilI variety'be a 
rare commodity? We shall just have to wait and see. With a planned November 

release, Psygnosis' Colony Wars could do for free-flying 3D 
shooting what the Wipeout series did for racing— ♦ UK 
catapult it into the^next century. SD 
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Long 
before 
Disney’s Toy 
Story, liVed a com- 
pletely rendered adven- 
ture called ReBoot! 

Currently shown in 40 
Countries, (though ABC, in their 
infinite wisdom, buried it in an early Sunday 
morning time slot here, until it disappeared into 
syndication land) with season three just getting 
underway in the UK, ReBoot takes place inside 
of a bustling “city” on the Net called Mainframe 
and is completely rendered on SGI workstations 
using Softimage. Produced at Mainframe 
Entertainment in Vancouver each episode takes 
three weeks to complete. 

Throughout each episode the computer puns 
fly like cows in a Shiny game and pop-culture 
references are a dime a dozen. ReBoot not only 
looks amazing, but it’s a cool show. Sounds like 
a no brainer video game candidate right? Well, I 
always thought so, and luckily, so did software 
giant EA. And so here it is starring Bob, 
Guardian 452. Bob (the show’s lead character) 
isn’t from Mainframe. He hails from the Super 
Computer but is assigned to protect (mend and 
defend!) Mainframe from viruses and the evil 
schemes of our demonie duo (the bad guys) 
Megabyte and his evil cyber-witch sister 

Hexidecimal. 
Also prominent in the show are Dot Matrix, the 

sultry green-skinned owner of a retro-style diner 
(on Baudway no less) and Enzo, her little brother. 
I’m not clear yet on their role in the game, (if any) 
but we’re just getting starled with this one. 

Bob gets around on a hover-board, jetting 
from place to place with Jetson-like speed and 
agility, so it’s fitting that EA chose to build the 
game around this craft. With the psychics 
involved made for 3D and a machine that rolls 
out the welcome mat for it, well, let’s just say 
it’s a perfect match. 

The environments in and around Mainframe 
are finely texture-mapped polygonal playfields, 
from vast arenas to tunnels, and are presented 
in an impressive 30fps. They are both high and 
wide as well, providing an excellent video game 
landscape. 

Bob himself is one of those rare video game 
characters with whom it’s fun just to play around 
with. The feel of the hover board (which strafes, 
flips, boosts, and well, floats) is excellent, espe- 
cially when negotiating platforms. Available 
thrust ads a whole new dimension to the balance 
and maneuverability in a video game. The avail¬ 
able analog control should make it even better, 
though at present, I found the Standard D-Pad 
more accurate in negotiating tight situations. 

Bob attacks, (among other things) with 

iili 
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“Glitch” a multi faceted device which is strapped to his arm. With complete con- 
trol over a grappling item and an assortment of attainable weaponry (all of which 
is limited except for Bob’s Standard blast) the player has plenty to manage in and 
around each level. 
ReBoot’s well into development but still early in many aspects such as control 

and graphics, yet I found it extreme- 
ly fun to play. EA Canada are doing 
a great job and are taking the time 
necessary to deliver a finely tuned prod¬ 
uct. I believe they are headed in the right 
direction. 

And so, ReBoot may finally get the 
recognition it so greatly deserves... as a 
game, oddly enough. Óf course there’s 
always the chance that somewhere at one 
of the major TV networks, a program 
director with actual intelligence will 
realize what a show like this could do 
in prime-time and give me what I 
really want... Hmmmm, an intelli¬ 
gent TV executive... 
Maybe not. E 
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CYBER 
STORM 
A PIXELLA- 

CIOUS RIDE 

THROUGH 

MAINFRAME! PREVIEW 
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BEFORE NEXT MONTH’S REUIEW.... A FINAL LOOK AT 
FOX/ARGONAUT’S ENTRY INTO THE 3D FRAY 

Sponting ultra-sharp textures (2nd 

only to the beloved Bandicoot's), a smooth 

30fps frame rate and 5 massive islands 

to explore, Croc may very well be the 

most ambitious free-roaming PS game 

yet. As the 3D adventure wars once 

again begin to rage, Argonaut's loaded 

their entry with fantastic looking effects, 

huge beasties, intricate level design, a 

vast array of play mecbanics and a cute 

little Croc who's chock full of expression. 

Comprised of many linked areas rather 

than singular vast landscapes, the only 

question will be whetber gamers will 

embrace Croc's back-and-forth, "find the 

key and unlock the cage'' gameplay. I'd 

have to say that with all the bidden chal- 

lenges and secrets tucked away in Croc 

combined with excellent boss encoun- 

ters and a finely orchestrated sound¬ 

track the answer will be a resounding 

"Heil, yeah!'' Crocfs deep enough for 

even the most serious explorer and safe 

for the kids as well. 

Whether it's hot babes or cute crit- 

ters you desire, this Fall will be memo- 

rable indeed. We'll review Croc in the 

October GameFan. 

. Where there’s water. 

Of course, Croc’s 
‘ . a natural swim- 
ƒ mer. While under- 

j anything that might 
/ need breakin’ into. 
f Croc can swim tast 

or slow (like Mario) 
but has a super tast 
flip turn all his own. 

(t’s all abouf savin’ Gobbos, 
Hey, they saved you once. You owe ’em! Gobbos 

are little, and quite helpless. So then why are 
//they locked away in huge steel cages? Well, Lbecause whenever a video 

game Overlord, Demon, 
\ Baron or otherwise shady 
V* villain takes over a domain 
i\ he automatically must lock 

* - V away all of its inhabitants. 
I It’s video game law! What, 

JU were ya raised in a barn 
A \ ersomethin’? 

E. STORM 0 
Argonaut resurfaces 

(V with a vengeance, 
giving Fox a winner 
with sequel 
power. 

yW ' JQÊÊÊf 
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Oh yeah, there’s big 
bad bosses foo... 

Even close-up the 
visual inteörity is 

ü never comprised! 

Look how far you 
can see. This 
game’s no Crocl 
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Should Street Fit That’s atoughquestionto answer, but here’smyopinion: The way things are g 
I WcS inevitable that a 3-D StreetFightermuló eventually be created. After the acceptance of this fact, I began to 

realize just how problematic a 3-D version of Street Fightercould be. How could you make characters . / 
jump quickly in 3-D? How could you make them two-in-one? How could you make them cross up? 

, W\ Ujvlk How could you allow for expertly-timed wake-ups? One company arose with the answer: Arika, 
Vallid IJ headed up by the creator of Street Fighter //\\msz\ï, Akira Nishitani. If anyone could create a /;7, 

J] r Mïy v'a^e 3‘D $treet ftghter, Nishitani was the man to do it... and, with Street Fighter EX plus a 
(alpha), he succeeded beyond anything I had imagined. . ;/« 

Here 's a §ame that plays exactly like previous StreetFightets (except, of course, for new features .7 •*.•ƒ< 
like Guard Break and Super Cancel, but l’m getting to those), yet is constructed entirely of polygons... truly :ƒƒ•<£ 
an astounding feat of programming skill! Timing the wake-ups and cross-ups will take some getting used ‘/to 

to, but as soon as the slightly floaty timing is learned, control becomes second nature, fast paced-100% Street /;•*/<$ 
Fighter The way it should be. ^ 

SF EX plus a adds two very important gameplay features (in addition to 12 all- JJ 
k never-before-seen characters) to the basic Street Fighter zngine: 

Guard Breaks and Super Cancel, which also appear in Street Fighter Ui. 
Guard Cancels are slow attacks (a little slower than overheads in previ- .7 • 

Bi ous that take a single level of super gauge and smash through .your ';/♦ 
opponent’s block, leaving them open to a mad, 70%-life- 

' Mvk\ Hrfl draining combo. At first, these are hard to counter, but 
pffJl after playing EXfor a good amount of time you’ll realize /.*, 

w£- W Hnl how they substantially enhance gameplay, effectively /;• 
y \ VvXl eliminating turtles. Super Cancel allows you to two- •':/« 

in-one off of special moves into supers, then into /:.♦* 
more supers, like this: Ryu can now jump in with an **• 

mÊgm WENK NL attack, low Forward, Fireball, Super Fireball, 
fHP ^J Super Hurricane Kick. And that’s Super Cancel 7. 

/ /lil 'v a^ it’s most basic level... it’s madness! 
PyBÏÏfl i / J f 1 \ It appears as if l’m rapidly running out of 

xt^Kr. J YhI J \ room, but this is just a preview. We’ll bring you 
Vm/ \ yet more updates and eventuallyareview on 

^\r I \ StreetFi^terEXPjusa' a §ame that I can already 
/I \ ü 11 / \ tel1 you’ 'n my °Pinion’is the best polygonal fighter of 

iijijmm 

all time. SR 

é 
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#0F PLflYERS 2 

Capcom has answered my prayers! Finally...the mode 
all manie 5/rplayers have been waiting for: Expert Training 
Mode. Expert Training Mode requires you to complete 16 “mis- 
sions” (mostly difficult combos) per character, ranging to rïdicu 
lous, TZW (the greatest combo master alive)-style craziness as 
“Jump Roundhouse, Strong, Strong, Forward, Knee-Press 
Nightmare, Psycho Cannon, Psycho Crusher.” (In iayman’s tej^ 

^^^^that means ‘really freakin^hard 

r.xm 
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In short order, Electronic Arts has quietly prepared a 

sequel to their successful Soviet Strike. This time 

switching locales to Southeast Asia, Nuclear Strike 

presents a scenario in which a lunatic with a nuclear 

weapon must be neutralized. Played out over five 

multi-mission levels (and again punctuated by the 

same style of really cool FMV clips), this latest Strike 

looks set to surpass its predecessor in almost every way. 

To begin with the obvious, the graphics have been 

nicely enhanced. EA claims no less than a 25 percent 

increase in frame rate over Soviet Strike. And even 

with that, the terrain maps remain wonderfully 

detailed and the surface and object modeling looks 

better than ever. In short, it's a great looking game. 

Very welcome is the addition of a myriad of other 

craftto control. With a whopping thirteen in all, these 

new player vehicles are probably the single coolest 

addition to Nuclear Strike. Take a look at just a couple 

of them shown here in the layout—like the Ml Abrams 

tank and Harrier jump jet. 

As promised by NS producer Michael Kosaka when 

I spoke with him (Volume 5, Issue7), things have been 

made a little easier this time around. Most notice- 

able is the new way-point indicator, giving you a 

directional cue for your next mission objective. It's a 

^ARMR 
• £ 1404 

tOAD 

W1NG 

Ö.nnjiWAlorl /on»-! 

FUEL 
97 499B 

0UNSni 

GUNS 
1126 

fc' ARMR 
1266 

Abrams Tanks Rt-ndy for Orders 

WING 

Thirteen Vehicles 
of Destruction! 

simple addition that makes the game more straight- 

forward, exactly as intended. And expanding on this 

slight shift in game balance towards visceral thrills, 

ammo and armor pick-ups have been more liberally 

spread throughout the levels. 

Nuclear Strike is close to being finished, but it's clear 

already that fans of the series have something Bto start looking forward to. With tangible 

improvements at almost every turn, NS could 

easily end up being the finest of the Strike 

games. Can't wait to bring you the glorious 

final review. SD 

IarmrI 
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SUBSTANGE D 
0r as they call it in 
Indiana: 
“Nukular Strike’’ REVIEV lf 
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16 MULTI-LAYERED 
ARENAS OF COMBAT 
contain hidden rooms and secret levels for 
a vicious challenge at every turn 

TRANSFORM INTQ YOUR KIL.LS 
and steal their powers for any hope of survival 

A FUTURISTIC WEAPONS ARSENAL 
housing the most lethal weaponry ever mai 

Hold on for two-fisted 
action in a wild new 

2-PLAYER SPLIT-SGREEN DEATHMATCH 
OR COOPERATIVE MODE ON PLAYSTATION 
AND LAN/MODEM SUPPORT ON PC 

Download the demo at 
www.machinehunter.com: 

Playstation shoofer!” 
- Next Generation Online 

10 DEADLY CLASSES OF 0R0IDS eoch one more 
devastating than the lost 

EUROCÜM * i_i.r. 

Windows 95 

3F DROIDS each one more THE ULTIMATE COMBAT CHALLENGE you must first 3-1 
last waste the enemy - then take over their bodies and 

use their powers to crush even deadlier opponents 

Developed by Eurocom® 
Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the Playstation game console. Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer 
Entertainment Ine. Windows is a registered trademark of MICROSOFT CORP. MACHINE HUNTER™ © 1997 Eurocom Oevelopments Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 
Design © 1997 MGM Home Entertainment Ine. All Rights Reserved. Distributed by MGM Home Entertainment Ine., 2500 Broadway Street, Sonla Monica, CA 90404-3061. 

3-D ENVIRONMENT WITH FULL 360° ATTACK M0BILITY 



1-888-VIE-COM1 

©Disney. All rights reserved. Published by Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Ine. Virgin is a registeréd trademark of Virgin Enterprises. Ltd. 
Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Ine. 18061 Fitch Avenue, Irvine, CA 92614 U.S.A. x 

Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the Playstation game console. PlayStationknd th^SayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 
The rating icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Manufactured and printed in U.S.A. THIS SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE WITH PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES WITH 
THE NTSC U/C DESIGNATION. U.S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS PENDING. 



Survive the Hero Training Gauntlet. 

Game 

Zeus has answered your prayers. And now, it's time to take your 
place among the gods in this hot new Playstation™ game console 
adventure. Explore three worlds of 3-D gameplay right out of 
Disney’s Hercules movie-with the original character voices, sound Iects and music. Mangle monsters like Hydra and the Cyclops. 

minate the Titans. Save Thebes from a hostile takeover. Hey, 
s game can make you immortal! 

Watch out for snake- 
headed Medusa and her 
flaming Jenom Spit. 

Slay multiple heads as you 
face the vicious Hydra. 

Real-time 3-D landscapes 
and special effects are 
cool when you're 
protecting Mt. Olympus 
from a fire-breathing 
Titan attack. 

Defeat your enemies 
with your Power Sword. Think fast or the Cyclops will get you. 

Includes special five-color disc. 

-ctioji Gj 

Playstation CONTENT RATED BY 

Also available on PC CD-ROM 

www.vie.com/Kercules 



Hands up who 
remembers Rock 'n 

cars and a commentary 

by Larry Hoffman 

("Tarquin jams into first!"), &■" 
kind of like RC Pro-Am with 

guns. I only ask because Red Asphalt began life as none other 
than Rock 'n Roll Racing 2, and even though the name has 

changed in development, the similarities are inescapable. 
In Red Asphalt you must race your way to victory over a 

total of 25 grueling tracks, spread evenly over four planets 

(L.A., Heil World, Neo-Tokyo and Cloud World). In each race 
your goal is simple—to come first without being destroyed— 

and depending on your performance (position/speed/num- 
ber of kills), you are awarded both money and Chaos points 

for your troubles. Money is used to either upgrade your 

existing vehicle or buy an entirely new vehicle, while Chaos 

Points are needed to progress to the next planet. Each plan- 
et has six tracks and if you 

haven't amassed the correct 

amount of Chaos points by 

the end of the final track, you 
are sent back to the begin- 
ning and your Chaos points 
are reset. 

Even though Red Asphalt 

has been in development for 

25 FUTURISTIC TRACKS! 
3AIK -Hó 

niciG 
<ILL>tf 

nearly 2 years, this is the first 

playable build we've 

received and l'm happy to 

report that things are look- 

ing peachy keen. The action 
is fast and furious, the 3D 

engine is throwing around 

an impressive number of 

polygons at a decent frame 

rate, and the various track 

'themes' are all extremely 
atmospheric. Best of all, 
however, the final version 
will include a two player Vs 
mode utilizing the Sony 
Multi-Link cable! Expect to 
see more on Red Asphalt in 
an upcoming issue. K 
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After enjoying an 
extremely pro- 
lific showing at 

E3, Psygnosis is 
beginning to show off 
their dynamite PS 
product line-up for 
the faü. Look for the 
stunning 3D shooter 
Colony Wars else- 
where in the mag, and read on for the 
low-down on G-Police, their secohd 
high-profile 3D action shooter. 

Set in the 2ist Century, in a world 
much like Wipeout XL’s, the G-Police 
are a specialized branch of law officers 
designed to patrol the chaotic urban 
jungle of Callisto city. 
You pilot a heavily 
armed ‘DASA-Kamov 
HAVOC close air sup¬ 
port gun ship’ (or: a 
cool helicopter for 
short) into a sprawl- 
ing cityscape of sky- 
scrapers, bridges, 
vehicles, and, natu- 
rally, villains. 
Callisto itself is a troubled place—a 
melting pot of violence and anarchy 
just waitingto happen—and ^!s a mem- 
ber of the G-Police it’s your jobjb keep 

^the^geace. The cool city designs are 
supported by a high frame rate, and 
despite minor draw-in issues it’s a very 
convmcing environment. 

This build has three 
fully playable mis- 
sions, and ever since 
the demo came in Pve 
been beating them 
every which way but 
loose (give me more!). 
These scenarios are a 
great mixture of fast 

paced blasting action 
and strategie flight, 
which bodes well for 

future missions. 
The control is spot- 

on: You can move both 
horizontally and verti- 
cally, as well as a scan¬ 
ner, firing button, and 
weapons toggle. 

Basically, thanks to the hovering Sys¬ 
tem, you have complete 360° control 
over your jet chopper. The weapons 
include machine guns, flares, plasma 
rings, seeker missiles, area effect 
bombs, and cannons; all of which are 
accompanied by pretty lighting^and 

transparency effects. 
The missions don’t 

revolve around rudi- 
mentary tasks like in 
other games of this 
type, thanks mainly to 
the lively sci-fi banter 
between you and HQ. 
YouTl be sent to the 
doek area to scan 
crates for illegal mer- 

chandise one moment, then suddenly 
thrust into an intense aerial battle with 
terrorists the next; the mission objec- 
tives are always varied and engaging. 
’Course, feel free to blow almost any- 
thing up in your spare time. Civilian 
cars, buildings, debris—it’s all game! 

I’m looking forward to playing any 
of the proposed 33 lev- 
els in the final version, 
if only to hear what 
kind of daunting tasks 
HQ has in mind for the 
poor, abused G-Police! 
In the meantime, enjoy 
the shots and keep it 
here. G 
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FORMAT - CO 
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AVAILABLE - FALL 

GLITCH 
Jeeyeah Police! 

(Ummmm... that 

sounded stupid...) 
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oming this fall from New 
Level Software and BMG, 
check out Courier Crisis. As 

j! °attfirsoo Ave. 

STS-nt 
•r 

tI Coltrane SlJ Chad Sjr 

dak er Stt 

COURIER CRISIS 
it’s your job to navigate through loltrknWSW 

multiple sprawling 3D city-scapes > C 
in a race against the clock to deliver > —* —^ 

over 250 special packages. Succeed and you’ll get a fat raise. Fail, and you could be out of a job! r 
Currently early in development (frame rates and environments need tweaking), CC has obvious C 

potential. Unlike most racing titles, it offers a free-form 3D environment, with streets, alleyways, 11 
stores, vehicles and pedestrians of ALL types. 

There’s five big neighborhoods to conquer, with ‘wrong-side-’o- ^ 
the-tracks’ missions set in Skid Row, Waterfront, China Town, 11 
Civic Center, and the Industrial Zone. The developers have also "> 
seen fit to include almost 200 roadside obstacles and 70 types of ( 
crazed pedestrians—all of them detailed and humorously animat- t ? 
ed. The sound effects are all life-like sound bytes from the Warner 
Bros. library, and the music is a fantastic mix of major alternative 
tunes (courtesy of Cargo Records) and excellent techno from some i 
of Europe’s best. And as our New Level friends explained, even I jjose way 
the dispatcher s voice is unique, authentically recorded using an ^ 
old microphone and cheap stereo for a raw sound. 

As for gameplay, well, imagine a cross between Road Rash, Skitchin’, 
V Runabout, and maybe even a little 2 Extreme thrown in for good measure. 

You know, the type of engine that Iets you do strange things (usuajjy vio- i: 
f lent and funny) in a 3D environment populated by tons of sprite-based m^w "ïïïïöBj. 

IpAXJT * J ?. objects and people. Heek, in CC, even aliens walk the streets! ^ 
- ” o* The level design is awesome and the play mechanics are extremely flex- 

* ti,usièVo1175 ^ ible (with proper timing it’s possible to bunny hop onto the roof of a build- v “ 
ST;s-[ ing!). The engine supports this mayhem with a self-adjusting camera and 
^ excellent collision detection. -<> 

_ _ 11°_r. looking forward to Courier Crisis. I’m a sucker for Skitchin and the 
Road Rash series and it looks set to deliver the same type of wacked-out 

gameplay and bizarre humor. I do hope they’re able to speed up the engine and tweak the Controls though— 
with a design this ambitious, and that being all tliat’s missing, it’d be a shame not to. G 
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nn • ; ML iaasszti.. There are some phenomena in life which cannot be explained. The pyramids of Egypt 

for example. Stonehenge. Roswell. And perhaps most baffling of all: Area 51. No, not 

the place, the game. Midway’s Area 51 was, er,‘uncluttered by substance’. That’s one 

way of putting it. Crap. That’s another way. Yet the American public did not seem to real- 

ize this, and the game topped the arcade charts for several 

jjj^» | TZZ®~m1 months, crushing‘lesser’ gun games like V. Cop 2 and Time Crisis 

underfoot. With this kind of success a sequel was sure to fol- 

low,and who is Midway to argue with a franchise... 

-liTjjMi. f® sM,Drri 

LlfcaallnV- 

JktODim&m « O jïLiiiijÉ 

Maximum Force is not a direct sequel to Area 51 (the story and set¬ 

tings are different), just the same type of game. Like Area 51, players 

are taken on a set path through one of numerous pre-rendered CG 

environments and must shoot at any digitized enemy sprites that 

should happen to get in your way. Maximum Force offers a different 

theme than Area 51 (urban/anti-terrorist) and an improved graphics 

engine (the FMV looks great) but the gameplay is much the same. 
Digitized actors pop out of the same place on cue, get shot, and dis- 

appear into a little blood splat. 
Despite the FMV nature of the game, the background environments 

are surprisingly interactive. Pretty much any object can be shot, and 

that includes boxes, glass and lights. There are the usual quota of 

weapon power-ups to be collected (on top of your Standard 8 shot 

pistol), thousands of enemies to kill and at least 30 different secret 

bonus rooms to be discovered. Who knows, maybe Maximum Force 

will be the game to put FMV shooters back on the map. Check back 

next month for the full review. K 
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MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES 

This month Midway granted us an exdusive look at the lat- 
est rev of their Mortal Kombat action/RPG—MK 
Mythologies: Sub Zero. Described by the game’s creator, John Tobias, as a JH/ 

cross between “Out of this World, Tomb Raider and MK” Mythologies chronicles an 
episode in the MK universe that precedes the original MK tournament by ten years, 
centering specially around Sub Zero and his involvement with a group of characters 
called The Elder Gods. 

Right now, Tobias and his team are working on bringing together all of the 
game’s various elements (story, level design, graphics, sound, combat) in time for a 
Christmas release. In the PS rev we tested they were just starting to put the finish¬ 
ing touches on some of the earlier levels and we were finally able to get a sense of 
how the finished product would play. Using traditional MK Controls (including 
uppercuts and leg sweeps), players must explore eight vast 2.5D ‘worlds,’ negotiat- 
ing traps and environmental hazards whilst battling numerous enemies, sometimes 
simultaneously. Sub Zero retains all of his moves from previous MK games, and 
Midway promises a cast of over 30 characters, ranging from rats in the sewer level to 
giant polygonal bosses to old favorites like Scorpion and Rayden. There’s even a few 
characters from the forthcoming MK4 and MK: Annihilation movie. 

Mytbologies is net just n stiniijhtfonvnrrf nction/plntfoiincj^fcntiiiimj MK cbnrnctei's 

In case you missed our June preview, Mythologies features 2D digitized 
sprites imposed over3D backdrops (running at a constant 30 fps) captured by 
an intelligent camera System that scales and pans to frame the action. Enter 
combat with two grunts and the camera will zoom in to focus on the battle. 
Reach one of the game’s many ‘platform’ sections and camera will scale out 
to allow you to see the surrounding environment and thus plan your jumps. 
Each world features multiple paths and areas to explore (including the 
usual quota of MK secrets) and Midway is keen to emphasize the RPG 
aspect of the game: Mythologies is not just a straightforward action/plat- 
former featuring MK characters. 

Also new to this rev was the inclusion of numerous live-action FMV 
sections that detail the game’s ongoing story (something Midway 
assures us will NOT disappoint MK fans). There were also rumors of a 
hidden ‘Arena’ 
mode that would -. jrJÜ 
effectively turn 
Mythologies into 
the next install- ^ 
ment of 2D MK, 
though Midway 
would not comment 
at this time... K 
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Even though I enjoyed the demo of Abe’s Oddysee, 
I approached this review with a healthy degree of 
skepticism. The hype has been enormous, and in 

my experience, an abundance of hype normally means a 

lack of quality. But from the moment Abe popped his 
head out on the title screen, all my apprehensions just 

melted away. Quite simply, Abe’s Oddysee is pure class. 

From the atmospheric intro to the explosive ending—and 
everything in between—Abe’s is a case study of how, in 

the right hands, movies and games can mix. 

‘‘Abe’s Oddysee is a case study of how, in the 
right hands, movies and games CAN mix...” 
At it’s core, Abe’s Oddysee (the first in a series of five games set on 

Oddworld) is a 2D flip-screen action/adventure reminiscent of Out of 
This World or Flashback. The story centers around Abe, a Mudokon 

slave working for Oddworld’s biggest meat processing plant: Rupture 
Farms. By chance, Abe discovers that his species is next on the menu and 

flees the factory, only to fall (literally) into the hands of a wise Mudokon 
Shaman. Under the Shaman’s guidance, Abe soon learns that he 
^ n has special powers, and he must embark on a spiritual 

- cluest t0 realiza these powers before returning to 
W" ~ Rupture Farms for the final showdown. 

m 1 
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So what make’s 

, C, Abe ’s Oddysee so spe- 

...r.. .. .... V\. ... cial? Well, at the risk 
of sounding like a press 

release: everything! First of all, the graph- 
ics are just plain gorgeous. You can see the 

f : caliber of the art direction from these screen 
}:. ' shots (movie quality backgrounds) but what 
■ • l you can’t see are the 2,750+ frames of 

character animation and 1000+ frames of 

i JL : / • background animation. Admittedly, it is with- 
[■ in a flip-screen format, but Tm not exagger- 

* :. *. ■ 'fc' ating when I say that the characters in Abe’s 

Oddysee genuinely move like they are stop-motion animation models. 
The animation isn’t at the expense of the control, either. Abe runs, rolls, 

jumps and sneaks with all the precision of an action/platform character, with only 

a slight animation lag to convey realistic momentum. This leaves you free to con- 
centrate on overcoming the taxing level design, and believe me when I say that 
you’re going to need all the help you can get: Abe’s Oddysee is one tough ride! 
Each new screen brings a new set of naturalistic puzzles (i.e. they exist within the 

game environment) to test both your mental and physical dexterity. Thankfully, 

you have infinite lives to experiment with and there’s often more than one way to 
solve a particular problem. Do you try to sneak past the sleeping guard, or do you 
wake him and get him to chase you onto a previous screen where you can dis¬ 

pose of him with a switch operated trapdoor? The choice is yours. 

I think what r f i f 
impressed me the ' 
most about Abe’s Oddysee is the attention to 

detail. The atmospheric locations, the seam- 
lessly integrated CG (FFVII style), the interac- 

tive soundtrack, the depth-cued sound effects, 
the realistic creature Al, the GameSpeak—it all 

combines to accomplish Oddworld Inhabitants’ 
goal of creating a living, breathing, cinematic 

world within the parameters of an established 
game genre. Oddworld Inhabitants call this the 
A.L.I.V.E. system (Aware Life forms In Virtual 

Entertainment). I call it excellent game design. 
Any criticisms? Well, despite having infi¬ 

nite lives the save game/restart system kind of 

sucks—especially if you want to back track. 

And the challenging nature of the puzzles 
means it may prove a tad too frustrating for 
inexperienced gamers (or possibly a tad to slow 

for impatient gamers). But these are moot 
points at best. The fact is, if you like the 
action/adventure genre and think you’ve got the 
patience to out-think, instead of out-gun, your 

enemies, then you simply must check out Abe’s 

Oddysee. It’s an intoxicatingly beautiful, innov- 

ative and intelligent game, and I really can’t rec- 
ommend it highly enough. K 
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Oddworld is populated by all marmer of crazy creatures, most of whom want to rip your head off. However 
there is one animal who’s on your side—your trusty steed, Elum. When riding Elum,Abe can move faster an 
jump further than he can on foot. There’s justone problem: Elum is easily distracted. Particularly by 
honey. Finding ways to ‘motivate’ Elum presents some of the game’s more amusing puzzles. iy 

Fr cc Yovir Fricnt>s! 
Scattered throughout Rupture Farms are 100 fellow 

Mudokons, many of whom are hidden. Abe can free a j 

Mudokon by talking to him to get his trust, then leading : 

him to one of the many circles of birds which act as a . 

portal to freedom. You don’t have to rescue all Abe’s 

friends, but you won’t get the good ending unless you do. 

Abe has no natural weapons, save for his ability to chant 
and take possession of any nearby Slig guards. Once in 

possession of a Slig you control it like you would Abe. You 
can talk to other Sligs, command Slogs, and best of all, 

make full use of the Slig’s deadly machine gun. When you 
no longer have use for the Slig, simply chant again to 
return control to Abe, causing the hapless Slig to explode 

in a shower of body parts. Cool! 
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MORTALITY BITES 

You've got to love a game that riffs and goofs 
on everything from Schrödinger's Cat to pork 
futures. Such is the bizarre lyrical tapestry of 

Psygnosis' Discworld II: Mortality Bytes. Furthering 
the adventures of apprentice wizard Rincewind, a 
deputy Librarian at the Unseen University, Discworld 
II (like its predecessor, obviously) is based on Terry 
Pratchett's hugely successful English series of fantasy 
humor novels about a place called Discworld which, 
by the way, just happens to move through space on 
the back of a giant turtle. Weird. 

In this adventure, Rincewind (voiced once again by 
former Python Eric Idle) has inadvertently sent Death 
on a holiday. Now, no one in Discworld can die prop- 
erly, and it's up to the catastrophically inept Rincewind 
to put things right once again. We can't have everyone 
running around immortal, now can we. 

Featuring over 25,000 hand drawn frames, Dl/1/ II is 

designed to resemble traditional cell animation. 

However, with the mass of those frames ferreted out over many separate objects, indi- 

vidual element's animations aren't terribly smooth, though they are drawn well. The 

same goes for the backgrounds. All have a rich and appropriate look to them, though 

there is jerkiness when the BGs scroll. 
The gameplay in DW II is point-and-click all the way (mouse optional and recom- 

mended). You move a little sparkling cursor to guide Rincewind around, look at and 
use objects, and talk to people. In speaking, you can offer up one of several “open¬ 

ers" expressing greetings, sarcasm, a question, and muse— 
among others. Just be prepared for some long listening sessions 

once some characters begin talking, as there is a lot of speech. 
It's a very detail-rich world, and the game loves explaining it to you 
and setting up the puzzles in all their strange, trippy intricacy. 
Imagine drawing blood from a mouse using a set of stolen vampire 
dentures or swapping a croquet mallet with a hammerhead shark 
and you have an idea of the kind of puzzles you'll encounter. 

If you consider yourself a fan of things like Monty Python and 
its absurdist, intellectual style of dry English humor (sic), you'll 
probably get a kick out of this. With the patience to sit and lis¬ 
ten, the whacked out puzzles should delight in all their twisted 
logic. I really warmed to the humor and surreal storyline, though 
I must admit to being left a little cold by the PC-like interface. 
But that's just me, I suppose. SD 
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; m nphis won’t be a regular \ 
I review. ItTl be more of a... \ 

JL shall we say... defense. "A \ 
k defense?,” you may be wondering, \ 

"why would such a clearly excellent \ 
game require a defense?” ril fill you in: \ 

Final Fantasy VII is, for me, unquestionably the 
■PPr greatest entertainment product ever created. While 

it may have flaws, they are so minor that, if present 
in other games, many would seem like shining high points, 

l’m issuing a Final Fantasy VII defense because of the large 
group of people quick to judge the game with such nitpick- 
ing points as fThe game’s too easy,” (Not anymore. The J 
U.S. version is substantially harder. For instance, the infa- ii 

% mous Knights of Round has to be done four or five times on \M\ 
the last boss now, not once) "The music is poor,” (It isn’t as good as \ 

past Final Fantasies, but slaps down 99% of the other soundtracks out 
there, and has the greatest last boss music ever) "The Materia System’s interface is ^ 

shoddy” (Again, not anymore, Square’s revamped it for America) and "The end- 
ing is disappointing,” among others (Nine minutes of the best CG you’ve lit- / ^ 

mJ erally ever seen in a video game. Nine minutes! By contrast, the Soul Edge f 
W and Tekken 2 intros are about two or three minutes long. Are sepia-toned 

game graphics and 20 minutes of Mode 7 really better?) I personally feel 
^ any criticism leveled against Final Fantasy VII like a rusty, twisted thorn 

Vincent 

" ...lt‘s not Cloud. 

Who is this man? 
'Shut up! Sit your ass down in that 

chair, and drink your goddamn TEA! 

should handily convince you. FFVII looks so con- l ■■■ r 
sistently great that you Tl quickly become l\ 

numb to the power... only upon playing \ 
* another game will you once again realize J 

just how fantastic it is. ) 
But how could a plot ever hope to k 

match these visuals? Surprise, surprise; \J 
Square has the answer. I don’t have any 

room to go into details, but rest assured 
FFVII possesses the deepest, most involved sto- jJ ^ - 
ryline ever in an RPG. There’s few games that _ 
have literally caused my jaw to drop at plot 1 — 
revelations, and l’m most pleased to say that FFVII doles out 
these shocking, un-guessable twists with regularity - you j 
are constantly motivated to solve the latest mystery. A 

Actual gameplay remains largely unchanged from past 
i Final Fantasies, with a couple of major additions: Materia / 

and Limit Breaks. Materia is the "new system” in FFVII, 
similar to Accessories/Relics, Job Change and Active / A*'. 
Time Battle before it. Basically, Materia are stones ƒ 
|| that each hold a certain power; whether they be / 

Art ©1997 Square. Character art by Tetsuya Nomura. Background art by Yoshitaka Amano. 
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¥ One of the many, many reasons FFVII rocks with skill 
m is its mini-games, each a (nearly) fuUy-realized game 
1 in itself - and there’s TONS of 'em t the four you see 
/ here but scratch the surface! Most run at that most hard- 
/ core of frame-rates, 60fps, and range from racing, like G- 

ƒ Bike, Snowboarding, and Chocobo Racing, to shooters, like 
/ Shooting Coaster and Submarine, to a fighting game (don’t 
/get your hopes up... it’s not too exciting) and even a real-time 
f strategy game, Condor War. Square loves you so much that 
there’s an arcade in FFVII you can visit to play these skilled mini¬ 

games whenever you want! 

G-B1KE SNOWBOARDING SUHMARIM CONDOR WAK 

[wü»dtoi 

Elena 

"Therethey are, hurry! 

spells, battle commands or other, more esoterie functions. Unfortunately, they remove much of 
the character found in previous FFs, as without Materia the only commands available to each 
party member are Fight and Item; nobody has exclusive battle commands. This, however, is where 
the Limit Breaks come in. As you’re hit in battle, a Somurai Shodown-style anger meter, known as 
the Limit Gauge, slows builds. When it reaches maximum, you have to use a limit attack (different 
for every character) - you’re no longer allowed to attack normally, adding an element of strategy: 
Use the limit now to gain experience towards new Limit Breaks, or save it until it’s useful? 

As I mentioned earlier, the music in Finol Fantasy VII unfortunately can’t compare to FF/V, V or 
•V/’s soundtrack. Allow me to defend Nobuo Uematsu. Previous FFs had anywhere from 50-60 music g)uple years to compose for them. FFVII was completed in under a 

year and has over one hundred music tracks. That’s quite a few. I’m 
just giving you the facts; you draw your own con- - 

jsions. This is a topic of heated debate at the iVARNING' 
an offices, so PU go no further with my opin- 
theless, several tracks are excellent, such as 
?me, Jenova’s theme, Cosmo Canyon, 
final boss music, to name a few, but there 

y top-quality tracks as in previous FFs. 
rapidly running out of room, and I have about 

10,000 more things to say... I haven’t even mentioned 
JL A 'T'7 all the incredible new features Square’s added 
j] specifically for us red-blooded Americans! 
II Well, I guess I did devote a whole leaf o’ GF 
II to the subject. Just turn the page. Ah well, 
I this entire rant is irrelevant. I know you’ll 
I buy FFVII... A review isn’t neces- % 
' sary. ïf l’ve sounded like l’ve m 

been talking down or holier- £ 
than-thou during this article, r 

J r “ i please forgive me: I take 
i FFVII criticism very per- 

W sonally, as it was the t 
most flawless, magical game experi- 

\ \ ence l’ve had in my entire life... 
\ v m an<^ 1 hope ]t W1^ he same f°r B 

Fellow masters of skill! Don’t 
look at the next page unless 
you don’t care about seeing 

some of the later/ 
'v hidden/U.S. exclusive / 

^^bosses earlyL^i! 
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Here’s a question sure to be on the tips of 
many tongues this September: What the 
heli’s the comatose Cloud talking about 

in the below shot? Square Japan’s official 
answer to ‘Who’s Zenogias?’: “You’ll find 
out.” Ourwitty response: ‘You mean later 

in FFVI1?’ The answer: “No.” Hmm... 

Square rocks with skill. WhyfAfter creating the best game 
ever, they thought, “Hmm. Might as well pay homage to the 
greatest anime ever. What’s something really, really obscure 

we can throw in from Evangelion that only Nick Rox will 
catch?” The answer: Asuka’s infamous D Type Equipment from 
Episode 9, “Magmadiver.” Look at that madness... you better 

believe it. Look for the 

Look at this insanity! Square’s made radical improvements to the American Final Fantasy VI|3 
they didn’t just add three bosses, they went beyond... way beyond! Several maps now have 
bonus graphical touches, like this example from North Corel. They even added a minute and- 
a half or so of all-new FMV introducing the Weapons, which you can see on the opener pagef 

not to mention a brief yet all-new flashback sequence with Cloud and Tifa (below) and a 
much easier-to-manage Materia system! Supreme skills! 

U.S. VERSIQN JPN. VERSION NEW FLASHBACK! NEW MATERIA SYSTEM! cameo in Gold Saucen 

yZ/Emerald Weapon is the first optional Weapon you’re able to face in 
the American FFVII, and, like Ruby Weapon, it’s about 10 times harder 

^than the last boss! Really! You have to be a FFVII master to even put a der 
it has an attack that does 9999 damage to . “ 
ibers! "Doesn’t that kill you?!,” you ask? 

EMERALD WEAPON’S EMERALD BEAM 
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COULO THIS BE THE BEST 
PLRYSTHTION SHOOTER? 

Yes! Not only do they bring the best RPGs to the US, but 
when nobody else takes the initiative, 
Working Designs brings over 
Japan s best shooters —■ 
too. Smart people. 
Consider (j H a 

Kg€DIT 4 

ITff /TT\ lij Taito’s RayStorm 
Jf to be the champagne 

-*•’ cracking over the bow of JÊ 
Spaz on its maiden voyage, as WD’s 

^shooter division gets underway. Strange analo- ' 
gy? Well, they really couldn’t have picked a sweeter vintage. 
And as per the Spaz motto (“Twitch games only”), RayStorm g$T 3 
is a pulse-pounding overhead shooter with some of the most £j|j 
explosive graphics, beautiful Zuntata sound, and high-pow- i]§£ 
ered gameplay ever witnessed. On to the re view we go! 

Til be superficial and jump right into RayStorm's stun- 
ning polygonal graphics first. Why not, it’s the first thing 
you’11 notice, and damn they’re amazing! If you’ve been 
playing shooters all your life, this game is visual euphoria! 
It’s a shiny, sparkly gem. You’ve never seen such gor- 
geous overhead graphics; giant multi-dimensional polygo- x 
nal backgrounds scrolling beneath your ship at insane, 
silky-smooth frame rates. Insanity just riddles the screen 
from wave after wave of ultra-colorful transparencies and 
genuinely shocking weapon effects. And as each stage 
comes and goes you’11 be introduced to new levels of 

mind-blowing 3D. Stage 2’s waterfall or stage 4’s 
intense space battle are fine examples of imagery 
you’ve quite literally never seen before in a 
shooter—play it, and find out! 

On to the gameplay, a small (ahem) part of any 
shooter’s bid for success. RayStorm uses the 
same weapon system as its predecessor, Layer ^ 
Section/Galactic Attack, which is to say an ^ 
upgradeable main weapon and various types of f- 
lock-on beams as your secondary. The main laser 
gets much thicker (and eventually turns into a 
graphically impressive ribbon), while the lock-on 
weapon becomes more proficient at locking onto * 
multiple enemies, as well as increasing in f 
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enjoying RayStorm now! 

GLITCH 
The first legitimate 
shooter hit on the PS, 
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Back in the days of 16-bit every new Disney movie 
would be accompanied by an officially licensed 2D 
action/platformer. From Little Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast to Aladdin, The Lion King, 

and Pocohantas, no Disney movie was considered too obscure for a game tie-in. It was as pre- 
dictable as the toy line, McDonalds meal deal and best original song Oscar. Back then, we all 
groaned at the thought of playing yet another 2D Disney platfomer. Today, we welcome any new 
entries into the dying genre with opens arms. Ironie, don’t you think? 

So here it is folks, Hercules - the first Disney property to appear on the Playstation; and as you 
may have gathered it’s a 2D action/platformer. Luckily for Virgin, there aren’t a lot of those around 
on the PS. In fact, there aren’t a lot of those around on any 32-bit System, period. Traditional hand 

drawn animation is a painstaking business and there simply aren’t enough players left 
in the industry who have either the time or inclination to invest in a graphical 

medium that is rapidly becoming less and less commercially viable. 
Personally l feel that a well designed 2D game can easily com- 

Ébfe pete aesthetically with most 3D games, but l’m in the minority. 
Hopefully Hercules will help my claim. 

Ijl Why? Because Hercules graphics are simply stunning. The first 
couple of levels give you a feel for the technology but later on 

Hk things get really out of hand. All of the characters (Hercules, 
* enemies, side kicks, etc.) and objects are hand drawn and ani- 
ik mate with all the grace and fluidity of...well, a Disney car- 

http: / / www. ga mefan.com 



toon. This is definitely some of the best animation yet seen on the PS. The 
backgrounds are a mixture of 2Ü parallax and 3D polygonal objects, inte- 
grated so seamlessly that you never stop and think, ‘yeah 2D sprites in a 3D 
world’like you do with Ml< Mythologies. The CD is used to asynchronously ^ g|j|g|jg| 
load data as you play (the excellent midi music is taken directly from the .., ^ 
movie) resulting in huge, lush, detailed levels packed with scaling, rotation, v■ 
reflections and all manner of graphical tricks. There’s always some kind of 
movement going on somewhere on the screen. As for the bosses: welk let’s Oif ^ 
just say that the Hydra is one of the most impressive looking crentures «HÉ 
you’ll see in any game, onywhere. That includes PC and arcade. It lo.oks like 
your PS forgot it was only supposed to be 32-bit and is instead doing a great job of impersonating an SGl Work¬ 
station. Seriously. It’s just a shame that the gameplay doesn’t match up to the quality of the visuals. 

Hercules plays a lot like most of those 2D 16-bit Disney licenses of old. Admittedly there is some variety in the 
gameplay (most notably the ‘racing into the screen’ levels) but for the most part you’ll be running, jumping, 
swinging and chopping just like you did in Aladdin. Only not as well as you did in Aladdin. Because Hercules’ Con¬ 

trols are frustratingly un-responsive. This is a shame really, as although you do get used to it, having to predict 
every sword swipe by half a second really ruins the fun. That combined with the lack of innovation (this isn’t real¬ 
ly taking the genre anywhere new) are enough to knock Hercules down a notch from the ‘great’ to merely ‘good’. 

Still, let be it known that Hercules is an Ok playing, stunning looking action platform title that sets a new water¬ 
mark for mixing 2D and 3D graphics and is aesthetically the best electronic representation of a Disney movie ever! 

And its by Eurocom of all people! It’s nice to see a 2D action game on PS, 
_especially when it looks this good (even the ‘hard to impress’ FF Rox agreed 

that Hercules graphics were something special) and I guess fans of the movie 
are going to love it regardless. One thing’s for sure: between Hercules, Abe’s 
Odyssey and Gundam PS owning 2D fans are spoilt for choice this month. K 

Playstation 
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Certain levels are composed 
entirely of ‘Z-Axis’ gameplay. 
Hercules runs into the screen 
and must jump and dodge to 

avoid obstacles. 

Z AXIS C./ 

At points 
Hercules can 

screen’ Bug si 
the action 01 

Look for pa 

jame 
nto the 
:ontinue 
plane. 

KNIGHTMARE 

Looks better than it 

plays. 



Descend into the all new psychotic world of Pandemonium 2 and twist 

reality inside out. Explore a whacked-out psychedelic landscape with 

Nikki's insane doublé jump-then dominate with Fargus' maniacal attacks 

by hurling his viper-tongued side-kick Sid for skull crushing good times. 

Navigate the undulating 3D hyper-kinetic backgrounds 'till it turns your 
brain to puddin'. Hey.Jt's a twisted new world of furious gameplay that'll 

devour you before you truly understand it. So have a good trip. 

Pilot a giant mech througir ^ 

warped 3D tunnels. . 
Fargus rs a raving maniac prone to light 

fires now and ask questions later. 

Nikki-equipped with powers 

Playstation 

Call 1.800.771.3772 for 
Game Rating Information Ctystal Dynamics, the Ciystal Dynamics logo, Pandemonium 2, and the GEX diaracter are trademarks of Ctystal Dynamics. ©1997 CtysU Dynamics. Al rigfits reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logo are tradematks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine. 



ƒ T»HQ’s got a 60 frames-per-second fighting 
I game all their own and judging by this latest 
A preview disc, they are headed in the right 

direction with a well-rounded assortment of 
characters and locaies, beautiful animation, 

excellent lighting and vivid special effects. Vs. 
takes place in and around urban city locations and 

in characterization is American based. Turf-specif- 
ic characters will 
fight at the beach, 
in the hood, on 
Campus, and in 
and around inner 

~jÉÊk ,T J&HË cities, with a 
| variety of locaies 

J*"1...'"aSksJ v Malibu Canyon, 
nHK. , v, Svp* ' and the campus 

* i^jK * American 
derived, the 

( ' » game is 
f &. being pro- 

grammed in 
Japan. So by 

utilizing two Continents, 
T«HQ is assembling a unique fighting formu- 

la. The games moves are PPK based, with juggles aplenty 
and awesome supers and features real-time lighting. The only two flaws 
thus far are the characters personalities which are way off base with 
over-acted voices, and the lamest jugular vein spray ever recorded. 
This especially must go. It seems that some- 
one believes that unless a 

game has hose 
- fires of blood we 

won’t buy it. 

Sv;’ this immediately 
V ^ fortheir game to 

, ' ‘*£*. % be taken seri- 
4' v=' • ously. 

Otherwise it’s 
all systems 

tuned for 
more Vs. in 

issues 

fielden bonus levels take you 
tó funky new places. 

E. STORM 
LOOSE THE 

lC 
H 

/rr \ 

l !\) 



4^ While some may consider the appearance 
\ of a rendered 2D side-scroller on a sys- 
\ tem born to do 3D disappointing, I find it 

^ 1 encouraging and believe that 
«V the Nintendo 64 was equally 

P bred for 2D. You’ll not see 
WMumJiêi w 2D anywhere that even 
/fllBlHra V* ÉÉ remotely resembles what’s in 

store for you here. 
Not since Mario has the true 3D 

10 magie returned to the Nintendo 64, 
and now Treasure’s Mischief Makers 

™ will set the stage for 2D games as 
Mario did for 3D. Nintendo’s done a 

good thing, quickly converting Yuke 
Yuke Troublemakers (the Japanese 

title) for an American release, showing 
their users they’re willing to back any 

quality product and even roll the dice on 
an obviously deeply Japanese game. Of 

| 4 course, it doesn’t hurt that it’s absolutely 
groundbreaking... There’s a lesson for Sega 

in here somewhere... 

Welcome to this month’s cover feature, Nintendo’s 
(via Treasure for Enix) Mischief Makers. 
Originally planned as a 4 pager, I 
couldn’t help myself and did 6! 
I hope you like it... ^ 
The game's out late ^ f 
September! J«VA I 1 

When I hear that an action game has “puzzle” ele- 
ments, I normally recoil. Mainly because that usually 
means there’s not much game inside, so the designers 
make you cover the same ground for extended lengths 
of time, making a relatively empty game into a long 

AVEKIDNAPPED MARINA’S MASTER 
Tin onDn MAin tam cawc uim ma 

pSTEMATICALLY LEARN THE INS AND OUTS QMi 
lip INTO AN UPWARD LEAP, FOLLOWED mm ^ NAZING PlifWfHWcS. 



tedious journey. Once in a while, however, action and 
puzzle/strategy elements come together amicably, cre- 
ating something truly memorable. Such can be said of 
Super Metroid and the upcoming Castlevania X. 

But even more so than Metroid or Castlevania (both 
deep excursions in the play mechanics dept.), Mischief 
Makers is a festival of play mechanics like no other, 
accept for maybe Dynamite Headdy, Mischiefs closest 
relative. Every button on the controller must be com- 
mitted to memory like never before. When you’re done 
with Mischief Makers you’ll be able to smack those little 
yellow pellets (any of ’em) in a milMsecond. In fact, how 
much you like Mischief Makers may depend on how 
good at games you are. Rookies will undoubtedly have 
a tough go of it and often become frustrated, while 
intermediates will find a paramount challenge, and sea- 
soned pros will think they’ve crossed over. Why? 
Because completing a world is only the beginning. To 
truly beat each stage you must first capture the yellow 
diamond (which is often cleverly hidden and sometimes 

THINK BACK TO WHAT YOU WERE PLAYING A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO AND 
REALLY *L00K* AT THESE SHOTS 

GESSLER’S THE FIRST 
NOTABLE BOSS MARINA 

ENCOUNTERSAND HE 
DOESN’T EVEN TIP THE 
SCALES COMPARED TO 
WHAT’S AHEAD... LOOK . 

CLOSELY AT THE BOÉÏj 
RIGHT SHOT... IN HIS 

MOUTH. YIPE! 

m — m 5 jrjM m ^ 
mmr % 

.. • . 

"t-^1 _Jïl_ 
J 



I COULDN’T RESIST SHOWING THESE FIERY FLUTES (FROM WORLD TWO) AS THEY CONTORT. ON TO WORLD THREE THEN 

TIME TO MIX IT UP... PICK UP THE POT, FILLIT WITH INGREDIENTS AND SHAKE IT BABY. SKIËRS TOSS IN FIRECRACKERS. FOUR MAKES A BOMB. 

1 "”7*1 - J ; T- i.- i - i .11 - i"TT nasty) l’ve ever encountered, and also, the most enjoyable. If 
F i there’s one thing Treasure really gets off on, it’s constructing 

^ awesome bosses. These give new meaning to the term multi- 
iwRp. T -J jointed, and are presented (for the first time) in widescreen for- 

• w r mat. You zoom so far out and are ^ 
j -j| ^ drawn so close, within the same bat- ^ 

T"1 —ir~r~~r tional screen. And therein lies || J|v TL 
3‘M jSfiZr ~ . U ‘t 'M" " ~.~ . g the keen diversity that marks ijVvJ 

5 'U - r r games. One minute 
’SLaB ^ gjg r you’re frolicking in a 

>■ -cHU 7 «p- j | thinking man’s fantasy WÊ/RÊ& 
‘&L AjÊ zone, performing any of _ 

’9j_rfefirr a dozen or more tasks ^ 

(such as collecting ingredients to mix 
potions, recovering lost children, or crushing 
opponents atop a giant robot) amidst songs 
that often exude a Wizard of Oz-like gaiety, 

and the next you’re under fierce 
attack, literally running (and 

* \ often flying) for your life. At 
vjat' . one point, Marina finds 

■* j, 4 -Ir herself in a sort of alien 
>TÉ^ * track-and-field event, 

as clever a diversion 
there’s been since 

Black’s Crazy Dice Maze in 
Gunstar Heroes. Fromver- 

tical freefalls to vast caverns, trom erector 
set-like frameworks to intricate rotating 
mazes, you’ll not find gameplay this deep on 
the Nintendo 64 or anywhere else in the next 
generation playground. 

Marina herself, one of Treasure’s oddest 
characters, is distinctly female... and that’s 
about it. She animates flawlessly, Controls 
like a dream and believe or not (even though 
she appears to have no feet) really grew on 
me. Marina is guided via the Standard D-pad, 
rather than the wand, which, given the inten- 
sity of the action, I deern a wise decision. The 

9v9qB 



DID I MENTION PLAY MECHANICS? ABOVE, MARINA WRANGLES A MISSILE AND GOES BALLISTIC. DON’T YOU JUST LOVE 2D? I MEAN, YA GOTTA 

A button Controls jumping (hold up for more height) 
and the running dash (down and A twice) along with 
many variations. For example down-down, A, up-and-A 
will produce a quick high jump which can then be built 
on with the thrusters for added propulsion in any direc- 
tion. Marina’s thrusters are controlled with the C 
cluster directional pellets and boost Marina in the 
likewise direction. The more and taster they’re 
pressed, the longer she can retain her course jjgj. 
in any given direction. Thrusters never run m 
out, as it should always be—and finally is. 
The pellets also serve as a mixer for . 
Marina’s potions when tapped repeat- 
edly holding the spell pot. The B but- f - jpf 
ton is used for picking up, hangin’-on, ~ 
tossing, catching and launching. I’d go 
into how each comes into play, but then 
we’d be looking at a novel. Let’s just 

say that innovation and fun are high priorities. The 
control, as far as response and execution, is perfect. It 
takes a while to dial in, but once you do, you could fill 
days with solid gameplay. 

Graphically, although 2D, Mischief Makers is 
bursting at the screws with special effects. Not the 
usual array either, but a whole new batch with that 
distinct Treasure look. 

NENDOROS ARE SPORTY Lil FREAKS! BEAT ili 



those unfa- 
miliar with 

Treasure, think of them in 
relation to Sega as you 
would Rare to Nintendo 
(well, until now at least, 
they seem to be spreading 
their wings). They’re actu- 
ally a rogue team trom 
Konami of old, responsi- 
ble for such 
joyful relics 

as Castlevania 
IV, 
Bloodlines 
and Axelay. 
They have a 
fetish for huge 
explosions and 
frantic action, 
and they are the 
best at it. Once 
you’ve seen a 
Treasure game, 
you can spot one a mile 
away. 

That look has translated 
beautifully onto the willing 
Nintendo 64 with multi¬ 
ple layers of paral- 
lax, seamlessly 
line scrolling j 
f I o o r s , A 
a m a z i n g 
coming _ 

MISTY CAVES MAKE WAY TO P0IS0N0US FROGS AND LOST SOULS. 
THESE SPOOKY DEPTHS ARE NOT EASILY LEFT BEHIND... 

TT and rotation fx, and ~j jjT-'l '.'-TT-1 TTT-1 11 T-f^- C 
?1 show-stopping -|y%T 

pyrotechnics — I 
mean downright inspired. 
I am in awe of the ■§ f 
Nintendo 64’s 2D capabili- VI ^ ..iDf' 
ties in the hands of Wt f ] 
Treasure’s maestros. 1V| 

The intermissions 
are amaz- l ' IT.\ "m\ I I ' I . il . \ . I 

'n9 too,for a cartridge game, and the art 
is second none. Visually, Mischief 

Makers will dazzle even the most 
hard-core 3D fan... at least the 
ones with vivid imagination and a 
taste for the surreal rather than 

^ the real. 
Now l’m going to talk about the 

oh-so-Mischievous music. Bear in 

tl *■ "BAL, E 3 
E 3 1 m WjgM E 3 

1 '1& 

E 3 
E 3 
E 3 
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mind that I adore frolic- 
some Japanese sound¬ 
tracks that successfully 
piggyback their on-screen 
antics, and find offensive 
detached background 
music, like so many token 
guitar riffs that pound away 
in too many of today’s 
games. When I want music 
for car or home I hit Tower 
^ but when l’m play- 

want to be 

into whatev- 
er it is l’m 

"—- doing, which 
___ in this case is 

lunatic (l’m 
wearing my 
shame like a 

^ neon sign, aren’t 
I). I really like 
Treasure’s 

soundtrack, so sue me. It’s 
among the best l’ve heard 
on the system, so commit 
me. I make a living playing 
video games, both oars are 
seldom in the water. 

Before I go, I do have one 
request. For preview’s 

saké, I used the 
■ previously- 

' r e I e a s e d 
x Japanese version 
W (Yuke Yuke 
ƒ Troublemakers). 

W And while I do real- 
ize Marina’s voice is 
a super squeaky 

^ import, I beg that 
Nintendo see their 

v v way dear to keeping 
it intact, as Treasure 

k intended. As funny 
ykk as this sounds, 

changing it could 
^ have a major effect 
g on the game. And 

with that, I bid thee 
farewell. See ya 
here next month 
with a little Konami 
magie... E 
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SHKSBÜS 

n a shocking turn of 
events, the good folks 

_ the treehouse 
I stopped throwing acorns 
I at each other and actually 

came to us lowly 
■ ground-dwelling 

" over at GameFan 
a definite, real, honest-to- 
goodness... Nintendo 64 

release!! Under strict armed 
W guard, a shiny new Nintendo 

64 console (avec steel cage to 
prevent cartridge tampering) 

was presented for us to play on, 
and we were able to briefly partake 

I W in an all-new Nintendo 64 title for a 
' good couple of hours before it was rsealed up and taken from us. Our picture 

^ usage was inspected (no more than 30 screen¬ 
shots were allowed to be taken—on pain of death, 

I may add), and then the shadowy ‘Nintendo’ operative 
left... flitting into the night. Some of the GameFan crew 
thought that those ‘kerazy’ Nintendo people were perhaps 
a little too paranoid until we realized... “Fley wait a 
minute... all this totally needless and secretive behavior is 
all part of the pre-launch plan for GoldenEye! That’s why 
we had to sign parts of our anatomy away on all those 
forms! They’re pretending to be like James Bond!” Oh 
how we laughed! Phew, good one, Nintendo. You had us 
all thinking you hated us for a minute, 

Moving swiftly onto the game itself. Some of the older y 
readers of this esteemed tome may remember a James a. . ^ jl ■ 
Bond movie that graced our sereens in the dim and dis- 
tant past. Pierce Brosnan, Sean Bean, Robbie Coltrane and that woman with the muscly thighs all 
starred in an action-packed romp into the world of the no-nonsense, martini-quaffing, bird-shag- 
ging and quintessentially ‘English* secret agent. And now... many moons later, we have the actual 
game to play, courtesy of Rare (the real muscle behind Nintendo’s continued success). When I vis- 
ited Rare last Christmas, they showed me the game in progress, and I knew then just how cool it 
was going to be. And now, after my (admittedly) laughably short period of playing GoldenEye, I 



can report that game-starved owners now have a release to not 
only gnaw at, but to chow down on completely. For you see, 
GoldenEye is a veritable banquet of video-gaming joy... 

YoiTII turn on your Nintendo, and first be greeted by a really 
cool intro title looking exactly like a British film board classifi- 
cation screen (but with four players instead of the movie rating), 
but next comes the introduction I know you’ve been waiting 
for... a black-suited English gent striding into view and turning 
to shoot as the screen drins blood. This time, Rare has gone for 

“Yesh, thanksh to my shpecial targeting lock shupplied by ‘Q’!” 
Many of the weapons present in GoldenEye have special target¬ 
ing locks, enabling precise and deadly shooting of enemy forces 
without giving your position away. The screen zooms up in a 
binocular fashion, enabling Bond to plant a carefully aimed 
sniper bullet between the eyes (or indeed, the legs) of a roving 
enemy soldier, MDK-style. The results are beautifully sick to 

hold; the guy collapses in agony while the rest of the guardsj 
ntinueifcheir watch! Pure, adrenaline-pumping fun anc 

to the 3D corridor genre sin 

a rock guitar accompaniment of the infamous James Bond theme, 
and it adds a great air of amused excitement as you eagerly wait 
for your first mission and briefing from Central Intelligence. 
After choosing your difficulty level, adjusting and generally fid- 
dling with the general options (stereo or mono sound, 
widescreen, 16:9 ratio view or normal view, et cetera), your spe¬ 
cial assignment begins in the crumpet Capital of London; 
Westminster. Time for tea and biscuits with ‘M’... 

YouVe treated to a series of top-secret ‘file’ sereens, and after 
tossing your trilby onto a hatstand and flustering Miss 
Moneypenny, Bond chats away to 4M’ and other assorted top 
brass. The text dialogue is hilarious; the chaps over at Rare have 
some demon writers, resulting in conversations that are not only 

f witty, sarcastic and dry, but totally in character with the Bond 
films. “Top wheeze, 007! Oh, do be careful of that plastic explo- 
sive hidden in that pen..” You get the idea. If only these were 
CG cut-scenes with voices of actual plum-in-mouth actors, this 
would be a perfect scene setting, but alas, that cunning cartridge 
format means scrolling text and still pictures of paper files and 
photographs. Good job the actual game plays so well... 

Once you begin your operation, a roving camera circles a pret- 
ty good polygon likeness of Pierce Brosnan (I say ‘pretty good’ 
because the texture-mapped polygon model shows Bond’s fea¬ 
tures but doesn’t seem to include his eyes, resulting in a rather 
scary ‘mannequin-esque’ secret service agent), moving through 
his head and into a Turok-style first person perspective view. 
Then, you creep around a metal bunker, peep your head around 
the corner and view the fabulous 3D world that Rare has creat- 
ed. The entire GoldenEye experience is unbelievably slick, and 
the gouraud-shaded, mip-mapped (not to mention anti-aliased), 

3D texture-mapped locales are faithfully replicated from the film 
for your continued espionage-based enjoyment. (continued) 

myself helping you. but things 
have changed in Russia. 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 
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Unfortunately, Scaramanga isn’t initially available as a cool char- 
acter to control in the (up to) four-player mode, but most of 
the GoldenEye cast is. Choose your favorite villain or hero and 
then depart into a Doom-style maze of corridors where huge 
weapons are picked up and then shot into opposing players’ cra- 
niums. There’s not quite the feeling of intense fear that a link- 
up Playstation Doom generates (and you’ll have to be sat at a 

‘ J ' nee from your television due to the four tiny 
Ö*get used to the slightly slower gamepl 

can have a relatively fun time c 
the hunt for enemv^awetTté... 

T^ujjjh 

As you tip-toe past the watchtowers (or snow-capped hills, 
crumbling parkland or rumbling metal train, depending on the 
level), bringing your Walther PPK to bear on any guards who 
challenge you, youVe struck by numerous sensations. Firstly, 
that the ‘stealth’ music grumbling away in the background 
(mostly variations of the Bond theme) is the perfect accompa- 
niment to your exploits. Secondly, that there’s little in the way 
of fog. Interior structures never get hazy, and the outside 
locales are all massive and truly believable. Thirdly, when you 
pepper walls with gun-shots, the bullet holes stay in there. The 
weapons are real... astoundingly detailed just like those in 
Turok. Fourthly, the enemies, although very angular, move con- 
vincingly and act with an eerie sense of artificial intelligence. 
Plus, each of those textured faces is a treehouse employee or 
Rare gardener, giving you an even greater sense of enjoyment 
as you plant a sniper bullet in their backs... 

Talking of bullets, you’re able to gun down foes in numerous 
Check us out Online at 

ways, and the death throes of each gibbering victim varies 
depending on the quality of your shot. Sneak up behind a 
guard, and fire a bullet point-blank in the back of the head, 
and your victim crumples instantly (but without the showers 
of blood that rocked Turok’s world). Shoot him in the leg, and 
he hobbles, falling to the side, before regaining his composure 
and receiving another shot to the torso... cue death gurgle! 
Apparently, there’s over 200 different death animations in 
here, so those sick-minded gamers with an evil glint in their 

eye are sure to get their body-count’s worth here. However, 
simply wahdering around a level gunning down enemies like 

swine isn’t the way to play this game. Ruthless cunning and 
strategy is the order of the day here... 

Via your watch, you’re able to check on mission objectives, 
which vary in every level... you’ll be hunting down computer 
cards, checking consoles for information, using that cool 007 
camera to take sneaky blueprint shots and generally acting like 
a silent and deadly assassin. Choose the ‘wade in and spray with 
automatic gunfire’ option and you’ll be brought down... hard. 
That’s not to say there isn’t a wonderful array of killing devices 
at your disposal (Uzis, grenades, sub-machine guns and John 
Woo-tastic doublé gun firing), it’s just that GoldenEye is a whole 
lot more than Turok-style gameplay. Of the 24 levels, each has 
many different objectives, and playing the game on the difficult 
settings enables countless sub-missions, leading to a very fraught 
but undeniably enjoyable video game title, refreshing, very 
intense, and unequivocally recommended. 

I’m very annoyed that I had to base this review on only four 
hours of play under Nintendo molly-coddling (this not only 
does Rare a disservice, but also you, the reader) and thus was 
not able to get to grips properly with the game. From my 
brief playtest, however, I found a totally enthralling trek full of 
spectacular effects, needless (but extremely cool) additional 
touches and an involving plot which shows just how spectacu- 
larly talented Rare programmers can be; and this results in a 
slick, extremely presentable and damnably playable release. 
This exploits the Nintendo 64 to the full, drags you into the 
world of Bond and shackles you there, providing candy-eye at 
a retina-popping rate, and a new and stealthy gameplay com- 
pared to previous romps in the first-person perspective. 
Frightful PR, Nintendo. Astounding game, Rare. CH 
- http://www.gamefan.com 



■Net’s face it: the N64 isn’t exact lyoverflowing with quality 3D beat-’em- 
upsrightnow. U’s either WarGods or Dark Rift, and even though Dark 

mmRifit is decent, it still can’t hold a candle to the likes of Fighters 
Mega Mix, Soul Blade or Tekken 2. The N6q is in desperate need of a decent 
pblygonal fighting game and Midway believes they have the answer: Macel 

Moce: The Dark Age is a port of Atari’s 3DFX Voodoo Graphics-driven 

arcade game reteased earlier this . U^... .. 
yeai. Atari spent over two years 
trying to make Mace stand out from 
other fighting games, and to their • ^ 

^ «<^1* #» 

^ credit the game exhibits a myriad 
^ of cool gameplay features that, 
^ 4 while hardly original, certainly 

add to the experience. Fighting 
V-v ‘ Wpers-style 3D side stepping, 

VF3-style multi-level playfields (including steps, ledges and ramps), Dead or 
A/iVe-style hazardous arena boundaries (lava, quicksand, fire, spikes, and deep 
water) and a unique array of interactive and throwable objects such as tents, 
urns and tables. All of the arenas are fully 3D and utilizing the terrain to your 

tactical advantage is a crucial strategy. 
The home versions of Mace will feature a whopping 20 characters: ten instant- 

ly selectable warriors (including a knight, a ninja, a blind monk, a viking and a 
belly dancer!), a sub boss (a gargoyle named Grendal), a main boss (the rogue 
demon Asmodius), and seven hidden characters, including a war robot and a 
chicken! Each character has their own weapon, fighting style and gruesome 
fatality to finish the enemy. Well, this is Midway after all. 

Mace plays a lot like Soul Blade (four buttons and back to block) with similar 
style combos, counters and special move commands. Due to the polygon intensive 
3D arenas and detailed characters, the arcade ran at 30 fps (instead of the genre- 
standard 60), but Midway is confident that they can replicate this frame rate on 
the home consoles. If they can, and the final version plays as well as Atari claims, 
N64 owners may finally have a 3D beat-’em-up worth fighting for. K 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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The arcade ‘smash’ 
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IBS.-JS, 

■ 3D is still the 

best single 
player corridor 

\\ experience cur- 
rently available 

£ for the PC. It’s 

•"TS^. ?r*ffV Patent mixture of 
non-stop action, 

unprecedent- 
ed level interaction and seedy humor has made 

it a smash hit all around the world (even 

Japan!) and this November it’s coming to an 
N64 near you. 

Duke Nukem 64 isn’t just a straightfor- É 
ward port of Duke Nukem 3D. Oh no. 

British developers Eurocom are huge Duke 
Nukem 3D fans, and have taken this / 
opportunity to add (and alter) a p 

number of exclusive features f/ 

specific to the N64 version. If 
you’re a Duke fan, you might 
want to sit —> 

down before ^ 
you read 

all, Duke WK/ 
Nukem 64 ’ mjÊp 
will feature a 'W' 
whopping32 

design 

of the original Duke Nukem 3D lev- 

els to include new areas, some of 
which feature artwork from the 

Plutonium Pack. A good exam- 

ple of this is the new conve- 
nience mart hidden on the 

very first level —an excel¬ 

lent surprise for veteran 

Duke players! The pro- 
Y tector drone, the 

* alien from the 

Plutonium Pack, has 

also been included. 
Secondly, 

Eurocom has 

given Duke’s 
arsenal a 

thorough 

Check us out online at - http:77www.gamefan.com 
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re-working. The ‘ripper’ chaingun has 
been replaced by twin John Woo-style 

sub-machine guns, the Devastator has 
been replaced by a Grenade Launcher, 
and the Freeze ray has been replaced 

with... the Plasma Cannon—a chargeable p v 
weapon capable of vaporizing an individ- 
ual or an entire room, depending on how 
long you hold the trigger. Purists may siles (rocket launcher) 
lament the loss of these weapons, but for The demo cartridge we received shows the game in a near complete state, with only a 

my money the new ones are even better. few graphical glitches left to be ironed out. Control is switchable between Turok-style 
In addition, certain weapons can now uti- joystick looking (YES!) and ordinary joystick movement, with the d-pad being used simul 
lize Turok-styie ammo power-ups, such taneously to select weapons and items. Eurocom has also informed us that the final ver¬ 

as dum-dum bullets (pistol), explosive sion will feature even higher frame rates and offer Rumble Pack support! If all goes as 

rounds (shotgun) and heat-seeking mis- planned, Duke Nukem 64 could end up making even PC owners jealous! K 

.^ifsTk 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back to the 

water... Nintendo strikes again! Duke Nukem 64 will 

have NO profanity, NO religious references (the 

church from Death Row has gone), NO nudity, NO 

pornographic ref- - 
pistol 

erences (the 

movie theater on 

level one now 

plays a sci-fi jÊf f 
movie, and the 

adult bookshop 

is now a gun 

store) and NO ï—TTT 
references to ~ “ ~ — 

alcohol (all bars seem to have gone). The theme of 

‘babes’ seems to have been replaced by the theme 

of‘guns.’ So heed Nintendo’s message: sex is bad, 

guns and violence are good! 

MUüïPiftYtR 
Duke Nukem 64 includes a four player split 
screen Dukematch mode, a la Hexen. This 
time however, players have the option to 
include up to three computer-controlled 
Duke-Bots to make up the numbers. The 
three new multiplayer-specific levels (a 
pirate ship, a haunted castle and a silo) have 
been designed deliberately simple to keep 
the frame rate high, even with four players. 
Co-op mode is also available. 
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Aside from D/lario Kart, which I 
expected to be first rate, I 
haven t been all that 

enthralled with an N64 racer. 
Although devoid of pixels, the 
ultra-blurriness of them, coupled 
with the prominent first stage 
smog alert, lias kept me pretty 
much gliied to my trusty PS racers. 
F1 Pole Position 64 (formerly 
Japans Human Grand Prix), how- 
ever, lias caused me to have a 
sudden change of heart. Due in no 
small part to its graphic appeal hut 
mostly to its adherence to the sport 
(while providing days and even 
weeks of intense racing), F1 does 
racing right... really, really right. 

From the outset there’s a sur- 

options in the smooth and easy to man¬ 
age interface. You’re greeted by World 
Grand Prix, Battle, Time Trials, Roster, 
Record, and Configuration settings. In 
the configuration setting you can tog- 
gle Computer Level, Machine Touch, 
Machine Damage (rate of damage off, 
easy, normal or hard), Computer 
Accident, (rate at which cars drop 
out, real, or off) Radio jm 
Communication (messages from 
the pits-on or off) and Pak File 
(Auto or Manual save). Once m ] 
you’re in the World GP setting 
more options await, like every 
aspect of car tuning known to 
man (made easy), Free Run, #,/ 
Qualify, Race, and Data 
Save. Basically, this 
game’s loaded with 
options folks, so kick the 
tires as long as you like. 

And since the game 
carries a full F1A license, 
team/driver selection % A 
(based on the ’96 season) 
is vast. My driver? From 
team Tyrell, Japan, U. 
Katayama, born 5/23,1963. 

plus of avail- 
able 

you Set the steer¬ 
ing on Standard-position 4, choose 
a semi-automatic transmission, 
manual brakes set on 6, suspen- 

The guy’s got his act together. 

ii'.-■ 

MONACO 

sion set on 5, and down force on 
selection 7, you’re racing my cur- 
rent car (Katayama chokes a couple 
and l’m outta’ here). 

Once you get rollin’ in F1PP it’s 
wise to remember you’re playing a 
simulation. Arcade Controls won’t 
work and power-slides always 
result in crashes. Enter turns wide 
(aiming for the inside axis) and 
don’t be afraid to decelerate 
and/or use the brakes. These sim- 
ple tactics will substantially trim 
the learning curve. 

You can control the action with 
either the analog wand or the D- 
pad (in several available contigu- 
rations) but I advise sticking with 
the analog, unless of course you 
live to tinker. In that case you 

E. STORM fj 
A never-ending 
F1 battle 
awaits those 
with the skills _ 
to embrace it. 



should be in heaven. Days will go by and you’ll 
still be tweaking your car. The control is perfect 
as you basically make your own. 

Visually, F1PP has an unusually crisp, clear look 
for an N64 game, with terrain and trackside fea¬ 
tures so real you almost feel the action. Each spe- 
cific motor revs its own tune, and the weather actu- 
aliy changes during each event! 

The import version had a bad dose of 

redraw which has been addressed in the conver¬ 
sion. Not so much as to siow down the game, hut 
it is noticeably improved. UBI wisely chose game 
speed over zero re-draw, a good decision given the 
fact you’ll probably never notice it in a race. 

The music between races is cool, and (I can’t 
thank Human enough) there’s none during each 
race. I can’t teil you how annoyed l’ve been with 

F1 simulators that feature in car 
soundtracks. When l’m dialed into 

a tight battle, the only thing I 
want to hear are engines, tires 
and my pit crew. 

As an F1 simulation l’m at a 
loss looking for flies in Pole 

Position's ointment. If you’re 
even the least bit interested in 

realistic racing than I recommend 
it highly, hut in the instance 

you’re absolutely on the lookout 
for a quality F1 racing experi- 
ence—well then I urge you to act 

immediately when Pole Position 
arrivés in early October. ES 



The games company formerly known as 
Williams is finally staking a claim to the 
arcade racing throne. Previously, Midway 

(the staunchest third party supporter of the 
Nintendo 64) stunned gamers across the globe for 
all the wrong reasons with that leprous offspring 
of the racing genre; Cruis’n USA. I hated it with a 
head-twitching passion. But after playing the 

quarter-munching San Francisco Rush in the arcade and being 
told that the Nintendo 64 version would be “exact,” I was prepared to forgive 

Midway for their previous Cruis’n antics. And after three days of San Francisco Rush on the 
Nintendo 64? Fm a changed man, brothers and sisters, ready to preach the Midway gospel 
to all those that will listen. For you see, dear reader, San Francisco Rush is a triumph over 
the diabolical Cruis’n USA, a saintly title diverse and far from previous Midway racers and a 
godly title worthy of the great Miyamoto himself! Somebody say “Amen!!” 

Knightmare: “Amen!!” 
Thank you brother Knightmare! 
Right then, for those arcade-meisters who Ve played Rush before, I can teil you to prepare 

for pantaloon-besmirching delight when the home version hits. The graphics are exact (in 
every respect) to the arcade. Silky 60fps action which never slows down, and all the mad 
steering you’d expect from the Atari Hard Drivin’ team which helped out on this release. In 
fact, if you plugged in the arcade and Nintendo 64 versions of Rush side-by-side, you’d only 
notice two discrepancies at the moment (and one will definitely be fixed by the time we 
receive a fully reviewable copy). Firstly, there’s a serious lack of cars; four to be exact. Now 
1 don’t know about you, but I like to be weaving through San Francisco with slightly more 
than a quartet of rivals to sideswipe off the streets. Forget some problems with (wait for it) 
the sound, and you’re playing Rush in the arcade. And if you don’t find that reason enough 

BnPP 



some slight misting on the horizon, but the 
sensation of speed, gorgeous surround- 
ings and cunning enemy A.I. are all pre¬ 
sent and that’s what counts. 

ControIIing your car is slightly differ¬ 
ent from M/?C, as Rush steers like 
Daytona USA rather than Ridge Racer. 
There’s no mad powersliding around , 

your steering is a lot more i corners: 
heavy and ponderous and you can’t J 
simply wrench your vehicie through I 

ft turns; you must judge racing lines J 
well in advance if you want to avoid 

tumbling into a side fence and bursting 
into flames. Additionally, as arcade-goers 
may be aware, there’s a load of shortcuts 
to find during your race. Find a grassy 
verge, check your racing line and head for 

P * ° 
start saving your pen- 

nies for the finished version, then you must 
be some non-racing freak who shouldn’t be 
allowed into a hot rod. 

ground 
sewer system, under a jug- 
gernaut, up a ramp and onto a building or 
onto a piece of newly-constructed free- 
way, there’s loads of routes to take... and 

Moving onto the actual game itself, 
seven mammoth courses are planned, as 
Midway makes sure Nintendo owners 
receive extreme value for money (and the 
latest arcade upgrade of the game). From 
the four complete courses GameFan test- 
ed, I can safely state that racing fans are 
gonna be whooping in delight at the detail, 
numerous sub-routes and general graphi- 
cal effects going on in Rush that simply 
hasn’t been seen before in any home Sys¬ 
tem. After selecting your viewpoint from 
the four usual cameras (all flicked using 
the annoyingly-hard-to-reach left shoulder 
button), you’11 speed across the Golden 

some of them lead to really odd places 
(such as a Rush texture-mapped loop-the- 
loop), whilst adding that oh-so-important 
extra gameplay time and helping turn a 
fun racer into a bona fide classic. Add a 
cool choice of seven different cars for 
every expert level, your own personal 
color (er... as long as it’s from the preset 
palette present), that extremely important 
two-player mode (with NO speed loss— 
stunning and addictive!) plus the fact that 
you’re actually racing on real-life areas of 
San Francisco (passing trams, leaping 
over Lombard Street et cetera) and you’ve 
got one of the greatest arcade conver- 

Gate bridge (last seen in Silicon form in 
Pilotwings 64) and into a manie, jostling 
race for position. Everything is motion- 

^ blurred and there’s 

sions ever! I’m rewing myself up into & 
frenzy about Rush.... we’Il be back with 
the final word on this killer title 
soon... CH r 

the ramp... Dukes of Hazzard style! Once 
you’ve launched yourself skyward, you’11 
notice a couple of things. Firstly that 
you’re actually soaring into the heavens in 

an uncontrollable but breath-tak- 
r ingly scary arch through the air. ft 

Next, you’11 see that the buildings 1 
still look cool and really detailed 1 
from high in the sky. Then you’11 twist | 
horribly in the air and corkscrew down 1 
onto the tarmac below. The effects 
have never been seen before, and add 
an extra dimension to the ‘fun’ arcade 
racing genre. Forget your complex 3D 
physics this time... we’re going flyin’! 

And there’s still those cunning short 
cuts to find. Whether it’s via an under¬ 



Ouuing tridge-bosed 
J very little to the techno score, I 

etymology of its nome, get o feeling from 
the oft-deloyed ond much- TS similor to uuhot I feit 
onticipoted Tetrisphere is more uuhen ploying Tempest 2000. 
obout shifting blocks thon dropping Gronted, one is o shooter, the 
them. This probobly hos something other o puzzle gome, yet 
to do uuith the foct thot TS begon beyond the music they both 
life os o Joguor gome by H20, ond shore this obstroct ond intense 
uuos only tronsferred to the N64 visuol ond ourol londscope. ULiith 
ofter the cot become extinct. no bosis in reolity, both ore 

In TS, the blocks you drop ore 'gomes' in the purest sense of 
only cotolysts to explode the pot- the uuord. The visuols ore there 
terns you've olreody set up on the solely to focilitote the ploying of 
surfoce of the sphere through shift- the gome, not to express ony 
ing the differently shoped blocks sort of dromotic ideo. I must soy 
oround. It's o bit confusing to I like thot every noui ond ogoin. 
exploin octuolly, though very eosy fis for os puzzle gomes go, TS 
to grosp ond quite fun once you is plenty oddictive ond excellent 
begin ploying ond uuorking out fun, uuith on olmost lightshouu- 
uuhot to do in your heod. like intensity. Like olmost every 
fllternote modes of ploy like Hide other N64 releose, l'm sure 
& Seek ond Rescue, olong uuith o Tetrisphere uuill be eogerly 
tuuo-ployer-simultoneous, eight- lopped up by softuuore storved 
ployer tournoment bottle give you N64 ouuners. Rut unlike certoin 
severol different uuoys to ploy. other 'gomes', I uuon't feel bod if 

Portiolly becouse of this TS sells more thon o feuu copies. 
gome's excellent-sounding, cor- I knouu l'll be buying one. SD 
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some 3 years ago, only to be scrapped a few 
months before completion. Later it resurfaced, announced on one of the Saturn's earliest com¬ 
ing soon lists, but even that was wrong. The game finally appeared in japan last year, at which 
point WD announced the translation. Now, in a day and age where FFVII is considered to be 
the modern progression of the RPG (and rightfully so), Albert Odyssey represents the return, nay, 
the preservation of the classic RPG. There might not be too many more like this. 

SENIOR BIRDMAN: 

Amon! You arrogant fooi! This is 

none of your business! 

Albert Odyssey follows the sad tale of an orphaned boy, Pike. After witnessing the 
slaughter of both his parents by a vicious band of Goblins, Pike is rescued by a Harpy, Laia, 
and raised happily in the Harpy Forest. One day, on his way to the Harpy well-spring, Pike 
encounters a man riding atop a huge red dragon. He demands to know Pike's identity, 
that of the village, and where to find the "Power Crystal." Dumbfounded and scared wit- 
less, Pike can only mumble a few unintelligible words, enraging the mysterious man to no 
end. As the villain prepares an unknown incantation, Laia arrivés and runs to Pike's side. 
Suddenly there's a flash, Laia launches herself in front of Pike, and... and the rest is petri- 
fied history. The quest to remove the spell of stone begins... 

O.K., time to get into some hard-core game observations... 

I have to teil you, Albert Odyssey may be one of the few Saturn RPGs around, but it isn't one 
of the best RPGs available. This has nothing to do with the translation; AO is just wholesome- 
ly average as an RPG. The quests and mini-quests are uninspiring, the battle frequency is hor- 
rendous, and the fighting itself is mind-numbingly slow. To Working Designs' credit, howev- 
er, the quests are spiffed-up by an interesting plot, and the battles (which used to be 
almost dysfunctionally slow in the import version) have been sped-up with tolerable 
loading times. It takes far too long to get through even the simplest of battles, but 

legend of eldean 
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you're still way better off with the US version. I 

guess the major contributor to this sense of dispar- 

ity in the battles is the slow command sequences. 

You have to confirm attacks for each character indi- 
vidually, after which they immediately roll out their 

melee and magie. Trouble is, there's nothing 

"immediate" about it. The characters and enemies 

alike move slowly, attack slowly, heek, they even die 

slowly, and often what should've been a quicky 

turns into a monotony of button-pressing and wait- 

ing. And since battles are triggered every 8 to 10 

seconds, no matter what, get ready for a lot of 

forced powering-up. Sadly it looks as though Working Designs were helpless in this area, 

'cause the game progresses in such a way that you need to level up constantly, and the orig- 

inal designers simply chucked in the battle overload to keep the game balanced. A lame, 

required play-mechanic, complicated by poor execution. Onward we go... 

Albert's graphics are 16-bit quality for the most part. The colors in certain backgrounds are 

beautiful, and various Mode 7-type background and spell effects are very nice. The main map 

is also a Mode 7 showcase, although it's been retouched since its 16-bit days with lush 32-bit J 

color. AO’s strongest point, graphically, is its battle animation. The characters' attacks andj 

expressions are excellent, and the high number of animation frames are purely 32-bit. The 

sound is just brilliant! Except for grating battle tunes, the towns, dungeons, and especially 

the maps are gifted with superb music, both redbook and PCM. And every character has cool 

Japanese voice when attacking and casting spells. Props to WD for leaving 'em in. 

Mmn...the plot unravels really slowly, but the story does take on 'save the world' pro- 

portions eventually. And while it starts weak, play 'til the second part of the game and you'll be treated to a much deeper, much more 

rewarding storyline. Female villains are treated especially well, such as the Silver Vixens from part one. They're a specialized three-woman 

mercenary team, led by the arrogant Miss Kris Seed, with a well-written, spiteful personality. Unfortunately, Working Designs went a bit 

berserk on the townsfolk. In my opinion, the 'wacky' modern humor is completely out of place in a traditional RPG setting. You'll see 

talk of Ebonics, marital issues, using the can, and what RPG would be complete without mention of "yucky-poos"? It's all very sad, see- 

ing as how the dramatic moments are so very well written. 
Well, this novel must come to an end. Despite my criticisms, I played Albert Odyssey all the way through, and yes, it was worth the 20 or so 

hours. If you're playing AO after Shining the Holy Ark (as I did), or if you're expecting an epic 32-bit RPG, you will be disappointed. If you have 

time for a solid traditional RPG, however, Albert Odyssey will do you just fine, G 

THESEA UMHIN 
He’ll be your tentade-snarirT host on the 
Ghost Ship. Here's how to sink him: 
1) Stock plenty of Life Roots and ‘restore 
conditions' items. 
2) Use Gryzz, the Dragonkin. He is 
extremely resistant to magicai attacks. 
The Urchin will paralyze the whoïe 
party... and onlv Gryzz can shake it off. 
3) Restore your healers first and have 
them do the same to your thugs. 
4) Attack with Gryzz every second round. 
and use his Healing Breath in between 
rounds to help the others. Good Luck! 



Bomberman 
S6GA • PUZZLÊ • NOW 

l’ve been a happy Bomberman player tor years and years. The latest (and let it be known, the greatesf) 
bomber to come home is Saturn Bomberman, Sega’s Hudson-developed, 32-bit sequel. Not only is it one 
of the best multiplayer games ever, it’s also a fantastic one-player experience with a ton of replayability. 

For the rookie Bomberman player (do they exist?!), I probably couldn’t recommend a better start- 
ing point than Saturn Bomberman. It may be a hard-core, multi-player tournament game, ideal for 
old Bomberman vets to test each other, but it has kick ass Normal and Master modes, too—ideal for 
those lonely nights when buddies aren’t available. Normal and Master are also the place to find the 
game’s best music, as each background offers some incredibly catchy techno and drum-’n-bass ren- 
ditions of the Saturn Bomberman {heme. 

Saturn Bomberman is also a place to settle rivalries. Plug in a multi-tap (or two), round up pads 
and up to ten (10!) players, and hit the Battle Mode for hours of classic multiplayer Bomberman good- 
ness. Play with up to eight players in any regular arena, choose from among 10 cool characters 
(Bonk and Master Higgins are on board), and blow each other to heek. 

Well, that’s it, l’m done here. If you’re into Bomberman, you like party games, and you own a 
Saturn, you’d be crazy not to piek up Saturn Bomberman. Heil, there’s even a cool NetLink mode 
(two-on-two only, but fun nonetheless). Bah, talk is cheap. This is the ultimate multiplayer 
Bomberman. Buy this game and have fun. 

• Meqaman X*t • 
CAPCOM • ACTION • OCTOBGR 

The surprisingly resilient MegaMan appears yet again in this, 
his latest adventure, MegaMan X4. Generally considered to be the 
series for exploring new gameplay ideas, this particular entry into 
the X annals looks as if it intends to return to its roots somewhat 
and deliver an all-out action game. Can’t argue with that. 

Graphically, this is one of the best looking games the series has 
ever seen. Both MegaMan and Zero animate beautifully (this is 
Capcom, after all), and the BGs, while not bursting with scrolls, 
are lovely to look at. There are even some great MegaMan anime 
FMV clips sprinkled throughout the game. 

The fruity MegaMan 8 on PS sold very well here, and Tm glad 
to report that this darker MegaMan is coming soon. Our preview 
version was pretty finished, so look for the full GF treatment as 
soon as we get a final. This is going to be a great MegaMan. 

rt - 
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I think MLB plays even bettei 
Triple Play. The engine is arguat 
more robust of the two games, a 
great ioading (or iack thereof) i 
tainly a bonus. I love the playe 
mation too, it’s dramatic and so 
it’s never been done before. : 
also taken care of every possibl 
in the Al and camera system, so 

Arguably the best around, with Triple 
Play 98 being it’s only true competi- 
tion. Virtually flawless playability, 
highlights this all around gem of a 
baseball sim. With little to no load 
time, MLB offers more overall playtime 
and less waiting around. New anima- 
tions are unequalled, with players exe- 
cuting plays while throwing from their 
knees. MLB is a must have. 

ports 
ans 
Lejoice! 

It wasn’t so long 
ago that we only 
had one or two 
decent hockey 
games, no 
respectahle base¬ 
ball titles, one 
dominant football 
franchise, and a 
multitude of 

mediocre hoops. All of a sudden 
Acclaim sports starts burning the 
oil and spits out quality games 
like All Star Baseball ’97, the 
soon-to-be-released Breakaway ’98 
and what may be the first foot¬ 
ball game on the N64, with some 
of the most incredible graphics 
you will find. Sqny explodes 
onto the scene, and starts knock- 
ing people out left and right. 
They sent in the forces with MLB 
and Shootout, but word has it 
that not only GameDay, but 
Paceoff as well are da Bomb! I’ve 
seen them both... they’re not just 
rumors. What’s up with EA? EA 
has a battle on their hands for 
the first time in a long time, and 
they’ve got a couple of things up 
their sleeve as well. The most 

JOE KIDD 

Any Saturn sports player will te 
that WS '98 is amazing. Just 
they’ve switched from sprite to p> 
players and the ultra-smooth engi 
come away 100% intact. Awe 
Gameplay? Shouldn’t even be a 
tion at this point; every 14/S plays 
and 'SS is no exception. Best of c 
terribly fun to play, especially wi 
players. Unlike my peers, I think 
right up there with the best! 

Once again, Sega successfully builds 
upon an already reputable franchise. 
The new word here is polygons, and the 
transition was by all means successful. 
Gameplay glided from controller to 
screen effortlessly, and no major Al 
problems were apparent. Graphics 
seemed to oscillate between fans and 
proponents loving the look, and oppo- 
nents finding it “grainy” and “hazy.” 
Overall above a solid effort. 

World Series Baseball ’98 
Sega 

Sega's going to be playing above the rim with this bad 
boy. All Saturn owners should be fired up to play this 
game, because it gives you the smoothest gameplay, 
and the best graphics on the platform. The 3D players 
show put together some of the best dunk and lay-up 
animations available in any basketball game around. 
You’re gonna love the Practice Mode, as you practice 
your favorite shot, lay-up or just flat out get on up there 
and rattle that rim. Signature moves are stylin’ but the 
D needs to tighten up—one fake to the side, and l m 
drivin’ to the hoop. BTW, if you want this game but 
have a PS... word up on HardwoodHeroes by Midway. 

NBA Action 98 
Sega 

In the July issue, Joe Kidd committed an 
incidental, yet personal foul by claiming 
Acclaim’s Breakaway ’93 waa the first 

game with icon passing, when in actuality 
it was öony’s sawy that brought the rev- 

olutionary Icon Passing System to the 
hockey rink with their NHL Faceoff series. 

The month of October yields the return of one of the 
most action-intense racing titles around. Whatwould 
you call a combination of race bikes, surfing, flying, 
and terrains of snow, ice, land and sea? Well Sony 
calls it Jet Moto, and this year it’s called 2. If you 
thought the original courses were tough, step on up to 
10 new tracks including river rapids, national forests. 
deep caverns and roller coasters. There are steeper 
embankments, twistier corkscrews, and deadlier water- 
falls. The new graphics will bring you further into the 
game, with the 3D engine driving the PS to its limits. 
Unbelievable physics and new hotter and taster bikes 
make this game one to look out for. noteworthy is a heil of a Madden 

game on the N64. Lace ’em up 
hoyz, it’s all ahout the analog. 
Live 98 could be the ultimate 
hoops title, the selection of new, 
customized moves will have your 
head spinning. Hockey fans look- 
out, cuz NHL is back, and looking 
sweet. Sega is busting out the 
bread and butter with World 
Series Baseball (solid as always), 
but look for NBA Action to be the 
Saturn sleeper of the season. 
This season’s gonna be deep! 

Joe KLdd can be contacted at: 
rlee@metropolismedia. com 

Well, Sony already proved football and polygons are a 
natural together, so why not bring it to the college 
ranks? Sony has put out such a solid, straight, across- 
the-board, sports line-up, I have no reason to doubt this 
will be any less. You can expect the latest in anima¬ 
tions like “tight-roping” the sidelines. Player sizes are 
realistic to go along with their attributes. Each team 
has specific Team Playbooks, so choose your school 
and choose your style. The secret to this game is find¬ 
ing the team with the most “GameBreakers." or the 
guys that make the plays happen. Stat-tracking, atmos- 
pheric effects, All-Time teams and more. College foot¬ 
ball is alive on the Playstation! 

GameBreaker ’98 
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PASSING 

KR FANT§SY0ame èntry 

Football fans get 2 /■ “ j»3 *8^% 

Christmases a * * ^ gjSSjj^ J 
year—the one 

that happens in 
December—and the one that happens when i 
Madden comes out. As we enter into the Fall sea- |L m 
son, we come upon one of the most widely antici- 1L^ 
pated line-ups of footbali games, and once again 
Madden is the pre-season favorite. WSSK& \ 

The focus of Madden 98 was purely gameplay, which is 
what the guys up at EA determined as the next, practical 
step toward making the ultimate football experience. Each time they col- 
laborate at the drawing board, the goal is to bring in unsurpassed realism; a 
definite EA trademark by now. With the competition getting stiffer by the 
season, EA geared up for the Bigs and brought on the committee; the 
Players’ Committee that is. PC is made up of a select group of players who 
specialize at their perspective positions, guys like Merton Hanks for the 

DB’s, McGlockton for the line, Barry 
/ / \ \ \ \ Sanders for the backs—you get the picture. 

y\wrA \ j \ \ \ \ \ \\a lf you re playin in the Bigs, you gotta come 
11J-.. i uWi\^ ready, and that’s just what they’ve had in 

\ £ \ V V\ \ mind. Now you see more than ever, posi- Ff ' i' \' Vv'v tion by position, guys doing what they’re 

Aè \ \ \ \ \ supposed to do, whether that’s dropping 
’ '\ i’ \ V into their zone or picking up the blitz. The 

' 1 v' ' Liquid Al is dripping it’s so loaded. 
rrg— ---- Get a load of all the one-handers and 

^ ^ end zone celebrations too, because there 
><*• are so many new ammations, you re bound 

•v to see something new all the time. But 
remember this, don’t be expecting poly- 

T ' x gons, because EA chose to stay sprite- 
' based to maintain the gameplay. They 

4 \N wanted the game to be “smarter, faster 
and deeper” and that it is. But for a sports 
game world, ever changing to polygons, 
this could prove to either be a v^y*bold 

-4^1 > and wjse move, or a slap in the face. Why? 
h‘VïiV" yy ' ' 2 reasons: Quarterback Club *98 and 
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My bread’s waitin’ 
to sop some sauce 
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JOE KIDD 
The ice is starting 
to heat up! 
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passing 86 
running 84 
catchlng 83 
blocklng 80 

mm 
In sports, they honor the most improved player of the year, so in video games, fo*,1,,, 

it’s only fair to have the most improved sports franchise of the year. Where last select flfcllAi 
year GameDayhad just broken through the Maddenarmor, this year they’re get- ‘ 'y? 

ting fitted for a suit of their own, and what a fine suit it is. SEAS0N 
The one word that comes to mind after initial games of GD'98 is “explosive.” regsi N 

It appears as if it’s one of those rare gems that actually bring you onto the field. ^<3* 
ie difference can be attributed to several different areas of the game. Graphically, GD’98 brings polygons to the grid- offens„ 
3n for the first time ever. The full 3D engine has breathed life into a deteriorating 2D environment, and has brought the J ‘ ° raiders 
andard of football games to a new level. The players are bigger, taster and stronger—and man, can they hit! New ani- “ 
ations have guys getting layed out on their backs, halls getting jarred loose for interceptions, and straight-arms send- ESïKf JJ ” 
g guys into the stands. The “new look” of polygons is so much more appealing than the flat, uncomplicated sprite oe " ^ 
imes of yesteryear. What really accentuates the look is the sound effects used «M"1"f'""T"!....1"*!'!* 
the game. Guys are actually grunting on the line, screaming as they get hit __ ^ 

id their helmets crash together. The sound is so deep and so forceful that HaVRD H ll IINCj 
iu can literally sense the impact. The crowd is Al smart, in that they know i I Pf ___ n rTiA mn § 
tien to cheer, and the volume fluctuates throughout the II I I NIFL #\C lICrNI 
ime like a pulse as the game builds. mÊm U* m 
Of course, GameDay ’98 has all of the Standard II m m 
atures, and has added some All-Star teams, IBM L 
jper Bowl teams, some options to customize the 
ime and what have you. But last year’s version 
as acclaimed for the instinctual Al of the 
jfense; fans of the sport appreciated the 
jances of the D, and heralded GD’97 as THE 
ime because of it. This year, the defense has 
jhtened up even more, but not so much where 
iu can’t complete a pass or get some yards on 
e ground. The 2 keys I found to being suc- 
issful in the pre-release version of GD’98 are: 
e offensive line, and the receivers’ routes, 

order for me to successfully execute a 
ive, I had to be able to read my blocks and (Ut 
iot the holes. That’s been said before, but 
you have the ability to do so, you’ll be 
warded with a handsome ground attack. If 
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going to the air, you’ll really have to know the patterns, and let the wideouts j 

run them, because if you don’t, the pass will be there but your man won’t— 
conversely, if you let him run his route fully, you can thread the needle, even O 
with as little as a half-step on your man. j / 49 

Actually, I lied. There’s one more key, and it’s pretty huge. It’s called cowboys dT 14 
Total Control Passing, and this is the stuff legends are made of. Essentially h4tes9__ nkkei e&je 34 

what TCP is, is a way to give you the ultimate quarterbacking experience on 
the PS. For those of you who pride yourselves in readmg defenses, you can j 1 JY 
now totally exploit the D in a very, large fashion. TCP allows you to either 
lead your receiver, keep the ball short, or take the ball left or right. Let’s 
say Jerry’s got single coverage on the right, and the D-back, respecting Jerry, gives him about 15 yards. Well you’ve 
selected a route that has Jerry going long, but the defense is defending the long ball. Well, now with TCP you can teil 
Jerry to “come back a little” and re-route his pattern—in essence he’s running a hook. I teil you, seeing TCP executed 
correctly brings on a whole new realm of satisfaction, and a whole new level of gaming. 

What GD’98 has essentially been able to achieve, so far, is to be able to create a game that is fun, yet difficult to 
master. I’m a guy that has historically been able to dominate in any football game, on any platform, but this game 
seems to have brought an element of uncertainty that will expose any “human-ness” you possess. It’s an exciting 
day for football, and the real deal is yet to arrivé. JK 
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JOE KIDD 
Two words: 
TCP baby... 
TCP! Cj 
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m 1 A Ihere the heek did they pull this one from? I mean, 
f lAI the NHL series has always been respected, but this 
a lf IV game is the you-know-what. Any video game that 

makes you more a fan of the actual sport has done a pret- 
ty outstanding job. The preview version of NHL 98 would 
seem to be such a game—it’s of that magnitude. 
Slated tor an October release, this hot title gives the 

smoothest, most responsive gameplay of any hockey game to 
te. We all knew that EA was competitive and liked to win, but 

. now we know how they respond when ■ their back’s against the wall. First 
» glimpses of NHL 98 showed new 

moves new motion capture, new 
modes and oh-so-much-more. The fea¬ 
tures are there as always, with all of 

WESTERN ALL STARS 
2 MINUTES POR INTERFERENCE 

SPDRT5 NHL 

LQADING 

FLYERS 

the NHL teams, logos and players. All of the rosters are up to date with trades, stats and player 
ratings. But when it’s all said and done, it’s all about the gameplay—and NHL 98 delivers a 
cross-check-and-a-half at that. The pace is fast, but realistic and not awkward in the slightest, 
and every control has touch precision. 

The glue that holds the game together will definitely be the improved sounds and commentary. 
The scratching skates, chanting crowds, penalty box doors slamming and stadium-specific organ 
grinding is intense. In the mode of Tripte Play 98, the sound is live and random in a way that puts 
you in the stands, while being in the rink at the same time. The play-by-play commentary is done 
dual style, again, ala TP 98. Jim Hughson and Daryl “The Razor” Reaugh are extremely informative, timely and hilarious, too. The 
dual commentary EA has brought to the console is worthy of awards, and brings such an advanced take on video hockey that you’re 
sure to be impressed. Thankfully, October is right around the corner, because I need my NHL 98\ JK 



Ican hardly believe it’s already been a year, but bas¬ 
ketball games are here once again! Although Midway 
has been notorious for their 2-on-2, big head rendi- 

tions of hoops, they are now making their first run at 
serious 5-on-5 sim action with their NBA some 

Hardwood Heroes. Midway may be more type-casted jB /Jk A gpa jK 
for their arcade-style hoops games, than Leslie Nielsen :3B8jK^^ 1 A 
is from Airplane and Naked Gun. But if you can clear , jSfil a H Qjfe A». 
your mind of “He’s on fire!” for a few moments, you m*A| tL 

might get a glimpse of a very good ballgame. Although '^ÉÈ^^ÈÊÊÊlÊÊÊBSmSliSÊÊÊÊÊltK/ÊÊÊk 
the game is still early yet, Hardwood Heroes has got 
nothing but upside to it. After playing a couple games, I walked away very impressed. In its current stage, it 
won’t win any trophies in graphics or Al, but with a little work this one can challenge the very best. When I 
play any game, I need to see that it holds my interest; Heroes does this immediately. 

Graphically, Heroes is the equivalent of In The Zone 2, with it’s animated, yet angular players. Heroes has 
the best variety of dunks coupled with the clearest, most accurate motion capturing l’ve seen in hoops. When 
the guys are airborne, their movements are completely natural, unlike many games’ awkward, unrealistic 
hops. Whether you’re comin’ through the lane with a tomahawk, from the baseline with a reverse, a 360 from 
the foul line, or a mere doublé pump, they are all completely different. The motion-captured moves are even 
evident in the signature moves, whether it’s Webber’s around-the-back move, Spree’s spin move, or GP’s 
between the legs, each move is obvious, and not lost in a muddled mass 
of chunky graphics. Occasionally, you’ll even catch some of the players *_ 
pulling up with an ankle sprain, hopping on one leg clutching their ankle. 
3 out of the 11 camera angles give you very good close-ups of the players, lst n?:Un IN^/I 
yet I didn’t ever really take to any of the perspectives with much enthusi- L^-J 
asm. I generally prefer an iso view, but there was too much of an angle VT 
to get a good feel for the court and the other players, while the second 
best angle (full court) loses too much action behind the basket. * 

You gotta love the continuation fouls, the tip ins, the follow-üp 1 
dunks, the live crowd, and the quick fast breaks. You even have ajon 8BKUBÊHÊSÊM^Ëm J| 
of offensive and defensive plays and strategies, along with icon pasjfing , 
to enhance the game; the problem is, you really don’t need thym to 
score. The icon passing is nice in that it is available on the ir^ound 

HHEUrift 

13 LUC LONGLEY 

- Tracking modes): You can now 
Practice mode —a first in NBA sims. It caught 

me off guard how fun this mode really is, as you attempt dunks from every angle, turn- 
around jumpers, and 3-point shots. You can even set up a player under the hoop and 
dunk on his head! It’s just like going to the park and shooting around... if only I could 
dunk. Another noteworthy point is that, so far, there is no commentary to speak of, 
and rosters have not been updated by current trades. 

This version is still very early yet, but could clearly be a game worth investing in 
should the Al get some fine tuning. As critical as I am of Hardwood Heroes, the poten- 
tial for this game is scary, and only hope they live up to it -- we’ll see soon. 
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me Shirley! 
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Quite literally nanoseconds before the good ship GameFan sailed to the printers, this piece of flotsam was snatched trom the 
murky waters. Just prior to our Nintendo 64 Extreme G explosion next issue, Chief Hambleton zipped and skidded around an 
all-new version of the game, coming away with a resounding ‘thumbs up’! The frame-rate is holding steady at well over 50fps, 
there’s some spectacular settings to scoot through, and everything is looking Extreme(ly) WipeOut influenced. The tracks do 
indeed throw you about in a rollercoaster ride of retina spasming fun, the enemies are indeed nasty pieces of CPU-controlled 
work, and the multi-player game quite simply rocks the kazbah. Four tracks are available, and despite that pea-souping mon- 
strosity fading into the background (yeah, the fog s pretty bad), we reckon this is another winner for Acclaim. More next time... 

MegaMan X4 
Good news for Playstation own- 

ers! Well, at least the ones that 

want more MegaMan. And judging 

by MMffs performance that’s quite J 

a few. MegaMan X4 takes the tried 

and true MM gameplay and juices 

it up with rendered graphics, x-tra 

animation and even more huge 

sprites. It also stars Zero és a 

playable character from the outset. 

Sony passed initially on X4 but I 

suppose they’ve re-thought out 
their decision to kill 2D since 

we’ve ail shown we dig it. Either 

that or they saw Castlevania SOTN 
and had a change of heart. 
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EWYTHING IN SICHT/ 

Ever wanted to be a Man in Black? 
Well now’s your chance. Based on 
this summer’s biggest blockbuster 
movie, M.i.B.is a Resident Evil style 
action/adventure that mixes polygon 
characters with pre-rendered back¬ 
drops - many taken directly trom the 

movie. The game picks up where the film left off, with 
players talking control of any of the M.i.B. agents (Tommy Lee Jones, 
Will Smith or Linda Florentino) in the on-going battle to ‘profeet the 
earth from the scum of the universe’. There are five different mis- 
sions to choose from (all tied in to one main story) and best of all - 
you get to use all of the hi-tech gear from the movie. These shots are 
from the PC version (due in September). Excpect a more ‘action- 
oriented’ version for the PS later this year. 

MMnHMHHMMI 
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Moto Racer EP 
Add one part Motocross, one part Enduro, and one GP Racing, and 
voila! You’ve got yourself the makings of one helluva racing game! 
Heading our way from the respectable EA, Moto Racer GP is a two 
wheeler’s dream come true. It’s got a full quiver of race bikes, all 
tuned specifically for optimum personalization, a smooth frame rate, 
and hot light sourcing. But most importantly it’s got the first intelli¬ 
gent first person (from behind the handlebars) camera. If you 
wheelie down the straights, the feeling of the front end coming up is 
super realistic. That’s a good thing too, friends, because the rider 
himself (when in view) is a super dork, at least currently. Hopefully 
some choice body-English will be added as the game enters the all 
important tweaking stage. I’ll be back with a review as soon as I get 
the green flag from EA. E 

fo Stoy Hroifhy cwd Uv* Lm9«. 

SITAin^ 

Time to take a next-generation stroll down ol’ 
memory lane. Anybody remember Rampage 
from the arcade or NES? Well, Williams is exca- 
vating the beasts to do some major damage on 
rendered urban and city dwellings. A welcome 
classic for a change, Rampage is coming for 
the PS and Nintendo 64! Hey, just in time for 
the new Godzilla feature!! I smell a winner, no, 
two winners! E 

fl WOL-MUNDÉD WET' 

Rampage 
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Ït had to happen. Times change, and hardware 
improves. SNK stunned the arcade world back i 

’93 with the introduction of the first weapons- 
based fighter, and now they're back to reinvent 
the genre with the groundbreaking, 3-D Samurai 
Shodown 64. SS64 runs on SNK’s incredible new 
Hyper Neo*Geo 64, hardware that combines top- 

of-the-line 3-D capabilities with the best 2-D 
chipset ever seen on Earth; a first for an arcade 

package system. 
Since we've never played Samurai 64, and the game'; 

still early in development, (remember, any aspect you 
see/read about here could be completely changed before the 

game appears in arcades) we don't know much about it, but here's wh; 
we've been able to learn: There are a total of 11 immediately selectable 
characters: Haohmaru, Genjuro, Ukyo, Nakoruru, Rimururu, Galford, Hanz< 
Kazuki and Sogetsu from 55/1/, and two new characters: and 

(Apparently, no relation to Jubei). These characters’ stories are not 
yet known, but they look hardcore, especially the two-tone-eyed Shiki... in 

fact, her name is written with the kanji for “Color.” There’s one sub-boss 
and a final boss. Apparently, the sub-boss is well over two normal char- 
acter lengths tall! Madness! 

As for new gameplay features, there are several: The first and most obv 
ous change is the addition of a , replacing kick. Attacks have 
been relegated to two buttons, and the fourth and final button is 

. Similar to Bushido Blade, this button can be held down to run i 
true 3-D space around the battle map. Unlike Bushido Blade, however 
your (located on the left and right sides of the screen) 
steadily runs out as you dash, limiting you to a certain range of move 
ment. As for other gameplay features, we know that the choice 
between Shura/Chivalry/Slash and Rasetsu/Treachery/Bust remains 
except for the bosses. Pressing A+B+C once again invokes the Rage 

106 Art (,:;1997 SNK. Used with permission. 
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hard to write about 
t Saga Frontier. So much of 
I the game is groundbreaking, frorn .# J 
E the ultra nonlinearity, seemingM^fun* 

dreds of party characters andbeautiful 
t backgrounds... but fundamentally, J 
HL ^e game is grating and, well... 

** v not quite right. It begins 
with simply walking 

É* through the game’s back- 
k drops. Your character is f 

I pre-rendered, unlike l > È 
k FFVlI’s polygonal charac- M. 

i ters, so any radical perspec- N 
jfi f tive change in the back- ï|j 

P JrfUv'.ƒ grounds will make your character] 
f seem totally wrong... and this hap¬ 

pens frequently. The impression of 
I walking, no... floating around flat-as- , 

. ' a-pancake pictures really hits home. A 
It’s jarring, to say the least. 

sJRfaVi Unfortunately, this was my first 
t z Vl\ ' impression of the game and it really 

- y stuck with me. The battles are also a 

.. most unimpressive, with framey oreren- 
| -. dered enemies pasted on a coüplèpar- ] 

v allax layers. Some of the battle effects < 
are semi-cool, but none touch BEpTTs/ 

Also, though many of the bÉpKdrops 
are beautiful, the overall past##ëolor 

palette nïakes everything seem like a Barbie® house playset^oj^ 
sotj&hlng. Saga Frontier’s strengths definitely lie in tne^^C^ 
its® whiph is typical Square excellence. You’ve orobaimÊj^Ê 

^nevjl played a more non-linear console RPG, ever; thjjp^g^ 
Sre toHs of mfhi-quests to be found in the game’s 
D+ wqgjjs, calfed Regions. The last 
)ss af^puest dbjective are apparently 
otally uftferent depending on which 
character you choose, as well. |y I TOhöL 

Well, l’ve said all that can be 'Av 
i said about my admittedly 

extrem^y brief timè with Saga 
i Frontlef l’ll play it some more 
\ and get back to you next 
\ month with an update if it 
? (Ê pr|)ves worthy. If not, con- 
' sfder it Square’s second- H 

worst 32-bit game... right 1 
^^Xjbehind the Playstation 
VIV remake of Final Fantasy IV. 

frlfW^cjusira 199/ 
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KNIGHTMARE 
A *gasp* good 
Gundam game?! 
Whatever next? 

(j 
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There have 
been many 
many Gundam 

games in the past, 
but nearly all of 
them have been 
un-exceptional. 
The recent Z- 
Gundam games on 
Saturn were good, 
but the countless 
side-scrolling SD 

Gundam titles did nothing for me. Come 
to think of it, most of Bandai’s games 
have done nothing for me. It seems to 
be the general consensus that Bandai 
is a better toymaker than a gamemak- 

er. Which is what makes Gundam: 
The Battle Master all the more 

shocking. G:TBM is a 2D fight- 
ing game featuring recogniz- 
able mechs from the Gundam 
universe (the story line and 
characters are all new). But for 
once the license isn’t the 
game’s only selling point. 

Firstly, G:TBM looks amazing. 
The mechs move and attack with 
an unprecedented degree of flu- 
idity for a PS game. How can a 

system with such 
little 

:-?v 

v. 

RAM produce characters so big that move so smoothly? The answer is 
segmentation. Rather than draw and animate the entire mech frame by 
frame (as is traditional for a 2D fighter) Bandai have instead opted to 
create each mech out of a series of connected sprite ‘limbs’ which scale 
and rotate independently, givingthe impression of movement. The end 
result may not look as organic as traditional animation (it wouldn’t 
work for humans) but for giant robots it works superbly. 

Secondly, the game plays pretty well. The four main buttons are 
punch, kick, close combat weapon and projectile attack; while Ri 
and R2 make your mech fly momentarily. Special moves are pretty 
simply to access (basic fireball motions) and you can ‘sway’ into the 
background SNK-style by pressing any two buttons simultaneously. 

Due to the realistic nature of the mech’s movement, the game 
plays pretty slowly (there isn’t a great emphasis on combos) but 
this only serves to add to the ‘simula- 
tion’ feel of piloting a vast mech. 
Admittedly it’s not going to be to 
everyone’s tastes (I wouldn’t consider 
it as a serieus rival to either Capcom or 
SNK’s 2Ö fighters), but the graphics 
are superb and it’s definitely unique. 

One thing’s for sure: Gundam fans 
are gonna love it. K 

OF PLflYERS 

ADJUSTABLE DIFFICULTY 

NOW (JAPAN) AVAILABLE 



An unmanned space inspection craft called Sekka reaches the surface of Pluto. After locating a mysterious object of non- 
human origin, Sekka returns from Pluto to the Lunar district for inspection. Scientists determine that the object is made of an 
advanced technologe dubbed Vastian's Steel (Vasteel). A half century later, at the Earth island research center of Babel, 

Vasteel technology has been analyzed and perfected by the artificial intelligence program Guardian. 6 years later, the people of 
Babel vote to immigrate to other planets. Excessive armor and weapons are attached to everything used in the immigration, but this 
fact is known only to Guardian. Suddenly Guardian goes off-line, declaring war against humankind, and 1/3 of the population is lost 
in a vicious attack. The last of the humans develop the special fighter RVR-01 Gauntlet and form a last ditch squadron to eliminate 

WAVE 

SCÜRE 

on-screen. As we continue through this glowing review, however, you'll see that graphics are but a 
small part of TFV's superiority... 

Gameplay. Sweet, blessed gameplay. That's what makes or breaks a shooter. Thunderforce V is per- 
haps the most satisfying single-player shooter l've ever experienced. You're equipped with the Stan¬ 
dard Twin shot to begin with, as well as the Back shot, and complex play-mechanics requiring both 
weapons immediately come into effect. Within moments you'll begin to feel the power of TFV's 
beautiful design. The enemy patterns and level construction are simply brilliant, perfectly 
measured in all aspects to peak your reflexes and judgment. Literally every kind of 
shooter play-mechanic has been covered, from intense dodging sce- 
narios (bullets and objects) to highly Creative boss encounters. Each ^ 
of the seven huge levels split-up and change several times. A high¬ 
tech cityscope, for example, loaded with tanks, turrets, and giant attack =--= ^ - 
cycles, reaches powerful heights among beautiful multi-layered skies. Enemies 
of every variety, whether a huge formation of laser ships, mad rows of homing 
missiles, or insane galloping mech-beasts challenge even the best shooter play- _ 
ers. That's why you've got big guns, though. Power-ups include the Wave, a ((£3 
straight-forward giga-beam, Free-Range, an awesome rotating target- 
ing laser, and Hunter, the weak but effective homing shot. You can com- 

HU/MTER 
rri'WdTiTii i 

Guardian...and that can only mean one thing: The return of the Thunderforce. 
Thunderforce might well be the most respected shooter series ever. We've all enjoyed the likes of Axeloy, Goiores, Phalanx, 

and the Darius games, but with this, the fifth Thunderforce game, it's clear that Technosoft respects their devout shooter fans 
' to no end. It's also clear that they refuse to part with the successful formula developed over years of incredible game design. 

The result? Thunderforce V, one of the best shooters ever conceived. 
Let the shower of praise begin! First, the details everyone wants to know about, like graphics. Thunderforce V is definitely 

the most graphically impressive game in the series. Sure, you say, that's not exactly a huge statement considering this one s 
on a 32-bit system, but it is. The 16-bit Thunderforce games were state-of-the-art, usually far and above anything else on any 

home system at the time. And Thunderforce V, by 32-bit standards, is right up there with the best (by "the best" 
I mean the excellence of Roystorm & Philosomo). Play through the first three levels to witness gorgeous, silky 
smooth line scrolling and excellent background transparencies, continue onwards to levels four, five, and six 

A Je - and be treated to a graphic masterpiece. Polygons assault you throughout, literally, as almost every enemy and 
^ boss is fully 3D modeled and even light-sourced based on the color and brightness of 

% . . y the background. Although for brief moments at a time the game does slow down, it is 
x almost appreciable when you consider the explo- 

sion of activity, both sprite-based and polygona1 

“Thunderforce V, ane af the best 

shooters ever conceived 

pletely re-map the Controls so that, for example, each button on the pad 
fires its own power-up (eliminating the cumbersome need to cycle SPICIAl COMIAT ((AH NO. 2 

through weapons mid-game). Even the on-screen power-up display 
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Silhouette Mirage, Treasure’s second endeavor on the Saturn, is scheduled 
to hit Japanese Systems on September 9th. Sega UK has already picked it 
up, but, par tor the course, SOA has yet to. If they don’t, what could be 

one of the greatest Saturn achievements ever could pass by our solar 
system, causing further meltdown among Saturn users. We’ve scoldet 
them on this one for months now. The rest is up to them. 

Regardless, here’s a look at the first stage in the game, playable on ; 
recent demo released in Japan. Early on, I can already teil you that in 
the special effects and play mechanics departments, Mirage is going tc 

be a break-through title (as most Treasure games are). Shaina attacks ene- 
mies with one of up to three selectable powers she can buy and, depending 
on the enemy’s type, must attack with either her red or blue side. In the 21 st 
century there are two types of beings: silhouette and Mirage. Shaina happen* 
to be both. Her blue side won’t effect a red silhouette and vice versa. Cool 01 

what? Treasure are geniuses. 
The music is pure Treasure, the gameplay-an adrenaline rush, and yes, as 

all Treasure games provide, you’ll have a distinct feeling you’ve never been 
here before. It’s all original and all _ 
good-’n-tasty so look for it j JH|] j|' II\ 
Japanese-style in September or iïïUa™ "-S- /iMiiim 'j 

pray SOA finds .• ^ 

SPECIAL FEATURE 
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•v 'ft/"■ pjj My usual comment for a good- 
' looking Saturn game tends to 

r~- 'l -+>' ^ be “Wow... this looks good, for 
ï,~i^f4Spi ( Saturn.” Whether I say this ' 

’ because of an innate, subcon- mjHPp 
SL scious distaste for the Saturn - 

based on the perception of the r> 
...; system in the U.S. or simply Playstation bias I don’t know, but, 
"V at any rate. that’s what I said upon seeing Grandia. Yet, this 
Jjr time, a spark of realization came to me: Is this not “good” (I 
'P should have said “unbelievable,”) for any system? Indeed, it is. 

Grandia is the best-looking home game of all time, save perhaps 
Konami’s Metal Gear Solid. Grandia will inevitably be com- 
pared to Final Fantasy VII, so Iet s cut right to the Chase: FFVII is 
pre-rendered. which is nice, but Grandia is entirely polygonal. 
100% fully 3-D, with a level of detail that simply nhouldn’t be. 
Just look at these shots, then try and imagine thèm moving in 
real time with 360° camera control. It’s unthinkable, for any 
platform. Until I saw Grandia running on an actual Saturn— 
the very same Saturn that’s been running 3-D games of literally 
half the quality of Grandia for the past three years—I woifld 
have never, ever believed it could exist. 

Grandia isn’t all about graphics, either: It has an awe-inspiring 
soundtrack by Noriyuki Iwadare of Two-Five, who did the music 

i for both Lunars. Take it from me, folks: This soundtrack is MAD. 
The developers have said that Grandia’s storyline will be 

~ nowhere near as serious as that of their Lunar series, and it 
shows, based on the astounding demo that was released free to 
the Japanese public last month: There’s no all-pervading evil. no 
discernable goal... in fact, everyone seems pretty happy. The 
main character. Justin, is just a boy looking for adventure, like 

his father before him. However, this will probably get a bit 
more serious during the course of the game. 

Unfortunately. in true GameArts style, Grandia has no 
release date and probably won’t come out for many, 

many months. TheyTI be lucky if they can get the 2-CD 
ÏSÈjpFs' game out before the end of the year, but they claim it’s 

■V "V on Schedule. But hey, for this level of quality, I’d wait 
a lifetime. As soon as there’s any more information to 

L* » N bring you on Grandia. you’11 see it here first. T 

TAKAHARA 
I have 
returned! 
...perhaps. 

SEGA SATURN 

DEVELOPER - 6AME ARTS 1# Of PlflYERS -1 ~ 

PUBLISHER - GAME ARTS ESP DIFFICULTY - UNKNOWN 

FORMAT - 2 CDs tAVAILABLE ■ '97 (ifwe're lucky) 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



SUBSTANCE 
DECULTURE 
Decutture? 
Yeck! Decutture! 
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Wm a second... toasn’t ibis game X 11^- 
supposed io comc out oocr a qcar vs ^ " 
ago? In deed, U te as, bui qoti’ll be glad _ 
Capcom postponed it in the long run... - 
tbcq’oc added supcrsldlls. ihcq’oc taken the alrcadq pcifcctlq eool Breatb of Tire III 
that toe had the ehanee to prcoicto last qcar and increased the frame-rato, added tons of 
ncto grdphical features, redesigned the charaeters (this neto art HAS to be bq Kjnu 
Nishimura. Am I right?) and added incrcdiblc spell effects. Nou? all that remains is a 
good translation [painftil memories of Breatb of Pi re TPs translation come to mind... no, 
thcq’d neoer let that happen again...) and qotfll haoe tohat’s stire to be onc of the top ttoc 
or three RPGs to come out thtts far lor the U.S. PlaqStation. 

Lhe stortj, like the first ttoo Breatb of lires, takes the same charaeters and placcs them in all- 
neto seenarios, asstiming that s tori es past neoer oceurrcd... it’s almost like cocrq game in the . 
series is one of thosc bokcq VVhat If eomies. Urn, actuallq, it’s coolcr than that. Neoer mind/ 

Breatb of Pire III takes the o Al battle oieto of the originals one step ftirther—the toholc . 
game is in this pcrspcctioci and the beautiful environments are polqgonai, ala Dark Saoior A 

, or the tipcoming Cuandia. Voti're not stuck in the same oieto forceer, either... The L and m 
| R btittons mtist be tised to rotate and shift the anglc, as bidden treasure and tohatnot Êk 
« is aften bidden behind polqgonai toalls. Anothcr skills feature of Breatb of Pire [U’s 

polqgon engine is the transition to battles... tbere is none. All fights 
/A talce place on the same screen qotfrc toandeiing around in. The 

battle animatlon is also excellent-stiperblq animated in tme fl 
Capcom fighting-game stqlc. ihcrcs eoen fighting game-stqle ooic- H 

^ es fpr each charaeters special and magie attacks (qup, all of 
them. And one cbaractcr ean haoe like ttoentti snells!) 

oieto. \\ V* , ^ 
>*\\ of Breath of 

Firc III differs littlc 
from the preview wc 

. V V brought you almost a year ago, 
£ Q ▼ except for the im- 

proved graphics engine 
and the incredibly hardcore 

spell effects. Though not up to. 
say, FFVII standards. thcy're WAY bet- 

ter than Wild Arms’ and even feature a 
few effects I haven t seen done before. 
BoFIII represents new heights of 3D / 

k skills from Capcom. Respect!! 



cute, wacky bunch of char- /f^V 
acters fighting it out in a U \ 
game that’s half serious and k 

I IW half insanity? I know, I couldn’t 
Mjf believe the concept either! Okay, putting 

\y*wW as'^e the sarcasm» Waku Waku 7 is yet Jp 
W/ another fighting game that is among the '^T | 

1“between-genre” titles. The creators tried to hB j 
1 make a fighting engine that was serious and struc- W J 

Wm tured, but also includes some really out-there con- 

f cepts and characters. How are you supposed to 
*| cower in fear when you’re facing a giant Totoro with a 

little girl hangingfrom his back? 
SunSoft did attempted to make Waku Waku 7 a seri- 

r ! ous fighting game, giving them credit, and it certainly 

f ’ shows. The control is very solid, 

and there’s a good amount of pos- EBS|S^SSjppS35 
I sibilities when it comes to combos 

and juggles. The super system is 

a bit expanded over most games, TsEjEjPlI 
giving you three possible specials: 

_ a Standard “super-type” move, a ^ sg 
high-impact charging special 

move, and the ability to power yourself 1 jjf T 
up and increase the damage 

of your attacks. The 

ÉÈm) j choice of what you can do ^ 1 
mSfcJ is really nice, and your 

super bar unleashes only one or two Standard special moves. 
The game, however, has some serious downfalls. Putting it simply, 

it’s slow: characters move annoyingly slow, and there’s some really 
\j noticeable slowdown in the game at times. The question is raised as to 
/ why this slowness occurs, and if the RAM cart is being used for all it’s 

worth. The backgrounds are very pixelly and low in detail, the music and voic- 
es aren’t as clear as they should be, and the characters aren’t extremely 
detailed or animated (though some, such as Tesse, are animated very nicely). 
Because of all this, while Waku Waku 7 was a decent attempt, it’s just can’t 

stand up to the quality of other Saturn fighting games. It could have been a 

\ very cool title, but just falls short in the process. S 
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SHIDOSHI 
Waka Waka 

Seven? Waku 

Waku Seven... 

I am a con- 

fused child... 
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FORGET ABOUT THE REST 
GOWKAISER HAS DIORAMA!! 

It may have 16-bit quality animation and herky-jerky Controls 
but Gowkaisers (the game which the anime is based on) got 
what no other 2D fighter does... Diorama. Since all PS games 
(even 2D ones) are polygonal, the designers (wisely. the game 
has little other merit) decided to have some fun and allow us a 
peek. shall we say, behind the scenes. Don't look for this one 

Stateside. Not only is it poor but there's ‘nekkid! girls in it! 
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Alien Mice have begun to infiltrate the Earth and so 
Cheesy (originally scheduled for release in the UK and 
US) in all of his floaty 3D glory, must save the day! In 
Cheesy"s defense, with tour engines (top down, 3D first 
person, 2.5D a la Clockwork Knight, and tree roaming) 
it’s a diverse game, and, although floaty... kinda fun. 
There’s a bungee drop like the one in EWJ and generally 
the bosses are quite cool. The music is really good and, 
well, this game’s pretty okay. lt’s all rendered up and 
ready to go now in Japan. So if you just can’t get enough 
of this cool platform critter, give it a look. 
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CHEESY • OCEAN / JALECO • G G-7 C-7 P-6 M-8.5 0-7 35.5/50 

SLAYERS • SOFT X / ESP • PG 

GUYBRAVE • ALEXA / AVIT • G G-8.5 C-8 P-9 M-8 0-9 42.5/50 

The highly anticipated first release trom ESP, (a 
quality-driven group of hardcore game makers 

from throughout Japan) has arrived and 
■v —^ shockingly, it is heavily flawed. While 
\ ] 7 9raPhica,|y respectable with sharp ren- 

| \ I | ders and high-quality anime segues, 
v ^ the interface is downright broken, 

J includina the sin- 
T • gie worst 

. ^ sound 

(as you toggle through options) in gaming history. 
Your dog will bite you if you bring Slayers home. 
Since it is based on a great anime series (it’s been 
on Japanese TV forever now) it’s worth a go for 
super hardcore fans, but everyone else stay far 
away. ESP’s second release (Treasure’s amazing 
Silhouette Mi rage) is due Sept. 9th. Save your 
coins for one of the year’s best! 

AND WHY 
NOT! This past July 
Nintendo (Japan) 
released special Jolt- 
Pak versions of 

(VYUPOINTO) 
GRAPHICS«CONTROL*PLAY MECHANICS«MUSIC 

DEVELOPER RATING ORIGINALITY-TOTAL SCORE (BEST BEING 50) 

both Super Mario 64 and 
Waverace 64. Both 
make good use of the 
Pak’s vibrations. It’s 
also the first crack 

i Japanese gamers will 
^ get at the US version 

of Mario. 
THE RATINGS: G- SAFE FOR 

BUTNONUDITY. R-NUDES, 
ALL AGES AND SPECIES. PG- SUGGESTIVE AND PERHAPS JIGGLY, 

FREAKY AND/OR GENERALLY NIGHTMARE-INDUCING SITUATIONS. 
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The (gltVlhV piVSt Mfs... 

British developers have gone into 3D 
platform adventure overdrive in the 
wake of Super Mario 64. As well as 
Banjo-Kazooie and Conker's Quest 
from Rare, Scottish developer VIS are 
working on Earthworm Jim 3D. 
Argonaut are ‘doing’ Croc for Fox 
Interactive, and Psygnosis are touting 
Rascal, all of which are looking pretty 
damned fine. 

Fed lip with Japanese gamers getting 
top N64 releases first? You’ve got it 
lucky compared to your European 
counterparts. Latest releases include 
the marvels of KI Gold and MK 
Trilogy, with no sign of Starfox for a 
least another couple of months. Still. 
at least we had ISS 64 first. 

More Starfox news. Ex-patriots and 
sad games-obsessed freaks may 
recall that the original SNES Starfox 
was released in Europe under the 
name Starwing, for licensing reasons. 
After poor sales, especially in 
Germany, Nintendo Europe are look¬ 
ing to rename the 64-bit sequel to... 
(wait for it) Lylat Wars. 

Nintendo’s pet coders Rare appar- 
ently have another game in the works. 
This previously unannounced project 
may even be released before Banjo- 
Kazooie, but Rare are tight-lipped as 
to its identity. By a process of elimina- 
tion, we’ve discovered that it’s not 
Donkey Kong 64, it’s not Killer Instinct 
64 and it’s not... er, Jet Pac 64. 

Saturn sales have picked up dramat- 
ically in the UK since the hardware 
price drop to £99, but third party 
developers in this country are aban- 
doning the ailing machine in droves. 
Acclaim have no new titles lined up, 
while long-time Sega associates 
Codemasters have indefinitely post- 
poned the release of Micro Machines 
V3. 

In other Saturn news, Sega have 
finally decided to release King of 
Fighters 95 with the ROM cart in 
Europe. There’s no sign of the RAM 

//ƒ <j> 
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cart though, which may jeopardize the 
release of such Capcom delights as 
Marvel Super Heroes, the X-Men vs... 
games and SF III. 

Sony are so impressed with 
Cambridge-based developer 
Millennium and their hot title Medievil, 
that they have bought the entire com- 
pany. 

Ocean’s shiny new Playstation racer 
I/-Rally has stormed to the top of the 
UK charts, selling 15,000 copies in it’s 
first weekend and trampling all over 
other high-profile releases such as 
Dungeon Keeper. V-Rallynow has the 
4th best ‘first weekend sale’ of all time 
over here, doing better than WipEout 
(AKA WipeOut): which is commonly 
acknowledged to have ‘sold’ the 
Playstation to the British public. 

The strong sales of Playstation 
games such as l/-Rally coincide with 
increasingly poor sales of PC software 
in Britain. Even top titles like Quake 
have only sold around 600,000 units, 
and most PC releases are heavily dis- 
counted by around £15 ($25) from 
launch. Top selling PC software right 
now - IBM’s Voicetype utility. Fun, 
fun, fun. 
MÉDIEVIL 
Medievil tells the tale of an ancient 
land locked in perpetual night by an 
evil sorcerer named Zarok. After 
sending the populace to sleep. Zarok 
stalks the land stealing energy from 
the minds of his slumbering victims. 
However, his trail of magie starts to 
re-animate the dead, including one 
Sir Daniël Fortesque. a heroic knight 
who has decayed to a skeleton inside 
his armor. Wishing only to return to 
his eternal rest, Daniël sets off in 
search of Zarok, not knowing that 
Zaroks magie has also resurrected 
certain other creatures, whose inten- 
tions aren’t quite so honorable... 
Medievil is essentially a 3D 
action/adventure which owes more 
than a passing debt to Capcom’s 2D 

’Ere, me Nobby Stiles are giviii’ me grief... 
must be all those pukka UK games I Ve 
been a-playin’, mates! Here’s another 
round-up of top European software... 

Guvnor style! 

classic Ghouls’n’Ghosts. Players take control of 
Daniël as he runs. jumps and shoots his way 
through 30+ huge levels of hardcore action. 
including a graveyard. a spooky village. a (once) 
deserted battlefield, an asylum, a forest, a float- 
ing ghost ship, and finally, Zorak’s stronghold. 
There are multiple weapons to choose from 
(with daggers and axes straight out of G&G), 
potions to drink (one of which turns Daniël into 
a fire breathing dragon) and a huge cast of 
bizarre monsters, including a living gallows 
which Lises the man hanging from it to hit Dan 
and a boss made of glass that bursts from a 
window to attack. The graphics are amazing, the 
music is enthralling, and you can expect to see 
much more on this hot title in a fortheoming GR 
RAPID RACER 
PS owners jealous of Nintendo’s WaveRace may 
finally have something to ease the pain. Best 
described as ‘WipeOut on water Rapid Racer is 
a powerboat racing sim which pits you against seven other boats over a total 
of 18 courses set in a myriad of exotic locations. What makes this title stand 
out from the crowd, however. are the graphics. FHi-res (like Tobal 2) and 60 
fps. Rapid Racer comes as close to replicating the look of a Model 2 game at 
home as any console title ever has. Amazing water effects. realistic physics 
(wake from other boats actually effects the handling of your craft), a split 
screen two player mode (both horizontal and vertical) and Fractal mode that 
randomly generates one of 256.000 tracks! Who says nothing good ever 
comes out of Europe? 

THE PS GETS MEDIEVIL 
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SEGA 
Word reaches us that Sonic Team’s final 

Saturn project will NOT be a sequel to either 
Sonic OR NiGHTS! Instead the game will fea¬ 
ture an all new Sega mascot in a 3D action title 
that will lead Sega’s Christmas Saturn line-up. 

The Blackbelt is go! A demonstration video of 
what the system is capable of is already doing the 
rounds at Sega (think Model 3 at home!) and 
rumor has it that Sega of Japan has already 
begun development on between three and six 
newtitles, including VF3, Scud Racer and Soccer. 

Speaking of VF3, Yu Suzuki recently con- 
firmed that there will be a new version of VF3 hit- 
ting the arcades very shortly. This new version 
of the game will feature a team battle mode and 
more balanced characters. No word yet as to 
whether or not these new features will be incor- 
porated into the Saturn version of VF3 but it’s 
likely, considering how a similar situation existed 
with the Saturn VF2. 

Sega of America still hasn’t confirmed that they 
will be releasing GameArt’s amazing Grandia in 
the US, although we hear that Sega UK is 
expecting the game tor a March release. Also, no 
word on Silhouette Mirage or Thunderforce V. 
Come on, SOA! Get it together! 

CAPCOM & SEGA 
There’s a really strange rumor going round 

that a special version of Street Fighter EX might 
be coming to Saturn sometime next year. I know 
it sounds strange, but it is said to have some- 
thing to do with a deal between Capcom and 

Sega regarding Capcom using Sega’s model 3 
hardware for SFEX21 Capcom recently 

announced that Darkstalkers 3, Marvel Super 
Heroes vs. Street Fighter, X-Men vs. Street 
Fighter, and Street Fighter 3 will all be Saturn 

EXCLUSIVES and will make use of the all new 4 
meg RAM cartridge to be released in Japan. 

WARPED? 
Warp, the creators of D's Diner, have hinted 

that they might be porting their first proposed M2 
game. D2, to the Saturn. Kenji Eno, the owner 

and President of Warp, recently met with Sega 
on four separate occasions to discuss the pro¬ 
ject. so it may be a Saturn exclusive. Warp is 
also working on Real Sound 2 & 3. RS 2 will 

debut as D's Diner: Real Sound version later 
next year and RS 3 will debut as Spy Launch: a 
comedy. Kenji Eno and Yu Suzuki are also said 
to be developing a game together. Additionally. 
Warp is said to be producing an AM Arcade 
game with Sega (Model 3). 

SEGA AT TOKYO GAME SHOW 
Here's a quick list of some of the upcoming 80 

Sega Saturn games to be displayed at the Tokyo 
Game Show this September: 

Dead orAiive 
Darkstalkers 3 
X-Men vs Street Fighter 
Sonic R 
Virtua All Japan Pro Wrestling 
Sega Touring Car Championship 

Mobile Suit Gundam Z 
Castlevania X 
Riven: The Sequel to Myst 
Sakura Taisen 2 
Legend of Seven Wind Island 
Devil Summoner 2 
Grandia 

PLAYSTATION DOMINANCE CONTINUES 
PS continues to dominate in Japan, with 

weekly sales of 50,000 compared to Saturn’s 
5000 and N64’s 4000. Cumulative shipments of 
the PS recently reached 17.6 million units (!) as 
of June 30, up 4.1 million units since March 31. 

That’s a lot of PlayStations! 
Working Designs has picked up Alundra for a 

US release and aims to have the game out 
before the end of the year. 

Square recently announced a new RPG starring 
everyone’s favorite over-sized mutant chicken: the 
Chocobo! No news on an exact release date, but 
expect to see Chocobo RPG some time next year. 

In Japan, Sony recently ceased production of 
their analog pads because of some complica- 
tions with the 'force feedback' feature (possibly 
due to copyright infringement?). We’re still wait- 
ing to see if Sony will manufacture the pads with¬ 
out the feedback... 

PS GAMES AT THE TOKYO GAME SHOW 
Tekken 3 
Resident Evil Director’s Cut 
Metal Gear Solid 
Parasite Eve 
Front Mission Alternative 
Front Mission 2 
Tale of Destiny 
Einhander 
Tomb Raider 2 
Resident Evil 2 

NINTENDO 
The 64DD, which has been confirmed for a 

Summer ’98 release, is now rumored to debut in 
the US at $99 with a game! The 64DD will come 

with 8 Megabytes of ROM (7 megabytes for 
sound samples and 1 megabyte for fonts) and as 
previously reported: 4 megabytes of RAM and a 
communication line (phone jack). 20 games are 

currently under development in Japan and a fur- 
ther 15 in the US. Konami’s Action/RPG Hybrid 
Heaven will be one of the first 64DD games to 
feature modem gameplay and will be the first in 
a series of 64DD games, according to the devel- 
opers at Konami. Also in development is a 
sequel to Super Mario Kart R. a new upgrade 
featuring 20 brand new tracks. 4 new characters 
(one of which is rumored to be Fox McCloud 
from StarFox) and a new vs. mode which will uti- 
lize the writable feature of the 64DD. Bandai has 
two different versions of Tamagotchi planned for 
Nintendo, who are programming the N64 and 
64DD versions at their Kyoto headquarters in 
Japan. The cartridge version is 96 megabits and 
should be out by the end of the year in Japdn. 

Nintendo of Japan is also working on a fight- 
ing game which is supposed to be out by the end 

of tlje year and will debut at the Nintendo 
Shoshinkai show in November. The only info we 

have is that the game will feature one new char- 
acter and will be comical in style, like Sega’s 

Sonic Fighters arcade game. 
Mother 3 will also be at the Shoshinkai. 

According to sources close to the project at Hal, 
Mr. Itoh is already planning several sequels to 

Mother 3. Mother 3 \n\ïï feature ‘12 chapters’ and 

will be the first RPG on a home console EVER to 

feature different paths for every single player. 
Mother 3 will be 40 to 60 hours long and will 

launch on March 21 st (date might still change) in 
Japan along with Mario Paint, Sim City 64 and 

Pocket Monsters 64. I finally have some info on 
Super Mario 64 2\ Apparently it will be a 64DD 

disk with 4 playable characters and a 2 player 
simultaneous mode. 

FINAL ROUND 
• Crystal Dynamics recently formed a distribu- 
tion partnership with Midway. The first game will 
be Gex: Enter the Gecko for N64. 

• Zelda 64 will ship one week after Shoshinkai 

and will now feature blood! The game will also 
be rumble pack compatible. 

• Konami is porting Castlevania: Symphony of 
the Night to Saturn (and adding exclusive fea¬ 
tures). Vandal Hearts and the amazing Metal 
Gear Solid are also rumored to be in the works... 
• Quake 64 has been deiayed until March 1998 
as Midway is planning on adding some form of 
multiplayer mode! Coolio, Daddy-o! 

• Ultra Donkey Kong will be the first Rare game 
to run at 60 fps at 640x480. It will ship in March 
with the American release of the DD64. 

• Yoshi’s Island 64 will feature 60 fps anima- 
tion—that’s 60 different frames of animation per 
second! It will use both the d-pad and analog stick 
for control. Burn me in the pits of Hades if I lie! 
• F-Zero 64 is 80% complete and could ship as 
early as September in Japan. It will have the 

same background story as the SNES original, 
and will feature at least 20 tracks with a 4 player 
mode and rumble pack compatibility. 

TACTICS OGRE HEADED TO STATES 
Artdink’s PS remake of the popular SNES 

strategy/RPG Tactics Ogre (originally by Quest. 
who were recently acquired by Square for FF 
Tactics) is headed to the US thanks to Atlus. 
Unlike Ogre Battle, this is the first time Tactics 
Ogre has appeared in the States (the SNES ver¬ 
sion did not receive a translation). 
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Available at all 
participating locations: 

SUNCO/IST® 
MOTION PICTURE COMPANY 

We Know Movies w 

*Suggested Retail Price (prices slightly higher in Canada). Color. Stereo. 45 minutes (Round 1). 60 minutes (Round 2). 
Action/adventure. English language dialogue (dubbed). Unrated. Contains nudity and violence. Parental discretion 
advised. ©1997 Central Park Media Corporation. Company spokes mecha M.D. Geist appears courtesy of Nippon 
Columbia. U.S. Manga Corps and logo are registered trademarks of Central Park Media Corporation. All rights reserved. 

U.SJMGA* 

lt is the dawn of the 21 st century, and 
the planet has been rocked by a series of 
natural catastrophes — the handiwork of 
Shizuru Ozaki. Ozaki aspires to something 
greater than mere mortality — even if that 
means destroying the Earth. But one young 
man has the power to stop him: the armored 
hero GOWCAIZER! 

Based on the hit video game! 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 0IA10GU 

Round 1: 
AVAILABLE NÜW! AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER 

'angamania Club of America 
To Order Call: 1-800-626-4277 

www.centralparkmedia.com 



If all goes well with this issue of GameFan, there’s still a few 

weeks before A.D.Vision’s Evangelion Genesis 0:7 goes on sale. 

Yet in our quest to cover Evangelion every issue, we’re bring- 

ing you this pre/review: We’re reviewing the subtitled edition 

now, but we’ll have to wait until next month to comment on 

the dub, which we haven’t heard yet. 

Genesis 0:7 is an interesting volume in that it contains the 

final Angel combat filler episode in the series, 13, as well as 

the beginning of the true drama in Episode 14. Episode 13, 

“Angel Invasion/Lilliputian Hitcher” deals with the appearance 

of the eleventh angel inside the computer system that Con¬ 

trols all ofTokyo-3, MAGI. Apparently, the Angel is trying to 

make contact with Adam, the entity that Gendo referred to as 

“the first human being” early in the series. As it penetrates 

further and further into MAGIs defenses, it evolves,gaining 

control of two of the three main MAGI computers, Melchior 

and Balthasar. The only chance NERV has is to pit Caspar, the 

remaining computer, against the Angel, but the machine can’t 

win on its own: It will need the guidance of Ritsuko, whose 

mother designed the MAGI computer system, imbuing it with 

her own personality. Can Ritsuko overcome her mother’s 

arcane programming as well as the Angel 

in the 20 seconds that remain before ~ 

total contamination? "^ * 

Episode 14 is, for me, one of the lower j 

points in the series: Half of it is a re-cap of pre- ' 

vious episodes, with voice-overs and captions. 

One could assume that this is the point in produc- 

tion when Gainax’s funding began to run thin. It does, 

however, have a deep and introspective poetic journey 

through Reis mind, beautifully acted by the ridiculously 

talented Megumi Hayashibara. It’ll be quite interest¬ 

ing to see how Rei’s American voice actress handles 

this incredibly poignant scene. The remainder of the 

episode reveals that perhaps the Evas have minds a 

of their own: Does Unit 00 want to kill Rei? 

We’ll be back next month, as usual, with a 

review of both the dubbed Genesis 0:7 

and Genesis 0:8. 
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Pioneer's one-shot movie version of the Armitoge III series, originally released as a four-parter both on LD and VHS, is set 
to hit this October Ist. The new incarnation, Armitage III Poly-Motrix, oddly enough, was originally released in Japan with 
Japanese subtitles. There’s a switch. Starring Kiefer Sutherland (Lost Boys, Freeway) as Detective Ross Sylibus and Elizabeth 
Berkley (Showgirls) as Armitage, this film marks the first serious American dub of a Japanese anime. Besides the totally 
remixed soundtrack, (which is fantastic and available from Pioneer Entertainment) and sound effects, viewers will be audibly 
pleased with an English translation that is second to none. 

Admittedly Berkley’s performance in Showgirls was questionable (OK, so she blatantly overacted) but with Armitage I 
believe she has found her true calling. Easily the best voiceover ever in American anime, Berkley hits the mark with highs 
and lows that swing with her on screen persona perfectly. Sutherland does a fine job as well, although, because Ross 

Sylibus is a rather monotone character, hes not afforded the opportunity to use (Tr Og. n/Lmw 
his acting skills as much as Elizabeth. rn “jfr / 

Armitage revolves around a world in which Thirds, female androids so real they 
have souls and are able to give birth, are a regular part of society. When suddenly 

Rene D’anclaude begins to murder them one by one, Armitage and Sylibus 
8b"- are thrown into a manhunt that will forever change both of their lives. 
x \ The story which unfolds, part discovery, part violent con- 

0- frontation and part love story, is wonderfully written 
and executed, providing 90 minutes of intriguing 

anime. Armitage herself is aThird so as you 
can imagine things get quite interesting. As a 
character, by the way, Armitage is one of the 
most intriguing female leads ever drawn, so 

I y ' if you like a strong female base in your 
anime diet, do catch this awesome film . 
If you’ve seen the previously released 

episodes and feel it’s worth a second look, I 
believe you’ll find this new edition a worthy addi- 
tion to your anime collection (it’s packaged for 

v keeps) and if you’ve never seen Armitoge III, I 
highly recommend picking this version up 
when it debuts October I st. 

fve been a fan of Johji Manabe for about as long as l’ve been into anime: I adored the Outlanders manga series, and thought that Caravan Kidd 

was a nice little tale. Upon receiving a copy of A.D.Vision’s Capricom, however, I was a bit worried: It looked, well, rather similar to the rest of his 

work. Cute alien girl, out-of-place human boy, and a bunch of cute little creatures running around. JÊÊÊÊÊ 

While the story is somewhat similar, it wasn't as bad as I feared. Taku's a young Japanese school-^ 

boy who suddenly finds himself in a strange world, and meets a young dragon girl named Mona.r ' Ik 

Meanwhile, an image of the planet "Capricom" has appeared in the sky above the alien land. Zolba,^ f .&■ '£> 

a high commander of the govemment, plots for the invasion of Capricom, using a highly advanced || 

device to create a bridge between the two worlds. Taku finds out that Capricom is actually Earth, and . 

with Mona and his new band of friends, fights to save the Earth firom total annihilation. 

'jTiJTi Capricom, sadly, is just too short. It tries to pack a lot of 

story into a short OVA timespan, and everything ends up hap¬ 

pening far too quickly. The pace never has a chance to slow f} 

down, and character development is forced to happen 

in a matter of moments. The story would have bene- g ffl® 

fited greatly had Capricom been a fiill-length feature— I p———— 

had it been longer, Capricom could have been a much 

better title. As it is, while it isn't anything spectacular, 

it isn't that bad, and should provide for an entertain- Onc boy...OpcGirl...Two Worlds at Wai 
ing, although short, 45 minutes of your life. 
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FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE AGOURA. 

Dear Postmeister, 
As a long-time reader, and a senior Citizen 

(over 40) in the gaming scene, I must take 
issue with Mr. Sakaguchi’s comments regard- 
ing American games players in your July issue 
(Square interview). I tor one have never found 
RPGs to be to ‘complicated’. I have played 
them trom the first ‘Dragon Warrior’ game on 
the NES to current ones like ‘Wild Arms’. I’ve 
also played my share of import RPGs (I can’t 
read Japanese). I don’t consider myself to be 
the brightest bulb on the Christmas tree, just 
an average player who loves RPGs. Mr. 
Sakaguchi, I believe, doesn’t give the 
American gamer enough credit. 

One more thing. Please bring back ‘The 
Graveyard’ section on a regular basis. 
Thanks for reading and listening, 
Dennis Tamosan, 
Hilo, Hawaii. 

one tend to put more faith in what the 
Japanese parent companies have to say. 
Besides, PS Marvel Super Heroes is already 
missing 50% of the animation frames. If they 
did X-Men Vs SF for PS (with 4 characters in 
memory at once) it would be missing at least 
75% frames PER CHARACTER! It would look 
retarded! 

To Postmeister, 
In your May issue, Joey Conelly wrote a letter 

concerning the cover of Issue 3, Vol 5, of how 
Turok carved the letter SEX on the dinosaur. I 
thought this kid was on crack until I went 
through my magazines and saw the cover. I 
was almost as shocked as when I discovered 
the American League of Stafford, Virgina, 
found such subliminal messages in The Lion 
King, The Little Mermaid and Aladdin. I think 
you were an idiot for printing Joey Conelly’s 
letter, but the truth always prevails. In my 
opinion, someone should get fired for this and 
the magazine should give us readers a full 
apology. Since this will probably never hap¬ 
pen, I regretfully have to quit your magazine. 

Bear in mind Tm 22 years old and I don’t 
think a subliminal message can affect me, but 
it’s your target audience - young teenage 
males and pre-schoolers - that l’m worried 
about. I cannot continue giving this publica- 
tion my hard earned money. 
Goodbye Forever, 
Enriquillo Bonao, 
NY, NY 

As a 40+ gamer who plays import RPGs, you, 
Mr. Tamosan, are not representative of the 
average American gamer’. When Mr. 

Sakaguchi spoke he was not referring to the 
enthusiast gamer (i.e. anyone reading this 
magazine!) but instead the generaI public who 
put Need For Speed 2, Cruisn’ USA, WCW Vs 
The World, Area 51 and\Nar Gods at the top of 
the charts for months on end. Admittedly 
some RPGS have had chart success recently 
fSuikoden, Wild Armsj, but nothing like the 
above mentioned 'quality' titles. 

Dear Posty, 
This is a response to Jonathon ‘The 

Palpatine’ Randolh’s letter in the July issue of 
GameFan. You told him that Capcom still 
hasn’t announced X-Men Vs SF for the 
Playstation. I think you made a mistake. If 
you take a look at the July issue of EGMs pre¬ 
views you’ll see a preview of X-Men Vs SF for 
the PS. Both EGM and GamePro said that X- 
Men Vs SF is scheduled for a Fall ’97 release. 
So Jonathon, you might see this game in 
September. If EGM and Gamepro previewed X- 
Men Vs SF, why didn’t you guys? Weren’t you 
at E3? 
Gary Yee, 
San Francisco, Ca 

He re’s the deal: Capcom of Japan say X-Men 
VS SF is NOT coming out for PS. Capcom of 
America say it is. Now maybe Capcom of 
America know something we don’t, but I for 
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You’re kid ding, right? 

Hey Posty, 
Recently there was a letter trom a Mr. Martin 

Wiener in which he asked about the “FFVIl 
spoiler thing” and you responded how it was 
spittle and nothing but rumor. Well, I think I 
have proof of the fact. I had been discussing 
the whole situation and researching it for a 
while, when I came across Mr. K. Megura’s 
FAQ in which he gives a Gameshark code that 
pretty much validates the whole thing. It 
proves the existence of the Suichuu Kokyuu 
materia... or roughly underwater breath. The 
code is 8009B6xx - OOyy. Make xx an odd 
number like 82 and make yy ‘11’ to get the 
materia. 
Regards, 
James Smith 
Sonora, Ca 

So the existence of a single item proves the 
whole ridiculous ‘Ressurection’ theory? There 
are a coup Ie other “hidden” materia you need 
a GameShark code to get - do these also tie in 
with your theory? Square have gone on record 
as saying that they NEVER had ANY intention 
of EVER including such a sub-quest. Think 
about the ending of the game... it’d have to be 
100% different. Also Tetsuya Nomura, the 
FFVIl character designer, has said that the 
entire character of Tifa was created just to 
counterbalance the event you say can be 
reversed... It is simply a rumor, nothing more. 

http://www.gamefa Check us out Online at 

End of discussion. 

Dear Postmeister, 
I have a couple of questions I would like you 

to answer for me. 
1. Is Redneck Rampage coming to any console 
systems? How is it? 
2. Can you guys teil me where I can find a 
copy of PowerSlave for Saturn? 
3. What systems will the new Rampage: World 
7w/rgame be coming too? 
4.1 heard that Phantasy Star 5 is in the works 
for Saturn. Is this true? Ever since I bought a 
Saturn l’ve been dreaming of a 32-bit Phantasy 
Star sequel. 
5. What is the correct name for Sega’s new 
system? 
6. Will Working Designs be remaking Lunar 
Eternal Blue for Saturn after they remake the 
first Lunart 
Thank You, 
Matt Puskar 
Glenshaw Pa. 

1. Interplay recently said they were ‘consider- 
ing’ a PS conversion of Redneck Rampage, but 
Knightmare tel Is me the game is pretty hard¬ 
ware intensive (requires a PC with 16 
megabytes of ram MINIMUM!). I haven ’t 
played it, but Knightmare says (quote) ‘Y’all 
gotta love any game that has an alien bra as a 
weapon!’. 
2. Nope. But if you do happen to find one, 
keep hold of it! Playmates only ordered one 
run of Saturn Powerslave (doh!) so it’s now 
officially a collectors’ item! Not to mention 
one of the best 3D shooters around. 
3. PS and N64. It’s looking good too. I remem- 
berplaying the original on my SMS aft those 
years ago.... 
4. It’s true! PS5 is GO! In Japan at least. Lord 
only knows when, or indeed if, we’ll see it 
over here. 
5. Gigadrive, Dural, Black Belt, Saturn 2, take 
your piek. Since the machine doesn’t officia lly 
exist yet there is no definite name. 
6. Urn, don’t count on it... 

Dear Mr. Postmeister 
First, I would like to start by saying that I 

think GameFan is the best games magazine on 
the market. I never get disappointed, and 
each issue is always better than the one 
before. But enough with the flattery, Iets get 
down to business. 

By now every Playstation owner knows about 
the main problem with their system. We all 
have experienced it. You are happily playing a 
game when, for no apparent reason, the cine¬ 
ma jumps or pauses; the music cracks; or 
sometimes the game just plain freezes on you. 
It is very frustrating. We all know the reason 
for this too: the Playstation is overheating. 
Putting it upside down just does not cut it. So 
what do we poor Playstation owners do? Fear 
not for I have the answer. Simply go to any 
department store and buy one of those small 8 
inch to 10 inch fans, which shouldn’t run you 
more than $10. Plug in the fan and make sure 
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it is blowing directly on your Playstation. This 
will keep it cool and never again will you have 
to worry about break up. Trust me, it works. I 
play tor 5 to 8 hours straight without a single 
jump. 
Your Truly, 
Juan A. Cancel 
Bkyln, NY 

Have you been reading IZIegaFan? I bate to 
be the one to break this to you Juan, but thou- 
sands of gamers have been using fans on their 
PSs for oooh, Pd say about three years now. 
But thanks for the tip anyway. The other key 
thing to remember is to always pull the power 
supply out of your PS when you’re not using it, 
as some units stay hot even though the power 
isoff. If your PS gets hot; let it cool. Never 
put your PS on its side or upside down, as 
aside from disc swapping (to play import 
games) there’s no taster way to permanently 
damage the laser inside your PS (thus making 
games skip no matter how hot your PS is). 

Dear Master of all-things-post, 
I have written many letters to you, usually 

requesting release dates or a company’s current 
project. This I am writing with a truly serious 
subject - THE WORKING DESIGNS DEBACLE. 

Working Designs has announced that they are 
mad at Sega and alter Lunar’s release they 
will be deserting Sega. This can not be for the 
fan’s best interest. Who will translate quality 
RPGs for Saturn? Who will buy their excellent 
translations of crappy RPGs for the 
Playstation? Does anyone else care? Doesn’t 
Sega and WD both realize they’re hurting fans? 
Fans who have been with them through thick 
and thin? I would like to know your opinion on 
this. Postmeister, spread your wisdom... 
please. 
A loyal suhscriber, 

Kevin Haroutioun OHannessian 
Brooklyn, NY 

l’ve heard so many rumors and allegations 
concerning the WD/Sega split that I don’t know 
who or what to believe anymore. But I do 
know one thing: It’s bad news for American 
Saturn owners. WD were an invaluable asset 
to SOA, and without them the Saturn will find 
itself in even deeper waters than it is right 
now. If I were Sega Td be on bended knee 
right now begging WD not to go... 

Dear Posty, 
I had no idea how incredibly wise you folks 

are until I chanced upon your Graveyard 
Special feature (Vol 5, Issue 7, p.20). ’Tis a 
mystery to me why E.Storm, for example, has 
not yet been made Emperor of the Planet 
Earth! Anyway, l’d like to humbly offer my own 
list of games that need sequels. To wit: 
1. Strider. E.Storm speaks wisdom. Usethe 
Pandemonium engine for a 32-bit upgrade. 
2. Gunstar Heroes- Oh yeah... upteen hundred 
colors and hand drawn to boot. 
3. Clash at Demonhead- Contrary to what Evil 

Check 

Rox thinks, I remember Clash very fondly. 
Action, adventure and lots of in-jokes. 
4. Blaster Master-Another óld fave, using a 
cute little war buggy. 
5. Gradius - Don’t forget the classic Konami 
code! 
6. Sonic CD and/or a sequel. Don’t let this 
game die with the Sega CD. 
7. Contra- Well said, Knightmare! Legacyof 
War blows humongous chunks! 
8. Phantasy Star- Sega’s attitude seems to be 
“Do we HAVE to?”. Why is this?!? 
9. Bionic Commando: Yeah, I get a warm glow 
whenever I think of that old classic l((yes 
YESH” - Chief Hambleton] 
10. Rygar. This game never really got the 
attention it deserves. 
Until Lara Croft teams up with Samus Aran... 
Don Lewis. 
Fortuna, CA 

AND NOW... INTRODUCING: QUICK SHOTS!!!! 
Here in the cave, I read EVERY SINGLE letter 

thatcomesin. Honestly! That’smyjob! But 
as you know I just don’t have the space to 
reply to all of them. So Ouick Shots is just my 
way of answering more of your letters... in a 
condensed form. 

Billy Quinn, Randollstown, MD - Knightmare 
didn’t have bad judgement: Cruisn’ USA sucks 
the big one. 

Kieper - Howard Lake, MN - That makes two 
Toshinden fans in this world. You and E. 
Storm! 

Akira, Phoenix, Az - Hey, I like Groove on 
Fight too! 

Mike Gallarello, Hauppauge, NY - You want 
to know if Res Evil 2 will let you ‘kill kids this 
time?’ Seek professional help, pal. 

Nick Woods, Manchester, Ky - Your love for 
MK is unhealthy. 

John Velauez, Aurora, II - You gave GamePro 
87%, EGM 72% and GameFan 97%? Why only 
97%?! 

Kevin Violette & Mark Cunningham - 
PowerSlave, Hexen, Mass Destruction and 
every 2D Capcom and SNK game are all better 
on Saturn than PS. 
J.R. Ostonal, Mississauga, Ontario - I would 

love to see a new2D Bionic Commando. No 
word from Capcom yet l’m af raid. 

Wfifte to 52e o® I’ll Bun /o(5 /°Be*ident! 

fye P St ei ff 
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

And now for some fan art! 
Didn’t have the room for all of 
them, but nonetheless I will 

reveal more next issue! Jeeyah! 

US OUT ONLINE AT - 

Peter Han of Portland Oregon shows us his 
rendition of the mighty Gozeta! Awesomeü 

Jason Apalit of Diamond Bar, California sends 
us this “Flex-master” Guile. Yet another 
attempt to get Jen Seng’s attention, no doubt... 

Glenn Jackson of ‘military residence’ sends us 
this Honey of Fighting Vipersl Hmm... I know 
she’s only sixteen, but... um... Anyway, nice 
subject to draw about nonetheless! Great work! 

http://www.gamefan.com 127 



BRE Software 
(209) 432-2684 
www. bresof tware. com 

BREINFO@LIGHTSPEED.NET for more info 

Fantastic Friday 
SPECIALS 

Call Toll Free (800) 347-6760 every Friday to find out what is on 
special. (This phone number will only be active on Fridays). Specials 
will be good for one day only and must be ordered with a credit card 
or credit slip. You may also purchase regular priced games or make 
other inquiries at the same time. Ask about *NEW* titles. 

Send us your old games 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice - Prices in this ad are good thru 9/30/97 

4^ 
Playstation * 

We Sell Used / We Buy 
2XTREME 39.95/20.0Ó 
3D BASEBALL 29.95/12.00 
A TRAIN 4 29.95/10.00 
ADIDAS POWER SOCCER29.95/10.00 
ADV. OF LOMAX 29.95/10.00 
AGILEWARRIOR F11X 29.95/10.00 
AIRCOMBAT 34.95/14.00 
ALL STAR BASEBALL 39.95/20.00 
ALLIED GENERAL . 
ALIENTRILOGY 
ALONE IN THE DARK 
ANDRETTIRAC NG 

NBA JAM EXTREME 
NBA JAM T.E. 
NBA LIVE'96 
NBA LIVE '97 
NBA SHOOTOUT '97 
NCAA FINAL FOUR '97 
NCAA FOOTBALL '98 
NCAA GAMEBRKR '98 
NEEDFOR SPEED 
NEEDFORSPEED2 
NFLFULL CONTACT 
NFL GAME DAY 98 

39.95/18.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/14.00 nnunc 1 11 nno nu 

AQUANALTTS HOLIDAY 29.95/12.00 PERSONA 
-1 PGA TOUR GOLF'96 

I PGA TOUR GOLF'97 
I PHILOSOMA 
I PITBALL 
I POED 

39.95/18.00 
19.95/8.00 

I 39.95/15.00 
39.95/18.00 

19.95/8.00 
29.95/12.00 

19.95/10.00 
19.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 

19.95/8.00 
44.95/22.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/12.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/15.00 

AREA51 
ASSAULTRIGS 
ATARICOLLECTION # 
BALL BLAZER CHAMP 
BASES LOADED '96 
BATMAN FOREVER 
BATTLE ARENA TOSH. 2 29.95/10.00 
BATTLE ARENATOSH. 3 39.95/20.00 
BATTLE STATIONS 34.95/14.00 
BEYOND THE BEYOND 34.95/14.00 
BIG BASS WORLD CHMP 44.95/20.00 
BIG HURT BASEBALL 24.95/8.00 
BLACK DAWN .. 
BLASTCHAMBER 
BLAZING DRAGONS 
BOGEY DEAD 6 
BOTTOM OF9TH 
BOTTOM OF9TH 97 
BRAHMAFORCE 
BRAINDEAD13 
BREATH OF FIRE 3 
BROKEN HELIX 
BUBBLEBOBBLE 
BUBSY3D 
BURNINGROAD 
BUST A MOVE 2 
BUSTER BROS COL 
CARNAGEHEART 
CASPER 
CASTLEVANIA 
CHESSMASTER 3D 
CHRONICLESOFSWORD 39.95/18.00 
CLAYFIGHTER 39.95/20.00 
CODENAME TENKA 39.95/18.00 
COLLEGE SLAM 29.95/10.00 
COLUDERZ 39.95/20.00 
COMMAND & CONQUER 39.95/20.00 
CONTRA LEG. CF WAR 34.95/14.00 
COOLBOARDERS 39.95/18.00 
CRASH BANDICOOT 34.95/14.00 
CROW CITY OF ANGELS 34.95/14.00 
CRUSADER 29.95/12.00 
CYBERIA 19.95/8.00 
DAREDEVIL DERBY 3D 29.95/12.00 
DARKLIGHT CONFLICT 39.95/20.00 
DARKSTALKERS 24.95/8.00 
DESCENT MAXIMUM 39.95/18.00 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 29.95/10.00 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 34.95/15.00 
DIEHARD TRILOGY 34.95/14.00 
DISCWORLD - 
DISCW0RLD2 
DISRUPTOR 
DOOM 
DRAGONHEART 
DUKENUKEM 
DYNASTY WARRIORS 
EARTHWORM JIM 2 
EPIDEMIC «.jjf ic.w 
ESPN EXTREMEGAMES 29.95/10.00 
EXTREME PINBALL 29.95/10.00 
FADE TO BLACK 29.95/10.00 
FIFA INTLSOCCER 96 24.95/10.00 
FIFA INTL SOCCER 97 39.95/20.00 
FINAL DOOM 39.95/18.00 
FINAL FANTASY VU 44.95/26.00 
FINAL FANT.TACVCS 39.95/20.00 
FORMULA1 39.95/20.00 
FORMULA 1 97 44.95/22.00 
FOXHUNT 29.95/12.00 
GAME SHARK WfBOOK 39.95/15.00 
GOAL STORM'97 34.95/14.00 
GOLDEN NUGGET 44.95/20.00 
GRAND SLAM 97 - 
GRID RUNNER 
GUNSHIP 
HARDBALL5 
HARDBALL 6 39.95/20.00 
HEARTOFDARKNESS 39.95/20.00 

34.95/14.00 WILD9S _ 
19.95/800 WILD ARMS 39.95/20.00 P.T.O.II 
19.95/8.00 WILLIAMS ARCADE CL 29.95/10.00 PANZER DRAGOON 2 

34.95/14.00 WING COMMANDERIII 34.95/14.00 PEBBLE BEACH GOLF 
34.95/14.00 WING COMMANDER IV 39.95/20.00 PGA TOUR GOLF 97 
29.95/10.00 WIPEOUT 19.95/8.00 PRIMALRAGE 
39.95/20.00 WIPEOUT XL 29.95/12.00 OUAKE 
39.95/20.00 WORLD CUP GOLF 34.95/14.00 RAYMAN 
34.95/14.00 WORMS 34.95/14.00 RELOADED 
39.95/20.00 WWF ARCADE 29.95/10.00 RESIDENT EVIL 
29.95/10.00 WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/18.00 RETURN FIRE 
39.95/24.00 XCOM -- 

NFL Q-BACK CLUB 98 39.95/20.00 XEVIOUS 3D 
NHLBREAKAWAY98 39.95/20.00 XS 
NHL FACE OFF'97 29.95/10.00 ZERODIVIDE 
NHL'97 29.95/10.00 ZORKNEMESIS 
NHL OPEN ICE 29.95/10.00 
NORSE BYNORSEWEST 34.95/15.00 
NUCLEAR STRIKE 39.95/22.00 
ODDWORLD 39.95/22.00 
OFF WORLD INTER. 19.95/8.00 
OG RE BATTLE 44.95/24.00 
OLYMPIC SOCCER 29.95/10.00 
OLYMPIC SUMMER GAM 29.95/10.00 
OVERBLOOD 39.95/20.00 
PANDEMONIUM 34.95/14.00 
PANZER GENERAL 29.95/12.00 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 34.95/14.00 
PERFECT WEAPON 29.95/12.00 
- 39.95/18.00 

34.95/12.00 
39.95/20.00 

19.95/6.00 
29.95/10.00 

39.95/20.00 
19.95/8.00 TETRISPLUS 39.95/15.00 
24.95/8.00 THEME PARK 29.95/10.00 

39.95/15.00 THREE DIRTY DWARVES 29.95/10.00 
29 95/10.00 TNN MOTORSPORTS 39.95/20.00 
39.95/18.00 TOMB RAIDER 39.95/18.00 

19.95/6.00 ULTIMATE MK3 34.95/12.00 
34.95/15.00 VIRTUA COP W/GUN 39.95/15.00 
39.95/20.00 VIRTUA COP 2 W/GUN 49.95/22.00 
29.95/10.00 VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 - 

19.95/8.00 RISE 2 RESURRECTION 19.95/6.00 ViRTUA HYDLIDE 
39.95/20.00 ROADRASH 39.95/15.00 VIRTUA RACING 
39.95/20.00 ROM 3 KINGDOMS 4 39.95/15.00 VIRTUAL CASINO 

19.95/6.00 SCUD 34.95/14.00 VRTUALON 
39.95/20.00 SEGA RALLY CHAMP 29.95/1000 VIRTUAL POOL 

SHININGINHOLYARK 39.95/20.00 VMX RACING 
SHINING WISDOM 29.95/10.00 WARCRAFTII 
SIMCITY 2000 34.95/14.00 WING ARMS 
SKELETON WARRIORS 19.95/8.00 WIPEOUT 

19.95/6.00 
24.95/8.00 

39.95/18.00 
34.95/15.00 
34.95/14.00 
39.95/20.00 

19.95/8.00 

SEGA 
sWÖHNr 

SKY TARGET 
SONIC BLAST 
SONIC JAM 
SONIC X-TREME 
SOVIET STRIKE 
SPOTGOESHOLLY. 
STREET FIGHTER 
ALPHA 2 

39.95/1800 WORLD CUP GOLF 29.95/10.00 
34.95/14 00 WORLD SERIES BBALLII 29.95/8.00 
39.95/20.00 WORLD SERIES'98 39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 W'ORLDWIDE SOC. '97 34.95/15.00 
39 95/20.00 W’ORMS 39.95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 WWF ARCADE GAME 29.95/10.00 

WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/15.00 
34.95/14.00 X MEN CHILDREN ATOM 29.95/10.00 

POWER MOVE WREST. 39.95/18.00 ALBERTODYSSEY 39.95/20.00 
POWERRAHGERSZEO 29.95/10.00 ALIENTRILOGY 29.95/10.00 
POWER SLAVE 3495/1400 ALL STAR BASEBALL 39.95/18.00 
PRIMALRAGE 24 95/8.00 ALONE IN THE DARK 29.95/10.00 
PRO PINBALL 2995/1000 AMOK 29.95/12.00 
PROJECT HORNEDOWL 29.95/10.00 ANDRETTI RACING 34.95/14.00 
PROJECT OVERKILL 24.95/8.00 AREA51 34.95/14.00 
- 29 95H 000 BASES LOADED'96 29.95/10.00 

3495/1400 BATMAN FOREVER 29.95/10.00 
PSYCHIC DETECTIVE 
PUNISHER 
PYRAMIDINTRUDER 
PYRO 
OUAKE 
RAGE RACER 
RALLYCROSS 
RAYMAN 
RAZORWINS 

N64 
34.95/14.00 BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 
39.95/20.00 REMIX 
44.95/22.00 URA 
3995/2000 BATTLE MONSTERS 
39 95/2000 BIG HURT BASEBALL 

1995,8 00 BLACK DAWN 
39 95/1800 BLASTCHAMBER 

/?E4L BOUTFATAL FURY39.95120.00 BLAZING DRAGONS 

19.95/8.00 
29.95/12.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/12.00 
29.95/10 00 
34.95/14.00 

29.95/10.00 
44.95/20.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
39.95/20.00 
44.95/22.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
29.95/12.00 

REBOOT 39.95/20.00 BLAZING HEROES - 
RELOADED 29.95/12.00 BOTTOM OF THE 9TH 29.95/10.00 
RESIDENT EVIL 39.95/15.00 BUBBLEBOBBLE 29.95/12.00 
RETURN FIFE 34.95/14.00 BUG TOOI 29.95/12.00 
RETURN TOZORK 39.95/18.00 CENTER RING BOXING 29.95/10.00 
REVOLUTIONX 1995/800 CLOCKWORK KNIGHT2 19.95/6.00 
RIDGE RACER 24.9^10 00 COLLEGE SLAM 29.95/10.00 
RIDGE RACER REV. 34.95/14.00 COMMAND & CONQUER 39.95/20 00 
RISE 2 RESURRECTION 19.95/8.00 CREATURE SHOCK 19.95/8.00 
ROADRASH 39.95/15.00 CRUSADER 29.95/12.00 
ROBOPIT 19.95/8.00 D 19.95/8.00 
ROBOTRON X 29.95/12.00 DARIUS GAIDEN 1995/8.00 
ROCK'NROLL RACING 34.95/14.00 DARK LEGEND 19.95/8.00 
ROM. 3 KINGDOMS 4 44.95/22.00 DARK SAVIOR 39.95/16.00 
flü/WS 3995/16 00 DARKSTALKERS 34.95/14.00 
RUSH HOUR 39.95/18.00 DAYTONAUSA 29.95/8 00 
SAMURAISHODOWN 3 34.95/14.00 CHAMP CIRCUIT EDIT. 34.95/14.00 
SCREAMING WHEELS 39.95/18.00 DECATHLETE 29.95/10.00 
SENTIENT 39.95/18.00 DESCENT - 
SHADOAN 34.95/14.00 DIEHARD ARCADE 
SHELLSHOCK 19.95/8.00 DIEHARD TRILOGY 
SHINING SWORD 44.95/22.00 DOOM 
SHREDFEST 39.95/18.00 DOUBLÉ SWITCH 
SILVERLOAD 29.95/10.00 !^ONFORCE 
SIMCITY 2003 39.95/20.00 DRAGONHEART 
SKELETONWARRIOR 29.95/10.00 DUKENUKEM 
SLA YER 39 95/20 00 DUNGECNS i DRAGONS39.9Sn 8.00 
SLAM N JAM 96 19.95/8.00 EARTHWORM JIM 2 34.95/14.00 
SLAM SCAPE 19.95/8.00 F1CHALLENGE 34.95/12.00 
SOLARECUPSE 34.95/1400 FIFA INTL SOCCER 97 39.95/1500 
SOULBLADE 39950000 FIGHTERS MEGAMIX 39.95/18.00 
SOVIET STRIKE 34.95/15.00 FIGHVNG FANTASY 39.95/18.00 
SPACE GRIFFON VF-9 19.95/8.00 FIGHTING VIPERS 
SPACE HULKVENG. 29.95/10.00 GALACTIC ATTACK 
SPACE JAM 29.95/10.00 GALAXYFIGHT 
SP Am 34.95/14.00 GAME SHARK 
SPOTGOESHOLLY. 34.95/14 00 GHENWAR 
STAR CONTROL 3 39.95/20.00 GOLDEN AXE 
STAR FIGHTER 29.95/10.00 GRAND SLAM 97 
STAR GLADIATOR 29.95/10.00 GRIDRUNNER 

39.95/18.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/18.00 
39.95/16.00 
39.95/1800 

STAR TREKGENERAT. 39.95/20'00 GUARDIAN HEROES ....r?i iM omrrnu 

39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 

HEXEN 
IMPACT RACING 
IN THE HUNT 
INCREDIBLE HULK 
INDEPENDENCEDAY 
INTL TRACK & FIELD 
IRON BLOOD cu.yöi iu.uv 
IRONMAN XO MANOWAR29.95/10.00 
JET MOTO_ 39.95/20.00 

39.95/20.00 
29.95/12.00 

19.95/8.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/12.00 
29.95/12.00 
29.95/10.00 

29.95/12^00 

39.95/20.00 

29.95/12.00 
19.95/8.00 

34.95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 
34.95/15.00 
34.95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
44.95/20.00 

JUMPING FLASH 2 
JURASSIC PARK 

LOST WORLD 
KI ARENA FIGHTERS 34.95/14.00 
KILUNGZONE 29.95/10.00 
KING OF FIGHTERS .. 
KINGS FIELD 
KING'S FIELD 2 
KRAZYIVAN 
LANDS OF LORE 
LEAGUE OF PAIN 
LEGACY OF KAÏN 
MACHINE HEAD 
MAGICCARPET 
MAG IC GATHERING 
MASS DESTRUCTION 39.95/18.00 
MDK - 
MECHWARRIOR 2 
MEGAMAN 8 
MEGAMANX4 
MICKEY MANIA 
MIDNIGHTRUN 
MINNESOTA FA TS POOL 44.95/20.00 
MLB PENNANT RACE 29.95/10.00 
MLB PENNANT RACE 98 39.95/20.00 
MONSTER FARM 39.95/20.00 
MORTAL KOMBATIII 19.95/8.00 
MK TRILOGY 39.95/18.00 
MOTOR TOON G.P. 34.95/14.00 
MYST 34.95/14.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 1 29.95/10.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 2 29.95/10.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 3 34.95/14.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 4 39.95/20.00 
NANOTEKWARROR 39.95/18.00 
NASCAR RACING 39.95/20.00 
NBA HANGTIME 34.95/15.00 
NBA IN THE ZONE 19.95/8.00 
NBA IN THE ZONE 2 34.95/14,00 

STAR WARS 
DARKFORCES 
REBELASSAULT 

STARBLADE ALPHA 
STARWINDER 
STEEL HARBINGER 

STREET FIGHTER 
ALPHA 
ALPHA 2 
MOVIE 

STREET FIGHTER II 
COLLECTION 

STREET RACER 
STRIKE POINT 
SUIKODEN 
SUPER KICK BOXER __ 
SUPER MOTORCROSS 39.95/20.00 WNACY 
SUPER w*ru,K,c 

PUZZLE FIGHTER I 
SURREAL 
SWAGMAN 
SWIV 
TAIL OF THE SUN 
TECMOSTACKERS 
TECMO SUPERBOWL 

19.95/8.00 
19.95/8.00 

3495/14.00 
19.95/8 00 
19.95/8.00 

34.95/1500 
19.95/8.00 

29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 

19.95/8.00 
GUN GRIFFON 

34 95/1500 HANG ON GP 
3495/1500 HEARTCFDARKNESS 39.95/18.00 
2*95/1000 HEIR OF ZENDOR 39.95/18 00 
29 95/1000 HERCS ADVENTURE - 
29.95/1000 /OEM 
39.95/20.00 HORDE 

^ IMPACT RACING 
1995/800 IN THE HUNT 

39 95/2000 INDEPENDENCEDAY 
1995/600 'RON STORM 

JETSKI RAGE 
3995/2200 JOHN MADDEN 97 I ACT om IMTV UI IA 

We Sell Used / We Buy 
44.95/25.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/32.00 
59.95/32.00 

BLAST CORPS 
CLAYFIGHTER 631/3 
CRUSIN USA 
DARKRIFT 
DOOM 64 
FIFA SOCCER '97 
FORMULA ONE 
GOLDEN EYE 007 
HEXEN64 
INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR 
SOCCER 64 54.95/28.00 

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD - 
LAMBORGHINI 64 
MAJOR LEAGUE B'BALL 
MARIO KART 64 
MISSIONIMPOSSIBLE 
MK TRILOGY 
NBA HANGTIME 
PILOTWINGS64 
ROBOTRON 64 
STAR FOX 64 W/RUMBLE 
STAR WARS 
SUPER MARIO 64 
TETRISPHERE 
TOP GEAR RALLY 
TUROKDINO HUNTER 
WAR GODS 
WAVE RACE 64 
WAYNE GRETZKY 

HOCKEY 

44.95/22.00 
59.95/30.00 
54.95/35.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
49.95/25.00 
49.95/25.00 
44.95/22.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/34.00 
54.95/26.00 
44.95/20.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/26.00 
54.95/26.00 

49.95/25.00 

To Sell Games/Systems 

fflSSS 

On a full sized piece of paper, write your n;__r__ r_ 
29.95/12.00 number and a list ol all the cartridges with ihe buy back prices you are seliïng. 
29 D5/10.00 2. II you wouk) like to purchase cartridges with the money or credit received, lisi 

nToK/lï'nn ,he litleS y0U WOljld llke 10 wder 00 the same P'ece Papei 
LASTRniïNfY HTiNTFn S m 3 Pack your cartridges. all paperwork in a box. Send Ihe box lo ihe address 

|g!!;SS iülffiST01 SSS 
2??5(?999 lrS^cn0FKAIN 34 95/1500 4 Ycur ** normal|y receive your check within 7-12 business days alter we 

3995/16JX) rec8iv9 your Packa9e 

29.95/10.00 To Buy Games 
39.95/20.00 J . , . 44.95/20.00 1 °n a lull sized piece ol paper, wrrte your name. complete address. phone 
4435/20.00 oomher and a lisi ol all the cartridges you would like to order. To speed 
29.95/10.00 processing ol your order, list an allemative lor each MIe you are ordering. 
39.95/18.00 2. Calculate the lotal lor the cartridges you wish to order, induding shipping & 

19.95/8.00 handling charges ($8.00 lor the first 1 or 2 games. SI .00 lor each additional. 
29.95/10.00 Alaska. Hawaii. PR. APO. FPO, PO Boxes add S5.00). Califomia residents add 
29.95/10.00 7.75% sales tax. 
34.95/12.00 3 Allow ar 

MACHINE HEAD 
39.95/1800 MAGICCARPET 
39.95/2000 MANXTT 
3495/1500 MEGAMAN 8 
39.95/2000 MEGAMAN X4 
39 9S20 00 MINNESOTA FATS 
34^95/14 00 MK TRILOGY 

_,_ 29.95/10 00 MORTAL KOMBAT II 
TECMO WORLD GOLF 39.95/15.00 MR.BONES 
TECMO'S DECEPTION 39.95/20.00 MYST 
TEKKEN 24.95/8.00 NBA JAM EXTREME 34.95/12.00 3. Allow an additional 21 days lor personal checks to dear • send money order 
TEKKEN2 34.95/14.00 FOIT. ,or faslesl processing. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money 

TENBNAlLev SIS NKDFORSPEED SIS 
TEST DRIVE OFF ROAD 39.95/20.00 NFL'97 34.95/14.00 4' ^0 your order to the address below, 
tetrisplus 39.95/16.00 nfl Q-BACK club 97 19.95/8.00 Send your Cartridges/Orders to: 
THE FINAL ROUND 39.95/18.00 NHL ALL STAR HOCKEY 19.95/6.00 nnr _ 
- WAOO 3495/12.00 BRE SOltWaFe 

Dept F9 

39.95/20.00 
44.95/24.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 

THEME PARK 
THUNDERSTRIKE 2 
TIGERSHARK 
TIME COMMANDO 
TNN MOTORSPORTS 

HARDCORE 4X4 
TNN OUTDOOR BASS 44.95/24.00 
TOBALNO.1 34.95/14.00 
TOMB RAIDER - 
TOKYOHWY BATTLE 
TOP GUN 
TRIPLE PLAY97 
TRIPLE PLAY'98 
TRUE PINBALL 
TUNNEL B-1 
TWISTED METAL 
TWISTED METAL 2 
VIRTUAL POOL 
VMX RACING 
VR BASEBALL '97 
VR GOLF 
VR POOL 
VR SOCCER'96 
WAR GODS 
WARCRAFTII 
WARHAMMER 
WARHAWK 
WCW VS. WORLD 
WEREWOLF APOC. 

19.95/8.00 

2995/1000 NIGHTS 29.95/10.00 
NIGHTS W/CONT. PAD 4495/18.00 

44.95/20.00 

352 W. Bedford Ave, Suite 104 
Fresno, CA 93711 

39.95/20.00 
29.95/12.00 , 
29.95/12.00 I 
29.95/10.00 
44.95/22.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/18.00 

Send us your old systems 
We Buy 

39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
34.95/14.00 
39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
44.95/24.00 
39.95/18.00 

19 95/800 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 

We wil! buy back your old videogame systems and games. We buy all cartridges/discs. call lor titles that are not I 
listed in this ad. Receive a check back, purchase other game titles of your choics. * IThe following are BUYBACK prices only. 
Genesis core system we do not sell systems. 

Super Nintendo core system 
Saturn (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 

1 Sony Playstation (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 
I Serial #U5XXXXXX, U6XXXXXX, SXXXXXX $40 
1 Serial #U7XXXXXX, U8XXXXXX, U9XXXXXX, Red Box $90 I Nintendo 64 (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) $100 

Above are buyback prices only. We do not sell used systems. Systems must inüude 1 Control Pad, AC Adapter 
and RF Cable or A/V cable. Genesis systems must include CD connector cover Additional controllers also purchased. 

I Detective systems will be retumed at your expense ($10.00 minimum). SI 0.00 wiH be deducted lor each missing or 
I detective controller. AC adapter. RF cable. A/V cable. Saturn/PlayStalion RF units purchased separately. 

i tsuy i 

$15 
$20 , 
$40 I 

I 

Now Buying/Selling PC CD-ROM Games & DVD Movies 
Titles in ITAUCSste newer and may or may not be available, please call lor availability. All games must include box, jewel case, instructions, and any hint books/maps that were induded with the game. 
We will deduct $2.00 lor each SNES/N64 cartridge without a cardboard insert, $5.00 lor braken CD cases, $1.00 lor braken jewel cases. Games without box. instructions, etc will be returned at your 
expense. Cartridges/Discs not in resellable condition or with evidence ol rental store stickers will be returned at your expense ($5.00 minimum). All Used games have a 90 DAY WARRANTY and are 
subject to availability. We reserve the right to refuse any sale or purchase. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders place with personal checks. No relunds 
or exchanges on cartridges. For shipping, add $8.00 lor the first 1 or 2 games and $1.00 lor each additional. Alaska/Hawaii/PR/APO/PO Boxes add $5.00. We do not ship out ol the United States. 
Califomia Residents add 7.75% tax. No COD's. Prices are lor mail order only. II we do not receive your package by 9/30/97 or your game titles are not listed in this ad, you will be paid hom our current 
catalog. Prices are based on 1 copy per title, to buy or sell in quantity, contact our Wholesale dept. To receive prices in this ad you must include the 'Dept. #’ hom this ad on the OUTSIDE of your package. 
If you are undear about any of our poliöes, procedures or prices, please call. FAX (209) 432-2599. Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine. Super 
Nintendo,Nintendo 64 and N64 are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. FAXBACK Information System (209) 432-2644. E-Mail lor more inlo: BREINFO@LIGHTSPEED.NET 

UIJP 

Macross V-FX (PS) 
Z Gundam (SS) . . 
Manx TT (SS) . . . 
Gundam 3 (SS) . . 
Bushido Blade (PS) 
Tobal 2 (PS). 
Choro Q 2 (PS) . . . 

misse 

A Division * f 

SPECIALIZING IN JAPANESE VIDEO GAMES 

Playstation l 

All trademarks/tradenames are properties of tfieir respective owners. CA res. add 8.5% 
sales tax. All sales final. Price and availability subject to change without notice. 



ENIX pp 
GF: How is workyïïogressing on 
your first Saturn game, Tales of 
Seven-Wind mand? 
E: Everything is going well right 
now. 
GF: Doyml^jfave any plans for 
anolher Actraiser game with 
Quintet in the future or hpother 
title in the Elnatd/MysMc Arkj 
series? 
E: We are thinking about it... 
GWAre you considering doing any\ 
more N64 or 64DD titles? 
E: We are thinking about it! 
GF: Does Enix plan on making any 
games forjkega’s förthcoming 64- 
bit sysierjfi 
E:... I cannot answer that. 
GF: Is Treasure going to be doing 
any titles lor you in the future? 
E: Not yet, but we are thinking 
about it. 
DRAGON QUEST 
GF: Wilt Akira Toriyama return to 
do the character designs? * 

E: Yes- é * GF: There mmhany DntjonQuest 
fans in the US. What can they 
expect frorri DQVII ? 
E: We are trying to develop a 
game that can be enjoyed by 
everyone, but beyond that, we 
cannot say at this time. 
GF: When'dan we expect DQVII? 
E: As far as a release date is con- 
cerned, Mr. Yuji Horii (scenario 
and game designer) has stated 
that he would like it to be available 
before the end of 1998, and we’re 
ail working very hard to reach that 
goal. We will release the first offi¬ 
cial information about Dragon 
Quest VII in March of 1998 at a 
special conference, so please wait ■more information. 

•lare’s Final Fantasy 
eel RPG fans expect 
al characters and a 

of polygons or CG 
e based solely upon 
3 are working hard to 

achieve a level of smoothness in 

20 (OR SOI QUESTIONS 
WITH ENIX.. 

GF: Howmahy of Treasure’s stalt 
worked oh the Yuke Yuke project? 
T: It depends on what part they 
worked on. They are from 
Treasure,|Enix, voice actors. 
Many people worked on this pro¬ 
ject. Simply those people on the 
end credits are responsible, but 
the total number (including sales 
people at Enix) would be much 
more. k 
GF: How longjyas Yuke Yuke in 
development? 
T: More than one and a half years., 
*GF: Why did you decide to do a one* 
player puzzle/action game as 
opposed to a two player action 
game like Gunstar Heroes? 
T: The reason is üiat Treasure 
wanted to develojrfn action game 
that is cool for one player, and 
does not need two players. 
GF: Where did you get the idea for 
Yuke Yuke from? 
T: Treasure has developed many 
action games. With Yuke Yuke, 
we wanted to attract normal 
users, not just the die-hard 
gamers. So we came up with an 
original idea: what if you could 
throw or shake opponents instead 
of punching of kicking them? 
GF: Are there any hidden secrets 
in the game? Is there a tewarèï 
for collecting all gems or getting* 
alt As? 
T: Depending on howmiany yellow 
crystals you collect, you will see 
more of the ending. AÏspfsonie^ 
thing different will happen depend¬ 
ing on the registered player’s age... 
GF: How do you get an S grade for the polygonal graphics that will 
a level? retain the look and feel of DQ. 
T: You just have to do your best. GF: Does DQVII usher in a new 
That’s all I can say... chapter in the series alter the 
GF: Did you enjoy working with the Lot/Erdrick and Celestial series? 
N64 hardware? E: The story will be completely dif- 
T: Yes, we did. ferent than Lot or Celestial. 
GF: How is the N64 as a platform 
for 2D games? 
T: Very good. 
GF: Will Treasure make any móre 
games for N64? 
T: We are examining the possibili- 

GF: Do you have plans to remake 
Dragon Quest IV as you did with 
1,11, and III on the Super Famicom? 
E: We have not yet decided to 
remake any Dragon Quests after 
III. 

ty at this time... nGF: Thanksso much for your time. 
GF: Do you have plans tor a Yuke E: You are welcome, and we hope 
Yuke sequel? you continue to enjoy our games. 
T: Not yet... GF: We will! 

Import and American * 

Nintendo 64 
Playstation 
andSatum 

Now you can buy at the lowest 
unbeatable prices.Think of it! 
Saving $10, $20 or more * 

' UniverseiideO’Games 
Lighf Years Miead Of The Compefifion Wifh Domn To Earfh Prices 

★ 

★ 

m . x f2 A PREE game converter with purchase of selected titles. Nintenao 04 Play Import or American N64 games on any N64 system. 

Multiracing Championship Starfox Baseball League Blade & Barrel 
Troublemakers Sonic Wings Rev Limit Clayfighter 63 ’/3 
Mission Impossible Bomberman Dark Rift Aero Gauge 
Golden Eye 007 Wild Choppers Mystical Goemon Hexen 

Free universe adapter with 

n|-*wCh-il“ïrM-i purchase'playanyps9ameon | IC! y jLcJIIUI I CËB almost any ps system 

Dragon Ball Z Legends Time Crisis Breath of Fire 3 Marvel Superheroes 
Final Fantasy Tactics Armored Core Ranma 1/2 Tobal 2 
Samurai Shodown RPG Mega Man X4 Ghost in the Shell Macross 
Street Fighter EX Front Mission ALT SailormoonS Air Combat 2 

fc^SEG^ATURN 

Last Bronx Langrisser 4 
Willy Wombat Mirage 
Sonic Jam Macross 
Fighters History Silhoutte 

FREE Saturn converter with purchase of select Saturn titles. 
Play import or domestic Saturn games on any Saturn system. 

Marvel Superheroes Virus 
Dragon Ball Legends Bomberman 
Biohazard Thunderforce 5 
Samurai Shodown RPG Waku Waku 7 
Mega Man X4 Fake Down 

★ 

★ 

★ 

* Guaranteed* 
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe 

Import Games starting at $14.99 

★. 
24 HOUR VIDEO GAME HOTLINE 

CALL FOR TITLES 919-872-2440 
MasterCard, VISA and COD accepted 

Instant cash for select systems and games. * 

Nintendo 64, Playstation, Saturn, PC CD ROM, 
NEO»GEO CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game Music, 

* Wallscrolls, Toys, PC Engine, M2 

Ovemight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. * 
★ Monday-Sunday 1D:0G am-7:OÜ pm ES.T 

919-872-2440 FAX 919-872-6701 
Dealer and Wholesale Inquiries Welcome. 

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to ★ 
refuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability. 



VIDEO GAME DISTRIBUTORS Over 43 years of quality service 

"Your best sovrce for Rare 
and Hard To End Games!" 
• We have a huge selection of all types 

of games, from the 8-bit NES to N64! 
• New & Used—We buy Games 
• Try before you buy at our retail location 
• Excellent service r^Jjn 
• Low Prices _= 
• We also buy & sell mmm 

CD-roms for PC & Mac 'jMkj 

us o colli! 
12104 Stierman Way, IMorth Hollywood, CA 91605 
Tel: (818)764-2442 • Fax (818)764-4851 
Business hours Mon-Sun 11am-7nm PST 

We cairy all domestic 
and import games, 
accessoires, peripherals 
You name rt we got it! 

The Bes! Sales Force in the Industry! 
Aol/ Inv fhn Innm nf nnminn nunni^n. TnrJrl n.. J.. I«U» P   O ■ :ul _ n   

Street Fighter EX Playstation Coming Soon! 

Ask for the team of gaming experts: Todd, Rudy, John, George & Little Gary. 

hor international Urders 

hax# flll-ool-7959 Call For Our Newest Specials | 

We Ship UPS & FED EX Air Saver • Orders Guaranteed 2-3 I 
Gays Anywhere. You Pay Only Ground Rates 

Call to prebook these hot titles now! 

FIN AL FANTASY VII Playstation Resident Evil Dash (Sega Saturn) 

MARVEL SUPER HEROES PlayStation/Sega Saturn 

CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors 

RESIDENT EVIL Director's Cut (Playstation) 

, | I I !_■ 1 ' I L» I 
i i , rj| 11M11 

www.gamefan.com 

Visit the GameFan Online Mali for Great Deals from these advertisers 

PlayStatit 

Playstation 

Dealers Only please 

www.gamedude.com/gamedude 

Import and Domestic 

TIME CRISIS with gun- Playstation 

Itetail and W'holrctlr wnrldvridtf 
mÈF MP 



OFFKIAL ITRATEcy OUIDE NEW GENERAT10N 

EXCLUSIE 
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expeqt 
KOMBOS! 
COMPLETE 

SECBETS i 

feuei 
hippen 
TRICK9 
SPECIAL 
WIOVE3 
Itbatecies 
COIVIBC9 

Iddress_ 

Jity_State-Zip- 

Make checks (US funds) payable to: GameFan. 
5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. 

Killer Instinct 2. . @ $8.95. $ 

Night Warrinrs. . @$8.95. $ 

Darkstalkers. . @$8.95. $ 

Street Fighter 3. . @$9.95. $ 

Super Mario 64. . @$9.95. $ 

MK Trilogy.... . @$9.95. $ 

SoulBlade.. . @$9.95. $ 

Persona. . @$9.95. $ 

Die Hard Trilogy....... . @$9.95. $ 

Independence Day.. . @$9.95. $ 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter.. . @$9.95. $ 

Ace Combat 2. . @$9.95. $ 

Treasures ot the Deep. . @$9.95. $ 

Shipping & Handling. $ 

(Foreign add $3 ea.) TOTAL $ IVKSI 



ORDER HOTLINE www.gexpress.con 
3 H 

Nintendo 64 Titles 
Body Harvest 

Bomberman 64 
Buggie Boogie 

Dual Heroes 
Freak Boy 

Kirby’s Air Ride 
Mother 3 
Rev Limit 

Sonic Wings Assault 
Sumo 64 
VR Golf 

Wild Choppers 
Yoshi’s Island 64 

Yuke Yuke Troublemaker 
Zelda 64 

US Nintendo 64 Titles 
Blade & Barrel 

Blast Corps 
Bomberman 64 

Clay Fighter 63 1/3 
Dark Rift 

Golden Eye 007 
Superstar Soccer 

Hexen 
Lamborghini 64 

Muiti Champ Racing 
Robotron X 

Silicon Valley 
StarFox 64 
Tetrisphere 

Top Gear Rally 
War Gods 64 

Reach us 
online at: 

US PlayStation Titles 
Ace Combat 2 

Abe’s Adventure 
Bushido Blade 
Castlevania X 

Colliderz 
Dungeons & Dragons Coll. 

Final Fantasey VII 
Gap 

Hard Ball 6 
Major League Soccer 
Marvel Super Heroes 

Moto Racer GP 
NHL Breakaway 98 

Ninja 
Quarterback Club 

Red Asphalt 
_ Spawn 

Saturn Titles I 
D-XHird 1 

Fake Down 
Grandia 

Langrisser IV 
Last Bronx 

Panzer Dragoon RPG 
Rabbit 
Riven 

Samurai RPG 
Sega Tour Racing 

Sonic R 
St. Fighter Collection 

Thunder Force V 
Virus 

Waku Waku 7 
X-Men vs. St. Fighter 

Playstation Titles 
Armored Core 

Bio Hazard (Dir Cut) 
Breath of Fire 3 

Brigandine 
Dragon Ball GT 

F.F.Tactics 
Ghost in the Shell 

Gundam Battle Master 
Mad Stalker 
Metal Gear 

Monster Farm 
Saga Frontier 
Samurai RPG 

St. Fighter Collection 
Tales of Destiny 

X-Men vs. St. Fighter 

U.S. Saturn Til 
Albert Odyssey 

Burn Cycle 
Duke Nukem 3D 
Fighting Force 

Lost World (Jurass 
Lunar 

Marvel Super Her 
Nascar 98 

Ninja 
Quarterback Club 

Resident Evil 
Shadoan 

Sonic Jam 
Ten Pin Alley 

Quake 
Virtual Pool 

Wild 9 

Call for availability on 
all Collectables. 

CS©^©Oïia0DQ©8 Many Figures 
available including Virtua Fighters 
(7 pc.) $19.99 set, Tobal No.1 (6 
pc.) $19.99 set; Tekken 2 (Set A 
or B) $24.99 set; 
Fflipir®©: Magie K. Ray Earth 
Petite $19.99 ea. 
IPFTnrsidlBon® ©autél©: Evangilion, 
DBZ, Dragon Ball GT, Sailormoon 

Capcom Trading Cards 
Capcom lllustration 

Book $39.99 

Final Fantasy VII 
Action Figures V.1-7 

$19.99 ea. 
Trading Cards; $5.00 

F.F.VII H.G. Keychains 
$9.99 ea. 

Limited Ed. Model Kits 
$18.99 ea. 
(Cloud or Aerith) 

Art Puzzle 
500pc & 1,000 pc. 

Music: Original FF VII 
4 CD set 

Soundtracks l-VI avail. 

°'sVe 
U"eS 

o w = = = 

SONY PLAYSTATION 
FIFA ‘97.$29.99 
Incredible Hulk .29.99 
NBA Live'96 . 29.99 
Road Rash .29.99 
Soviet Strike .29.99 
Tempest X .19.99 
Tokyo Hwy Battle.29.99 
Worms .19.99 

SUPER NINTENDO 
Caesar’s Place.$19.99 
Family Feud .19.99 
Jungle Book.19.99 
Lion King .19.99 
Monopoly .19.99 
Porky Pigs .19.99 
Scooby Doo .19.99 
Tazmania .19.99 
WWF Arcade .19.99 

Call for complete selection of: 
Jaguar CD, VBoy, Game Gear, SNES, Genesis, NES 

Send SASE for a free catalog 

SEGA SATURN 
Dark Savior .$29.99 
Doom .29.99 
Guardian Heroes .19.99 
Hardcore 4x4 .19.99 
Night Warrior .29.99 
Road Rash .29.99 

GENISIS 
Bubsy II.$19.99 
NBA Hangtime .19.99 
Pitfall .19.99 
Primal Rage .19.99 
Shinobi III .19.99 

SAI LOR/AOON FANS 

DBZ 
Mini Battle Coll. Set V. 1-6 avail. 

(shown above) 
4 figs. per set; $7.99 ea. 

Anim. $12.99 ea.; Music CD $19.99 

6” Action Figures V.1-7 $9.99 ea. 
(shown below) 

Dealer Inquii 
212-290-( 

Mega Showrc 
(send all payments 

126-128 W. 32n< 
New York, NY 1 ( 

Fax. 212-290-( 

Other Showroc 
167 Glen Cove 

Carle Place, NY 1 
Tel. 516-248- 

1464 Rockaway P 
Brooklyn, NY 1 

Tel. 718-272-1 

163-18 Jamaica 
Queens, NY 1 



We Specialize in Express Mail Order 

Callusforall 
those hard lo 
find older 
tilles. Call or 
visit our web 
site (or the lat 
est releases 

Complete line 
of hardware 

software and 
accessories. 

We match the 
competition’s 

prices 

• Speak to our friendly and 
knowledgeable Game Advisors 

• We carry all import & domestic titles 
• CODs welcome 

$64.99 Coming July 7 

CALL! Coming Aug. 2 

$69.99 Coming July 30 

Clayfighter 63 1/3 
$69.99 Coming Aug. 19 

New N64 titles July/August Releases 

Hexen 
Top Gear 64 
ISS Soccer 64 

$69.99 7/30 
$64.99 call 
$69.99 8/9 

New Sony titles July/August 
Golden Nugget 
Lost World 
Disc World 2 
Red Asphalt 
Tecmo’s Stackers 

Bushido Blade 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Porsche Challenge 
Spawn: The Eternal 

New Saturn titles 
Sonic Jam Lunar Director’s Cut 
Magie Knight Rayearth Midnight Heroes 
Tecmo’s Stackers Ten Pin Alley 

Order Only Line: 

800-200-5422 
For information 
714-986-1050 

All Major Credit Cards Accepted 

We have locations throughout Southern California, call for the store nearest you 
International Orders welcome check out our new website: 
WWW.gail16SCaP6.org (hassle tree online ordering) 

hoursm-sat10-8 sun 11-6 pst 

eo Games 

Look for daily game tips on our website 
Is Your Game ^ 
System Dead? 

Collecting Dust? 
Too Cheap 
To Pass Up! 

SEE OUR 
ONLINE 
CLOSEOUTS 

Online Hassle-Free Ordering 
Visit our Retail Store of over 4000 square Feet - 

Filled Wall-to-Wall with Import & Domestic 
Video Games (every format), PC Games, 

Computers, Accessories, Toys, and More. 
1655 N. Haciënda Blvd. La Puente, CA 91744 

800-902-6588 
oraers only please 

Information Line 

818-917-5414 

FREE 
Classified 
section 
online 

P&L 
VIDEO GAMES 
Established in 1990 

Open 7 Days 
a week 

Daily Tips 
& Tricks 

www.pnlvideogames.com 

MtlSOTS INDEX 
ACTIVISION 2-3 JAPAN VIDEO 134 

ASC 23 KONAMI 144-IBC 

ATLUS 29 MALOFILM 30-31 

BRE SOFTWARE 128 MGM/INTERACTIVE 6-7 

CAPCOM BC MGM/UA INTERACTIVE 55 

CENTRAL PARK MEDIA 123 MIDWAY 32 

CORNER DIST. 130 NAMCO 13, 36-37, 39 

CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 74-75 NINTENDO IFC-1 

GAME BROS. 130 PNL VIDEO GAMES 130 

GAME CAVE 136-142 SIRTECH 5 

GAME DUDE 130 SONY 9,10-11,44-45 

GAME EXPRESS 132 UNIVERSE 129 

GAMESCAPE 128 VIRGIN 56-67 

GAMES ETC. 133 WIZARDS OFTHECOAST 14-15 

INNOVATION 135 WORKING DESIGNS 17,19,21 

INTERACT 24-25 W.I.T. 143 



SEGA SATÜRN 

Marvel Super Heroes 
Lost World/J. Park 2 
Bushido Blade 
Oddworld Inhabit 
NBA LIVE 98 
DeadorAlive — 
Final Fantasy 7 4 'i 
Ace Combat 2 M 
Super SF 2 Coll. 

War craft 2 
NBA Live 98 
Duke Nukem 3D 
Super SF2 Collection 
Sonic Jam 
Magie Knight Ray Earth 
Lost World 
Bomberman 

IMPORT 
Cyberbots 
Last Bronx 
Thunder Force V 
Samurai RPG 
Langrisser IV 
Classmate 2 
Azel: PanzerDragon RPG 
Virus 
Silouette Mirage 
Super Robot War F 
Rockman X4 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Slayer 

Dragon Ball Z Legeng $49 

DRAGON BALL Z 3D FINAL BOU' 

Gun Bullet jp 
Grand Theft Auto L 
Metal Slug 
Deadly Skies 
Mad Stalker 
Parodius Wars L WTI 
;ikadius Gaiden |? teP* 
X2\ 
Front Miss ion 2 
Salamander Dlx Pk 
Front Mission Alternative 
Super SF \Collection 
Time Crisis + Gun \m 
Midnight Run 2 
Psychic Force PuzzIe 
King of FighteHk ‘96 ^ 
Einhander 
Bio Hazard Directör’s Cut’ 

Street 

Super SF2 Collection 

BREATH OF FIRE 3 

Saga Frontier $69 FINAL FANTAST 

Saturn converter $20 
Z-Gundam $59 

SAILOR MOON $59 

Maé^^i^jpinal Fantasy Tac TOBAL NO.2 $75 Gi MACROSS D.M. $75 

WONDER PROJECT J2 $29 

$79 RANMA 1/2 $39 SECRET OF MANA 3 $69 DRAGON QST 6 $69 

HÜMAN GRAND PRIX S75 
FINAL FANTASY 5 $59 

NINJA MASTER $59 ART OF FIGHTING 3 $59 SAMURAI 4 $59 

YUKIYUKITROUBLE MAKER $79 KING OF BASEBALL $59 
-- “• - '- mi ui ■■ n 

METAL SLUG $59 REAL BOUT SPECIAL $59 SAMURAI SHOWOOWN RPG 

Dealer & Wholesalers Welcome cod 
710-1 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, CA 91776 • Fax: 818-458-6845 *754- 
We carry posters, T-Shirts, Novelties, Wall Scrolls & game Music CDs 

Goemon 
Sonic Wing Assault 
Rev. Limit 
Doraemon 
Bomberman 64 
St. Andrews Golf 
J-League Soccer 
Hinoruken 
Aeros Gauge 

Star Fox 64 
lnt’1 Superstar Soccer 
Mission Impossible 
Top Gear Rally 
Golden Eye 007 
Clay Fighter 63 1/3 
Major League Baseball 
Tetrisphere 
Multi Racing Championship 
Lamborghini 64 
Dark Rift 
F-1 Pole Position 
Now you can play import N64 
games onU.S. N64 system with 
N64 converter $15 

SFC/SNES 
CONVERTER $15 

Gun Hazard 
Sailor Moon RPG 

Sailor Moon Super 
Bahamut Lagoon 

Bomberman 5 
Dragon Quest 3 
Arabia Knights 

Yu Yu Hakusho 2 
Tenchi Souzou 

The Lord of Elemental 
Dragon Knight 4 

StarOcean £ 
GOEMON 64 

WILD CHOPPER 

ü 
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ALS0 NOT SHOVW - MEGA PETS, MEGA LAT, MEGA DOG 

MEGA DIWO - MEGA PEHQU1U, MEGA TEDDY BEAR 

MAG/C PETS - MAGIL CH1CKEN, MAGIC DM ~ VIRTUAL 

DIWOAWD LOMIWG SOOW 5ooS FARM PETS tm $• 

JUNGLE PETS tmTO A PET STORE WE AR YOL// 

OWLY (OR LESS) AT A VIRTUAL PET STORE NEAR YOL/ OR ORDER BY 

CALLING <m-ZT5-50clH HURRV BEFORE THEV DJSAPPEAR/ 
F OR WHOLESALE INFORMATION CALL OS AT S<4o-3‘55-30W OR FAX OS AT $6oS33~7Z7¥. 

VIRTUAL PETZ tu, POCKET PET tu, REAL PETZ tm, SMART PET tm, MAGIL PET tu, 

JUNGLE PET tu, FARM PET tu, SUPER PET tu, (CRAZY PET tu, MY PET tm £ MEGA PET tm 

ARE TRADEMAR(CS OF BEYOND INC WRITE OS AT VIRTUAL PETZ P.O. BOX ZüoSAT^ooKJCTcxLJtS 



“YOU HAVE WAITED ALL YOUR LIFE FOR TH IS!” 
We have arrived. Welcome to the Game Cave Revolution. In an industry full of laborious decisions and eternal anticipa- 
tions, one company was created just for you. At the Cave you will witness the most prestigious collection of import 
and domestic merchandise at competitive pricing and with unparalleled customer service. It’s simple, we are just like you 
— we want the best that our industry has to offer. Experience Game Cave today! 

THUN0ER FOBCE 5 SATURN SPECIAL! 
There has NEVER EVER been a shooter of this magnitude 
released in our lifetime, for any system, for any format, 
PERIOD! If you own a Saturn, you must own this 
game. If you don’t, then purchase one just to play it. 
Box set even comes with an all arranged TF music 
CD. Sept Special $59.95 Box set (limited) $73.95 
(Limited to the first 100 orders) 

Just imagine if Hollywood actually got smart and pro- 
duced a major motion picture out of the unequivocal 
Castlevania series. If so, then this would be the 
soundtrack. From the opening requiem masterpiece, 
to the soothing final track, this is Nosgothian perfection! 
$27.95 (limited to the first 100 orders) 

Game Cave 

PLAYsnm 
Rememberthe excitement the first time you popped in 
your Ghost in the Shell video? Relive that same feel- 

x5 with Ghost in the Shell the 3D action shooting 
for Playstation. Jump into the infamous spider 
for a first person shooter like no other. $63.95 
good through the month of September. 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS (2 CD SET) 
SPECIAL! (71 tracks) 
Masaharu Iwata & Hitoshi Sakimoto are pure geniuses. 
I never thought the masterful FF 7 orig could be out- 
done, but this is astonishing. It is absolutely official, 
TACTICS is the best game based music CD ever created. 
$39.95 (limited to the first 100 orders) 



Yuke Yuke Trauble Maker Goeman 5 Sonic Wings Assault 

The Mystical Ninja returns with friends, in what may be the 

wackiest Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a 3D polygonal 

world, what the heek else could you ask for? $97.95 

Video Systems’ amazing Sonic Wings overhead shooter series 

has hit both the Neo*Geo and Saturn thus far. Nothing can pre¬ 

pare you for the arrival of this Nintendo 64 assault. $93.95 

*l\lintendo Video Games 

MULTI RACING 
CHAMPIONSHIP 3D rally 
style racing brought to your 
home in 64-bit glory. Off 
road in style! CALLÏ 

REV LIMIT The most frequent- 
ly asked about Nintendo 64 
title yet!!!! 
Order yours now!!!!!!! 

$97.95 

WILD CHOPPERS The most 
realistic flight control ever to 
hit home. Military action 
and bullet carnage galore. 

CALL! 

KIRBY’S AIR RIDE Kirby 
finally hits the 64 with an 
absolute kaleidoscope of 3D 
multi-colored mayhem. 
Multiple courses and four 
player simultaneous. CALL! 

tiOEIWOIM PACKAGE SPECIAL 

VIRTUAL PRO WRESTLING 
ULTRA BATTLE ROYAL N64 
There have been tons of wrestling 
games for many different formats 
but finally the best of the bunch has 
arrived. Prepare yourself. CALL! 

AERO GAUGE As the antici- 
pation grows daily for the 
ultra cool F-Zero 64, Aero 
will ease the pain nicely. 

CALL! 

FTXTÏflTïïi 

GOLDENEYE Rare takes the 
corridor genre to the next 
level with this 3D spectacu- 
lar. Prepare to be amazed. 

CALL! 

J - LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 
the best soccer game on any Sys¬ 
tem ever available. Over 17,000 
animations for 256 Japanese 
players. SCOOOOORE! $93.95 

After playing the 64-powered Mystical 
Ninja at this year’s E3,1 realized that 

Olie Of my top 5 favorite games of all 
te just reacfied a wtiole «lm. Goemon with 
mmolanyNêUontrot.$m95 

POWER LEAGUE 64 Hudson 
hits hard on the realism with 
the first b-ball game to feature 
pitch indicators and split sec- 
ond swing adjusting. $89.95 

DORAEMON Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char- 
acters comes a Mario-esque 3D 
action game. Choosefrom 1 of 
5 different characters. $84.95 

ÊM0 & Mi& GD Pkf. 
Final Fantasy V SFC 

POWERFUL PRO BASEBALL YOSHI’S ISLAND We have all 
Remake of the ever popular followed Yoshi through his many 
baseball series comes to the adventures, but nothing could 
Nintendo 64. Realistic game- ever prepare us for what we our 

11—J about towitness. $97.95 play with super deformed 
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From the creator 
of the original 

Capcom’s first HmS .-•m 
i \ ever 3D fighter 
H featuring arcade perfect graphics and all new 
MPS-exclusive features. Characters include 
^ Dhalsim and Sakura. $79.95 

FM on the PS? Well, it’s simple, the best 
strategy game of all time has a true 
sequel. SquareSoft, you rule! $79.95 

Capcom’s most sought after fighter hits home. Arcade quality, 
exact with sound effects, graphic superiority and BGM right 
out of the coin-op cabinet. ENJOY! $69.95 

Alundra In the quest forthe 
ultimate Action/RPG comes 
Alundra. From the creators 
of the original LandStalker, 
this title is a miracle $74.95 

TOBAL2 SquareSoft is com- 
pletely out of control. What’s 
their secret? Tobal 2 makes 
Tobal No. 1 look like it was made 
lOyearsago, literally! Tobal 2 
import Playstation $84.95 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths and an new 
PS-exclusive story mode, the 
home version of this game is 
a must-have title. $89.95 

BUSHIDO BLADE 
SquareSoft, the masters of 
innovation, do it again with the 
most unique fighting game 
evercreated. $79.95 

ZERO DIVIDE 2 Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 
Cyberbots. $74.95_ 

GAMERA 2000 110% Pure 
insanity! The most shocking 
first person shooter since we 
were last visited by our 
friend Panzer. $74.95 

WMtiÜUmLL rmL WUt 

ARMORED CORE A world of 
metal carnage is at your dispos¬ 
al. Trample and destroy anytning 
that moves, breathes, or lives. 
Enjoy the ultimate realm of 
crusning mech war. $77.95 

GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
When was the last time you played 
a fighting game with characters so 
huge they didn’t fit on screen? 
Introducing the master, the 
Gundam Battle Master. $74.95 

SPECTRAL TOWER 2 Simply 
beautiful! Final Fantasy 7 
appears to have set a new 
Standard in RPGs. Enter the 
tower this September. $79.95 

SAMURAI SHODOWN RPG 
It’s been a long time coming 
but SNK’s Samurai Shodown 
RPG has finally arrived. $74.95 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashioned 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFC comes 
Destiny. Absolute RPG heaven. 

CALL! 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
1000’s sold since we first 
opened. One of the most 
requested import Playstation 
fighting titles that we cany. 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
SquareSoft conquered iso- 
metric strategy with Front 
Mission on STC, with Tactics 
they have reached perfection. 
_$89.95 

KING OFFIGHTERS 96 
Finally Playstation owners can 
see what they have been missing. 
The best 2D out there. $74.95 

1000’s AND 1000’s of DBZ LEGENDS sold (literally). 
Take Legends and improve it 10-fold; trust us, you have 
no idea how good this game is! SPECIAL: game and 
music CD $89.95 

CRAUIUS GAIDEN Kon 
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Yuke Yuke Trauble Maker 

Enix and Treasure join 
forces to bring you an animat- 

ed world bevond any SGI wonder ever witnessed. 
$84.95 

Goeman 5 Sonic Wings As sa uit 

The Mystical Ninja returns with friends, in what may be the 
wackiest Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a 3D polygonal 
world, what the heek else could you ask tor? $97.95 

Video Systems’ amazing Sonic Wings overhead shooter series 
has hit both the Neo*Geo and Satum thus far. Nothing can pre¬ 
pare you for the arrival of this Nintendo 64 assault. $93.95 

DRAGON BALL Z HYPER 
DIMENSION Enter the litheralic 
dimension with Bandai’s last 
installment on a 16 bit format. 
Enhanced graphic force and 
2D blistering abound. $84.95 

WILD CHOPPERS The most 
realistic flight control ever to 
hit home. Military action 
and bullet carnage galore. 

CALL! 

KIRBY’S AIR RIDE Kirby 
finally hits the 64 with an 
absolute kaleidoscope of 3D 
multi-colored mayhem. 
Multiple courses and four 
player simultaneous. CALL! 

VIRTUAL PRO WRESTLING 
ULTRA BATTLE ROYAL N64 
There have been tons of wrestling 
games for many different formats 
but finally the best of the bunch has 
arrived. Prepare yourself. CALL! 

AERO GAUGE As the antici- 
pation grows daily for the 
ultra cool F-Zero 64, Aero 
will ease the pain nicely. 

CALL! 

GOEMON 5 PACKAGE SPECIAL 

J- LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 
the best soccer game on any Sys¬ 
tem ever available. Over 17,000 
animations for 256 Japanese 
players. SC00000RE! $93.95 

POWER LEAGUE 64 Hudson 
hits hard on the realism with 
the first b-ball game to feature 
pitch indicators and split sec- 
ond swing adjusting. $89.95 

DORAEMON Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char- 
acters comes a Mario-csque 3D 
action game. Choosefrom 1 of 
5 different characters. $84.95 

MULTI RACING 
CHAMPIONSHIP 3D rally 
style racing brought to your 
home in 64-bit glory. Off 
road in style! CALL! 

REV LIMIT The most frequent- 
ly asked about Nintendo 64 
title yet!!!! 
Order yours now!!!!!!! 

$97.95 

After playing the 64-powered Mystical 
Ninja at this year’s E3,1 realized that 
one of my top 5 favorite games of all 
time just reached a whole new realm. Goemon with 
your choice of any N64 controller. $119.95 

$M I Hitste CO ft! 
F/na/ Fantasy V 5FC 

YOSHI’S ISLAND We have all 
followed Yoshi through his many 
adventures, but nothing could 
ever prepare us for what we our 
about to witness. $97.95 

GOLDENEYE Rare takes the 
corridor genre to the next 
level with this 3D spectacu- 
lar. Prepare to be amazed. 

CALL! 

POWERFUL PRO BASEBALL 
Remake of the ever popular 
baseball series comes to the 
Nintendo 64. Realistic game- 
play with super deformed 
characters. $89.95 

ROMANCING SAGA 3 The pre¬ 
lude to Square’s up and coming 
epic RPG, Saga Frontier, still 
remains in the elite group of 
historie SFAM RPGs. $49.95 

DRAGON QUEST 6 The last 
of Enix’s mecha master work 
exists on the 16 bit wonder. 
DQ6 is a must own for all 
RPG lovers. $84.95 

SAILOR MOON SUPER S 
Sailor Moon scouts join together 
for one final female pound. 
Fans of the SFC instalment will 
enjoy this one. $79.95 

The (I haven’t slept for 3 weeks 
because of this insane game I 
just purchased) isometric strategy 
RPG from Square $74.95 

One of the top 
RPG series of all 
$84.95 

title produced on a 16-bit Sys¬ 
tem. 32 megs of pure equal- 

ized sound and detailed hand 
drawn graphics. $79.95 

FINAL FANTASY V SPECIAL 
Game Cave preserves the classics! Experience the 
twisting story of the FF that never landed on our 
shores. Game only $74.95 Game and original 
music CD doublé disc $99.95 

DRAGON QUEST 3 REPRISE 
Considered one of the most 
highly regarded RPGs in 
Japan, reprised to perfection. 
ENJOY! $84.95 

The final Ranma title released 
on a 16 bit system was a hit. 
Buy it now at the Cave before it 
is extinct. $59.95 

PHANTASIA 
Namco’s first and only RPG, 
with one of the most interest- 
ing battle systems ever 
devised. $79.95 

frlUintendo Video 

G F 0 0 9 

C.O.D. 
Open Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, 
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

Game Cave Welcomes All 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! 

Info 
Line: 1-626/930-1300 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/nww.gamecave.cam Call Tuil Free, For Orders only: 1-8BB/GameCave 



, ever 3D fighter 
H featuring arcade perfect graphics and all new 

PS-exclusive features. Characters include 
“ Dhalsim and Sakura. $79.95 

FM on the PS? Well, ifs simple, the best 
strategy game of all time has a true 
sequel. SquareSoft, you rule! $79.95 

Capcom’s most sought after fighter hits home. Arcade quality, 
exact with sound effects, graphic superiority and BGM right 
out of the coin-op cabinet. ENJOY! $69.95 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths and an new 
PS-exclusive story mode, the 
home version of this game is 
a must-have title. $89.95 

BUSHIDO BLADE 
SquareSoft, the masters of 
innovation, do it again with the 
most unique fighting game 
evercreated. $79.95 

TOBAL2 SquareSoft is com- 
pletely out of control. What’s 
their secret? Tobal 2 makes 
Tobal No. 1 look like it was made 
10 years ago, literally! Tobal 2 

Alundra In the quest forthe 
ultimate Action/RPG comes 
Alundra. From the creators 
of the original LandStalker, 
this title is a miracle $74.95 

ZERO DIVIDE 2 Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 

GAMERA 2000 110% Pure 
insanity! The most shocking 
first person shooter since we 
were last visited by our 
friend Panzer. $74.95 import Playstation $84.95 Cyberbots. 

mmumumL uuur 
GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
When was the last time you played 
a fighting game with characters so 
huge they didnl fit on screen? 
Introducing the master, the 
Gundam Battle Master. $74.95 

ARMORED CORE A world of 
metal carnage is at your dispos¬ 
al. Trample and destroy anytning 
that moves, breathes, or lives. Sthe ultimate realm of 

ing mech war. $77.95 

SPECTRAL TOWER 2 Simply 
beautiful! Final Fantasy 7 
appears to have set a new 
Standard in RPGs. Enter the 
tower this September. $79.95 

SAMURAI SHODOWN RPG 
It’s been a long time coming 
but SNK’s Samurai Shodown 
RPG has finally arrived. $74.95 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashioned 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFC comes 
Destiny. Absolute RPG heaven. 

CALL! 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
SquareSoft conquered iso- 
metric strategy with Front 
Mission on STC, with Tactics 
they have reached perfection. 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
1000’s sold since we first 
opened. One of the most 
requested import Playstation 
fighting titles that we carry. 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 
Finally Playstation owners can 
see what they have been missing. 
The best 2D out there. $74.95 

1000’s AND 1000’s of DBZ LEGENDS sold (literally). 
Take Legends and improve it 10-fold; trust us, you have 
no idea how good this game is! SPECIAL: game and 
musicCD $89.95 

LLlusLJLÏlLLL 
|5ïjgj=Ss==®_«===3=BH U22S2 
STREET FIGHTER C0LLECTI0N 
The most world wide known 
fighter next to MK, all packed 
up for your bludgeoning plea- 
sure. Contains SSF, SSF 
turbo, and another secret 

BREATHOF FIRE IHCapcom is 
about to astound us all once 
again. After viewing an eariy 
promo video on this title the Cave 
staff is still wondering if things can 

WAKU WAKU7 
This animated comical 
fighter is perfect psychotic 
brilliance. 2D madness on 
your PS. $59.95 

GRADIUS GAIDEN Konami 
bring it on!! Parodious, 
Darius, Twinbee, and 
Gradius! Thank you for sup- 
porting our habit! $79.95 

get any better than this. CALL! 

SAGA FRONTIER Square s 
attempt at outdoing their 
own masterpiece, Final 
Fantasy VII. Their efforts, a 
success! $89.95 

SALAMANDER DELUXE PACK 
Contains High Res CG open- 

PANZER BANDIT 
Banpresto nails it again 
with this incredible side 
scroll action fighter. 
Coming soon!H $79.95 

The RockMan X series still remains in the prestigious 
ranks for all action fans. The absolute best of the series is 
here, TRUST ME!. SPECIAL: RockMan X4 with RockMan X 
action figure $94.95, special RockMan X4 box set $94.95 

Dracula returns, bringing a new 
era of 2D adventure. Take on the 
Metroid-like game design. It’s a 
given: If you’re a serious gameryou 
must own this game. $79.95 

ings and endings,Salamander, 
Lifeforce, and tne never- 
released-at-home Salamander 
2 arcade. (DIEFOR !) $74.95 

|Analog pad compatible. 

h' i 

Everipthinq for the gaming enthusiast! 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
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Last Brnnx 

\f Finally 
f Capcom’s fighting masterpiece comes to the Saturn, 
All the insane combos and 2D splendor of the coin-op 
are reproduced in style. Ram Cart compatible. $64.95 

Just about the coolest collection 
we've ever seen. It's everything 
you could ever want out of SF. 
Bring on SF 3. $69.95 

Pure fighting brutality, polygon style. 
Hi-res, 60 fps with true 3D back- 
grounds. Last Bronx is a landmark title 
for Saturn. A sure purchase, $69.95 

LiLLLLiA.2_A.LlO. 

FIABBIT Comical fighters seem to 
be gaining popularity. Nin Ku, 
Waku Waku 7, and now Rabbit. 
Rabbit combines the antics of 
Waku and classics like Kabuki Klash 
in one juicy package. $64.95 

MACROSS REMEMBER LOVE 
2-CD set of dedicated Macross 
lover’s ecstasy! If you don’t 
own MRL yet, you are missing 
out hard-core. $64.95 

WILLY WOMBAT This lookslike 
a N64 game, what’s goin’ on? 3D 
action fans must own this title. 
Thanks to Susumu Matsushita 
for the artwork. $64.95 

IHAOS SEED With what appears 
o be a battle engine similar to 
ïhrono Trigger, Chaos Seed 
ihould provide us with long 
ïours of RPG bliss. $69.95 

fIRUS The disease is 
preading, an epidemie is 
ibout to take place. Virus 
akes us where we have 
lever gone before, with any 
ither CG interactive title. 

CALL! 

SOKYUGURENTAI The first all 
SGI rendered overhead shoot- 
er of its kind on any system 
period. If you are even a slight 
shooter fan, prepare to be 
astonished. $69.95_ 

SLAYERS ROYAL RPG 
A beautiful prize is created. 
The epic anime series gets 
its own amazing all rendered 
strategy RPG. $69.95 

ENEMY ZERO After viewing 
the announced American ver¬ 
sion at E3, it’s obvious why 
we will all still be purchasing 
the import version. $69.95 

DEADORALIVE Is this the 
SATURN? Is this the 
arcade? Prepare to be 
amazed this November! 

$69.95 

THUNDER FORCE V Polygon- 
rendered, multi-layer parallax, 
vertical planing, multi-direction- 
al shooting joy. Thunder Force 
fansrejoice. $69.95 

TIME BOKAHAN 2D over¬ 
head shooters with that 
cutesy Parodious-esque look 
are few and far between.until 
now. $64.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 Sun Soft 
steals the show with this one. 
Unparalleled animation and 
gadgetry gags galore. $64.95 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 With 
more fighters than any other 
2D fighter and custom team 
edit, KOF ’96 is a must-own 
title. $59.95 

ÏYBERBOTS Capcom throws 

!ero Gouki Full Metal Madness 

ight in your face with their version 
if Street Fighter mechanization. 

$69.95 

SENGOKU ACE 2 Atlus 
never seems to disappoint 
when it comes to shooters. 
If you missed this back in 
December don’t miss it 
again. AMAZING STUFF! 

SALAMANDER DELUXE PACK 
Salamander heaven served 
)n a CD platter. 2 nostalgie 
itles back with a brilliant 
ioin-op 3rd. $69.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS In 
your idle time until the release 
of Dragon Ball Z GT, why not 
give the next best thing a shot. 
Millions have. $49.95 

SHIENRYU The best Japanese 
coin-op overhead shooter to 
reach a home console thus 
far. Shooter freaks prepare 
tostrip. $64.95 

FATAL RJRY REAL BOOT SPECIAL 
The return of the Bogard family 
and friends is absolute insanity. 
Enhanced backdrops and added 
character animation make this a 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 4 An 
absolute @*&#"?!# blood 
bath. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $74.95 

'ULSTAR If you own a Neo 
;D and don’t have it, there’s 
omething wrong with you. 
his incredible sidescroller 
ias yet to be beaten on any 

KING OF FIGHTERS 97 
Oh my god! SNK I love you! 

winner. $74.95 ystem, PERIOD!!! $94.95 

BIO HAZARD IMPORT SATURN SPECIAL : 
Get the millennium anticipated Bio Hazard Saturn with 
the original music CD $79.95 

KYU 
mitpil' 

Witness the Samurai clan in their first ever RPG. 
Packed full of hellacious monstrosities and melanornic 
questing. SPECIAL: Comes with Samurai Shodown 
RPG original music CD. $94.95 

G F O O 9 Open Monclay thru Friday 8am-7pm, 
Saturday and Siinday 8am-5pm PST 

GameCaveWelcomesAll I ;na. 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! LlIlCa 

Info 1-626/930-1300 C.O.D. 

@01_ 
Visit Our Web Site: http:/vmw.gamecavE.CDm Call Tuil Free, For Orders nnly: 1-888/GameCave 



Anime 

$4“ ANIME! 
Game Cave carries a vast collection of all the new and classic 
anime titles. Add some bulk to your collection with the pur- 
chase of any of our amazing films. Buy any 3 anime titles and 
receive any other title for just $4.95. (Imports excluded) 

NEON GENESIS 
EVANGELION 0:7 
$19.95 

RECORD OF 
LODOSS WAR 
BOX SET 
VOL. 1-6 $84.95 

IRIA BOX SET VAMPIRE HUNTER GATCHAMAN 
VOL. 1- 3 $54.95 THE ANIME VOL. 2 $19.95 

$69.95 

X/1999 
CALL! 

THE SLAYERS 
VOL. 4 $16.95 

Vl'clLL lTliluLL^ 
Surround yourself with insane anime and game related 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series collection. 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your favorite 
series. ENJOY! ALL SCROLLS S19.95 each 

FF7 AERITH 

Clouti Striiè | 

OH MY GODDESS 

m*. 

u FF7 CLOUD ON BIKE 
FF7CLOUD STRIFE 

Buv anv two SauareSoft music CDs 
and receive $5.00 off vour order 
Game Cave carries a large line of import anime and game related 

original and arranged music CDs, for the true “I must have 

everything” industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 

order. Restrictions apply. 

FINAL FANTASY 

FINALFANTASY1987- PERSONA ORIGINAL 
1994 CLASSICS $29.95 3 CD Set! $44.95 

Vampire Princess Miyu 
Collection $19.95 

niflfefïïil 
Grand 

piNALE 

• aT il 
FINAL FANTASY VI DRAGON BALLZ181/2 
GRAND FINALE CD CD $19,95 

FINAL FANTASY IV 
ORIGINAL CD 
$17.95 

CHRONO TRIGGER 
3 CD SET $49.95 

CHRONO TRIGGER ROCKMAN X CD 
BRINK OF TIME $19.95 $19.95 

KOWLOON’S GATE 
ORIGINAL CD 
$34.95 

MfrfSlfflT :1 j I 
FINAL RÏNTASY 

FINAL FANTASY V FINAL FANTASY 
ORIGINAL 2 CD SET SYMPHONIC SUITE 
$49.95 $39.95 

Ml 

CefticMcoiv 

FINAL FANTASY IV 
CELTIC MOON CD 
$29.95 

FINAL FANTASY VI Y’S SYMPHONY 95 
3 CD SET$54.95 $19.95 

FINAL FANTASY ARC THE LAD 2 
LOVE WILL GROW ORIGINAL CD 
CD $24.95 $39.95 

SECRET OF MANA 2 
ORIGINAL CD 
$19.95 

STREET FIGHTER 
ANIME VOL. 2 CD 
39.95_ 

WILD ARMS ORIGI¬ 
NAL CD $39.95 

SAILOR MOON 
VOCAL1 $19.95 

Model Kits 

EVANGELION PLASTIC MODEL Kil 
Very few anime series ever reach the caliber of excellence t( 
considered a classic. Evangelion is one of them. Celebrate the 
lowing with the most impressive plastic model kits ever relea 
High grade engineering, full color, fully poseable with weap 
power source devices, Eva pilots and one extra character. HG L 
Eva kits (10”) Small Eva kits (6”) 

€ Vrt N Gr € LI O h 

Gundam Plastic Model Kits 
The most popular mech series in Japan has supplied us all wi 
bouquet of amazing products, anime, music, resin kits, game; 
and model kits. Call Game Cave now to order any of our ama 
ing MG/HG Gundam kits. (All kits 10”) 

GUNDAM AIRMAS- 
TER HG $19.95 

ZAKU 2 CLEAR EDI- 
TION MG $34.95 

SHENLONGI 
DAM HG $1 

for the gaming enthusiast! 

Mj SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
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EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE W 
OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



COLLECTOR 
CARD5 

DRAGON QUEST 
box set $34.95 
card packs $2.95 
FINAL FANTASY VII 
box set $54.95, card packs $4.95 
SAKURA WARS 
box set $49.95, card packs $3.95 

GAME CAVFS MUSIC CD PICKS OF THE MONTH 

Ruro Ni Kenshin (Departure CD) $17.95 

Toki Meki Memorial Piano Coll CD $19.95 

X-Men vs Street Fighter org. CD $39.95 

Alundra original CD $34.95 

& 

SPEED KING 
IMPORT PLAYSTATION 

SEGAAGES VOL. 1 
IMPORT SATURN $29.95 

INTRODUCING: 
THE GAME CAVE SHOWROOM/RETAIL STORE 

GAME CAVE 421 E. HUNTINGTON DG. MONROVIA CA. 91016 
Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 10am-7pm, Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm 

All specials are while supplies last only! 

EVANGELION: 
$9.95 
RANMA 1/2: 
$7.95 
DRAGON 
BALL Z: $8.95 
SAILOR MOON SUPER S: $8.95 

PLAYSTATION $49.95 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 4 
IMPORT PLAYSTATION $19.95 

PLAYING CARDS 
PLAY POKER IN STYLE WITH GAME CAVE’S 
DIVERSE COLLECTION OF ANIME RELATED 
METALLIC PLAYING CARDS. 

DX IMPORT 
PLAYSTATION $39.95 

D-XHIRD 
IMPORT SATURN $39.95 

ZAP! SNOWBOARDING TRIX 
IMPORT SATURN $24.95 

PLANET JOKER 
IMPORT SATURN $39.95 

SKULL FANG 
IMPORT SATURN $29.95 

NEW ANIME T-SHIRTS 
MOST ANIME T-SHIRTS $12.95 
ALL SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN MEDIUM / 
LARGE / AND X-TRA LARGE 
Sailor Moon S • Dragon Ball Z • 
Tenchi Muyo • Ranma 1/2_ 

Ghost In The Shell & Akira $16.95 

“NEW” GHOST IN THE SHELL SPECIAL 
Get Ghost In The Shell original music CD 
with Shirow Masamune artist 

Visit Dur Web Site! 

WWW.GAMECAVE.COM 
Register to win a 

GXTV Monitor 
• Order Online 

• Online Catalog 

• Internet Only 5pecials ^ 

Drawing held bi-monthly, winner notified by mail. See site tor details. 

GXTV 
available at 
Game Cave 

for only 

s299-95 

GF009 FREE OFFER! 
JDIIXI THE GAME CAVE CLUB! ! 
FOR A FREE MEMBERSHIP FILL OUT THIS FORM AND | 
SENDITIN! YOU’LL RECEIVE... j 

• A $10.00 OFF MAIL-IN COUPON | 
• A GAME CAVE CATALOG, AND MORE! J 

NAME & AGE-  ! 

ADDRESS-| 

CITY-! 

STATE & ZIP_| 

PHONE # ( )_! 

E-MAIL ADDRESS-j 
MAIL TO: GAME CAVE 421 E. HU_NJI_NGTON_DR._MONROVIA CA.J1016j 

G F O O 9 

C.O.D. 
Open 7 Days A Week. Monday thru Friday 8am- IhI A 
7pm. Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 111 I U 
Game Cave Welcomes Ali Dealer I Smai 
and Wholesale Accounts! LI IIO ■ 1-626/930-1300 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/i/vww.gamecave.com Call Tuil Free, For Orders only: 1~B88/GameCave 
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FINAL FANTASY VII ACTION FIGURES 
Fully positional official import Final Fantasy VII action fig- 
ures. Cloud comes with stand and multiple weapons. 
Aerith is packed with Chocobo. Tifa comes with Todo 
the Frog. Coming in September, prebook now! Vincent 
and Sephiroth. $19.95 each or set of 5 for $79.95. 

X-MEN “ROBOT FIGHTERS” 
ACTION FIGURES 

5” fully positional, featured in high comic detail. Each figure 
dressed in special Danger Room training gear. Each figure 

comes with character-specific Robot Fighter. Celebrate 
Marvel Super Heroes and X-Men vs Street Fighter by purchas- 

ing your figure today. $7.95 each or set of 5 for $34.95. 

NEON GENESIS EVANGELION 
ACTION FIGURES 
Quicky becoming the most 
popular anime series in the U.S. 
Evangelion merchandise is flour- 
ishing everywhere. Call Game 
Cave now to order your Eva 
action figures. $39.95 each. 

r r> * y* F 

•>' H B M O V i n y 

SPAWN: THE MOVIE 
ACTION FIGURES 
Spawn mayhem galore. You 
have seen the major motion 
picture, now pwn the special edi- 
tion action figures. Game Cave now car- 
ries the ULTRA and DELUXE action figures. 

ULTRA figures $8.95 each or set of 6 for $39.95. 

ULTRA REGULAR 
SPAWN BURGER SPAWN 

ULTRA CLOWN 

DELUXE figures $12.95 each or set of 3 for $34.95. 

DELUXE DELUXE SPAWN DELUXE 
VIOLATOR MALEBOLGIA 

_ ROCKMAN X/ROCK¬ 
MAN 8 ACTION FIGURES 
RockMan X4 is here! 
Call Game Cave now to 
order any of our lus- 
cious RockMan X4 and 
RockMan 8 action fig¬ 
ures. $24.95 each. Ask 
about extra armors for 
your RockMan. 

qc.o.D.g Info 1 COC/QOn iOnfl 
and Wholesale Accounts! Line: |H|j£D/HOU" IOUU 

Vïsit Our Web Site: http:/uww.gamecave.com Call Tuil Freef For Orders Only: 1-888/GameCave 
SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COM¬ 

PATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



Fax us your needs *Pre-books «New Releases «Japanese Imports 
•Fast same-day shipping our specialty!!! 

Playstation Playstation 

Playstation 

SEGA SATURN 

Raise your sales and profits with our low prices, quick service and extensive invento 
i/.Cnv /OnC\CCQ TH /10 * I110+ mimi+fln oia in\i fmm tho Miomi I nto rnatinna I Airnnrt All ryFax (305)668-0142 *Just minutes away from the Miami International Airport All 

rights reserved. Any and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies. 
SEGA SATURN Playstation 
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KONAMI. 

1HTERHATI0HAL 
SUPERSTAR 
S0CCER1B4 

www.konami.com 1-900-896-HINT (4468) *$0.85 per minule charge «SI. 15 per minule support froni a game counselor 
•Touch lone plione required «Minors must have parental permission beforc dialing. Hints arfe available 24 hours a doy. Live suppoil Monday-Friday, 8:30am lo 5:00pm CST only. 
Prices and availabilily subject lo change. U.S. accessibility only. International Superstar So eer 64 is a Irademark of Konami (o., lid. Nintendo, the Official Seal, Nintendo 64 
and the 3 0 "IJ" logo are Iradcrnorks of Nintendo of America Ine. ©1996 Nintendo of America Ine. Tire ratings icon is a Irademark of the Interactive Digital Software Associalion. 
Konami® is a registered Irademark of Konami (o., Lid. ©1997 Konami of America,Ine. All Rights Reserved. Konami Sports Series™ is a Irademark of Konami of America, Ine. 
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He aD 
FIGHTING 
ACTION! 

CAPCOM 

>Pr /Hftj/fERO 

SUPER HFRQES 

It's Super Hero vs. Super- _ 
Villain. Super Hero vs. Super 
Hero. Super-Viilain vs. Super-Villain - 
you get the idea. Now Marvel Comics' 
most amazing characters battle it out 
head-to-head on your Playstation game 
console and Sega Saturn. Punch-for- 
punch, an incredible translation of the 
#1 arcade blockbuster. You'll enter the 
world of Murvel as your favorite 
Super Hero or Super-Villain - 

Wolverine, Spider-Man, 
Magneto, Captain 
America, The 
Incredible Hulk 

and many more. 
Master all their prolific powers, lethal moves 
and multi-hit combos, with each blow 
animated in such detail you'll flinch in pain! 

Marvel Super Heroes. 
All other fighting games are 
mere mortals. 

www.capcom.com 

MARVEL SUPER HEROES TM & © 1997 MARVEL CHARACTERS. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. © CAPCOM CO.. LTD. 1997 © CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 1997 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS VIDEO GAME IS PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE FROM MARVEL 
CHARACTERS. INC. CAPCOM is a registered trademark ot CAPCOM CO., LTD. Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd 


